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The right a l liance can 
make all the difference. 
In today's busmess world, a littl e boost can be a b1g h elp. At PFF, we offer customized business solutions designed 
to help your company reach its goals- no matter how out of r·each they may seem. For mor·e information about 
our business partnershrps, call 1- 888- DIAL- PFF. Or visit us at www.pffbank.com. 
f'iir Member 
LBiiiii FDIC BANK&TRUST 
Withyou euery business moment. 





see Page 9 
$2.00 
Do More Than Recycle 
- r e P I a n e t T M ! 
rePLANETTM reddint!~ 
the consumer rec>cling 
expcrit!nCI!. 
Tht!Se nl!W hi-tt!Ch faciJ-
IIIC'> feature:! TOMRA's 
patentt!d automated rt!cy-
cling machines that can 
simultanl!ously process 
empty glass, aluminum, and 
pla'>tic beverage containers 
using the latest in 
continued on page 44 
Special 
Sectio n s 
Executive lime Out 
Attracti~,;e and practical, rePLANET recycling centen are fim to 11\e and convemently located. 
TOMRA, the world's lt!ad-
ing manufacturl!r of recy-
cling machmt!S, announces 
thl! world launch of 
rt!PLANET rt!cycling cen-
ter.-; at Southt!rn California 
supcrmarkt!ts. lntroduct!d as 
a pilot program last tall at 10 
Stater Bros supermarket 
locations, rePLANET is part 
of a global recycling move-
ment featuring attracttvely 
designt!d freestanding recy-
cling facilities that offer a 
clean, convenient and serv-
ice-oriented way to redeem 
cans, glass bottles, PET 
plastic bottlt!s and newspa-
pers for cash. 
page 46 
AT DEADLINE 
IRS Updates Optiona l Mileage 
Ra tes 
The IRS has increased the 
optional standard mileage rate 
used by employee , self-employed 
individuals, or other taxpayers 
who need to compute the 
deductible costs of using an auto-
mobile for business, charitable, 
medical, or moving expense pur-
poses. 
The new rates apply to costs 
incurred on or after Jan. 1, 2001, 
and are as follows: For transporta-
tion expense!> incurred for busi-
ness purposes, the standard 
mi leage rate is 34.5" cents per 
mile; for an automobile used to 
provide free services to a charita-
ble organization. the standard rate 
is 14 cents per mile, and for an 
automobile used to obta1n medical 
care or as part of a move (in which 
the expenses are deductible), the 
rate is 12 cents per mi le. -
· continued on page 34 
Funding Has Been Cut-School Seeking 
Corporate 'Adoptions' to Continue 
Vital Enrichment Programs 
by Georgine Loveland 
The Grace Yokley 
Middle School in south-
east Ontario prides itself 
on its many successful 
enrichment programs, 
considering them to be 
as important in the bal-
anced development of Its 
close to 1,050 students, 
as the "core'' subject!> of 
reading, writing, math, 
social studies and the 
like. State monic are 
commonly earmarked 
for these basic disci-
plines, leaving very little 
funding for fine arts and 
music programs, drill 
teams, sports, and other 
activities that fill in the 
g:.~ps of a school's regu-
lar curriculum. 
This approach cre-
ates a huge cultural void 
in the growth of a stu-
dent as a "whole per-
son," many educators 
feel - comparable to a 
basic meal of meat, pota-
toes and vegetables -
le ·s the seasoning·, pres-
entation and dessert that 
render the meal com-
plete, attractive and 
something to look for-
ward to, increasing the 
desire to come back for 
more. 
"The arts depart-
ment, for example, is so 
important to the kids -
it can be the ' hook' to 
keep them in school, I 





Originally a Horse Ranch, Now 
Compaq Direct Customization and 
Distribution Center Is One of Only 
Four of Its Kind in the World 
Cowboys have morphed 
into computer wranglers. In 
February 2000, Compaq 
Computer CorporatiOn 
acquired a 180,000-square-
foot facility in Ontano for 
distribution and customiza-
tion of its PC products. One 
of four such centers in the 
world, Compaq D1rt!ct 
Customizauon and 
Distnbution Center serves as 
a distribution center for 
Compaq desktop products, 
and as a customization cen-
ter for personal and desktop 
PC products. 
Originally a ranch and 
then the former home of 
Inacom, Compaq purchao;ed 
the fac1llty la~t February and 
there are now 2,500 employ-
ees working in the Compaq 
Direct div1sion. The Ontario 
division employs about 225 
people and anticipates that as 
market conditions permit, it 
will be adding additional 
jobs and employees. 
The Ontario Center is 
heavily comm1tted to cus-
tomer serv1ce and satisfac-
tion as it generates more than 
1,200 computers a day, with 
capacity to produce more 
dependmg on demand. 
Compaq Direct opera-
tion's facilities are located in 
Ontano, Calif.; Omaha, 
Nebraska; Indianapolis, 
Indiana; and Swedesboro, 
conti11ued on page 44 
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THE ISSUE: In November of 1998, the state attorneys general settled their cases against the tobacco industry, resulting in a $206 billion settle-
ment to be disbursed to 46 states over the next 25 years. Califomia's share will be approximately $25.45 billion, spread out in payments over a 25-year 
period. For its first year payment, San Bernardino Cot:nty will receive approximately $18.5 million. The county says it will spend $16.5 million to pay 
off debt service at Arrowhead Regional Medical Center, and will allocate the remaining $2 million, or roughly 10.8 percent, to community-based and 
private sector health programs. Should the San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors spend more than the currently allocated 10.8 percent of tobac-
co settlement funds on tobacco education and prevention programs? 
Health Associations Favor Prevention 
and Education Programs 
County Says Paying Arrowhead's 
Debt Does Double Duty 
The American Lung 
Association of California recom-
mends that a minimum of 15 percent 
of settlement funds should be spent 
on augmenting current tobacco pre-
vention and education programs 
with 85 percent going to healthcare. 
"We would like to see as much 
money as possible go into preven-
tion," says Patrick Kudell, executive 
director of the American Lung 
Associations ' Inland Counties. "It's 
been successfully shown that early 
intervention can keep kids off tobac-
co. It's not just teens we need to get 
to, it's as early as elementary school. 
Once they hit the teen-aged years, 
smoking is no longer a health issue; 
it's a peer problem. We need to 
change the social status of smoking 
at as early an age as possible." 
The American Medical 
Association recommends that at 
least 30 percent of settlement funds 
should be spent on augmenting cur-
rent tobacco prevention and educa-
tion funds. "Because the settlement 
is intended to settle state tobacco-
related claims, it is absolutely criti-
cal that a significant portion of the 
settlement dollars go back into cur-
ing the ills caused by tobacco, says 
AMA president, Dr. Randolph 
Smoak, Jr. 
California's 2001-2002 budget, 
recommended by Governor Gray 
Davis, requires that 100 percent of 
tobacco settlement funds go to 
healthcare, with $20 million or 17.8 
percent earmarked for "a new, 
aggressive anti-smoking campaign 
targeting teenagers and college-age 
young people." 
ln a nationwide poll (conducted 
jointly by the Campaign for 
Tobacco-free l(jds, the American 
Lung Association and the American 
Cancer Society), 84 percent of those 
asked, favor spending tobacco set-
tlement funds to reduce tobacco use 
among kids, and 69 percent of those 
asked want all the money spent for 
this purpose. "While some states 
have made important progress, too 
many states are missing this once-
in-a-lifetime opportunity provided 
The National Conference of 
State Legislatures reports that less 
than 10 percent of tobacco settle-
ment funds appropriated by state 
legislatures in fiscal year 2000 were 
THE FACTS: According to the Centers for Disease Control, 
tobacco use remains the number one preventable cause of death in the 
United States. More than 400,000 deaths each year are attributed to 
smoking related medical problems, with an annual cost of more than 
$50 billton in direct medical costs. Each year smoking kills more peo-
ple than AIDS, alcohol, drug abuse, car crashes, murders, suicides 
and fires combined. Approximately 80 percent of adult smokers start-
ed smoking before the age of 18, and each day nearly 3,000 young 
people under age 18 become regular smokers. 
In his report of August, 2000 "A Call to Arms: Reducing Tobacco 
Use," then U.S. Surgeon General David Satcher announced that 
smoking rates among teens and adults could be halved within the 
decade if the nation would fu/ly .implement anti-smoking programs 
using effective approaches that are already available. "Enormous 
monetary settlements have provided the resources to fuel major new 
comprehensive anti-smoking tobacco efforts," Satcher stated. 
by the settlement to protect our kids 
and reduce the leading preventable 
cause of death in our nation today," 
says Matthew L. Myers, president of 
the Campaign for Tobacco-Free 
l(jds. 
"The supervisors need to get 
back to the original intent of the 
legal action," says Richard Jarvis, 
executive director of the Inland 
Empire Chapter of the American 
Heart Association. "Those suits 
were initiated to recoup the money 
states had spent combating the 
health problems created by tobacco. 
Originally, San Bernardino supervi-
sors weren't going to spend any-
thing on prevention and education. 
We've had to lobby hard to get this 
initial $2 million, and we're going to 
have to lobby even more to see we 
get some of the future payments put 
into such programs." 
The stated polic~ of the 
National Association of Counties, of 
which the San Bernardino County 
Board of Supervisors are members, 
continued on page 38 
allocated for tobacco prevention 
and control programs. " I believe 
that the settlement money is meant 
to replace the money that should 
have been spent on education, 
scholarships, new roads, housing, 
elderly care, and many other state 
programs in the past. Instead, our 
money had to be diverted from 
those programs to treat people's 
tobacco-related illnesses," wrote 
South Dakota Governor Bill 
Janklow. 
The county needs to support 
indigent health service at 
Arrowhead Regional Medical 
Center. "We are the health provider 
of last resort for the poor," says 
Supervisor Jon D. Mikels. "The 
center provides a disproportionate 
percentage of indigent care in our 
community, those who don't have 
health insurance or HMOs. These 
funds have been factored into meet-
ing that need, and without them we 
would be forced to take the money 
from other county programs to 
maintain an adequate level of health 
care." 
San Bernardino County doesn't 
need to spend as much on preven-
tion because the state's anti-smok-
ing and prevention programs have 
been extremely successful. Under 
terms of the Master Tobacco 
Settlement, the state will receive 
nearly $25 billion dollars through 
2025, of which current plans are to 
spend a minimum of $165 million 
on prevention and cessation pro-
grams. The state has already experi-
enced a 50 percent drop in per capi-
ta consumption of tobacco since 
passage of Proposition 99 in 1998 
that raised the cigarette tax $0.25 a 
pack and earmarked the revenue for 
prevention and cessation programs. 
By using the money to help pay 
off debt service at Arrowhead 
Regional Medical Center, the Board 
of Supervisors is adhering to the 
guidelines of the National 
Association of Counties, National 
Governors' Association and the 
National Conference of State 
Legislatures committing the tobac-
co settlement funds to health care. 
"Our overriding concern is to cure 
the ills created by tobacco," says 
Supervisor Jon D. Mikels. 
Unlike other California coun-
ties, San Bernardino has earmarked 
all of its tobacco settlement fu.nds 
for health care. Kern County, for 
example, is using much of its 
money to build a new juvenile reha-
bilitation facility, new roads and 
maintenance facilities. The city of 
Los Angeles has committed a sig-
nificant portion of its tobacco set-
tlement funds to pay off legal 
claims arising from the current 
LAPD scandal. Alpine County is 
planning to spend most of its 
money, about $5,000, on law 
enforcement. Finally, Madera 
Cd\mty has put all of its settlement 
funds into its Capital Improvement 
continued on page 38 
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Energy Crisis Spurs Conservation 
Efforts and Causes Widespread Anxiety 
It comes out of little holes in 
the wall at llO watts and 60 
cycles. It keeps our milk cold and 
our water hot. It runs our 
"Surround Sound" systems and 
keeps our new high-tech toys 
beeping and bleeping. It is elec-
tricity and it is our latest commod-
ity crisis. 
Like the Y2K threat of a year 
ago, the fear of what happens 
when the computers hut down 
causes serious concern among 
businesses in this area. Unlike 
Y2K, conservation will go a long 
way and shutdowns will be spotty. 
Police and fire departments will 
not be subject to rolling blackouts. 
Neither will Ontario International 
Airport, although it has back up 
generators if they are needed. 
Jack Brown, president of 
Colton-based Stater Bros. says 
that his stores likewise have back 
up generators. Stater Bros. is also 
embarking on a conservation pro-
gram that Brown anticipates will 
be adopted by most of the 
Southern California grocery 
industry. Alternate aisle lighting, 
retrofitting freezer sections and 
even initiating a shorter lighting 
time in the parking lot after clos-
ing may not seem like a lot, but 
these measures will all contribute 
to a 10 percent power reduction. 
Interestingly, Brown says this 
is nothing new to his s tores. He 
faced a 30 percent increase more 
than a year ago by San Diego Gas 
& Electric. SDG&E is a Sempra 
company, as is The Gas Company, 
which has just told its customers 
tha t natural gas prices wi ll he 
gomg up here. 
Some schools and businesses 
in the Inland Emptre have already 
been affected by Stage Three shut-
downs. At the time they signed up, 
the reduced rate program may 
have been enticing to some, but at 
the end of January when Stage 
Three conditions existed almost 
every day, learning and making a 
profit became impo sible in the 
dark. 
One local company that is sur-
prised by its recent successes is 
Mag Instruments of Ontario. It has 
seen a big rush for flashlights; and 
not just its own brand either. The 
larger torches and lanterns are 
being bought up for emergency 
office use. It is Mag 's impression 
that whatever is happening will 
hang on longer than the Y2K fears 
which were effectively cut short 
on Jan. 2, 2000. 
Many businesses who spoke 
to the Business Journal agreed 
that this may well be a manufac-
tured shortage. Nonetheless, all 
believe that, just like OPEC's 
manufactured gas shortage of the 
70s, this is a long-term problem 
that we will have to learn to live 
with. 
The Hotel Queen Mary has 
formed an e lectrical patrol to 
check for unnecessa ry lights . 
Investors are talking about reviv-
ing the solar technology of two 
decades ago. Real or not, this 
problem is not expected to go 
away. 
-by Joe Lyons 
FEBRUARY 2001 
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The Taxinan Blinketh 
They say that only death and 
taxes are inevitable. And it appears 
that in the city of Claremont, even 
taxes are not hard and fast. 
Consider, if you will, the land-
mark Claremont Inn. It owes about 
$77,000 in taxes and penalties. 
Most of this comes from bed taxes 
which customers get billed for 
before they check out. Where did 
these dollars go? Well, they certain-
ly did not go to the city. By itself, 
this "oversight" would be a crimi-
nal act. But to compound the issue, 
the city of Claremont is apparently 
shrugging its shoulders and saying 
"Oh, well." 
Now, you have to understand 
that the Claremont Inn is no longer 
locally owned. So it isn ' t as if the 
city wants to help a local civic 
leader, who has invested time and 
money to maintain a beloved com-
munity landmark. No, these are just 
out-of-towners, "carpetbaggers," 
who simply decided not to pay the 
taxes they had already collected. 
Imagine yourself calling up the 
California Franchise Tax Board or 
the IRS and telling them that you 
have decided that you don't want to 
pay your taxes anymore. Actually 
we have all heard of cases of peo-
ple owing money, even under $100, 
that causes them to be hounded and 
attached until the debt is paid. 
Remember too that Claremont 
is not a city that can easily afford to 
pass up this much money. The 
Claremont Auto Center, south of 
Interstate 10, has only recently 
become stable and many people are 
holding their collective breaths on 
the adjacent retail center. Just a 
year or so ago they rejected a fast 
food drive through because of the 
traffic problems they foresaw. 
To be fair, the Claremont Inn 
decision is part of its bankruptcy 
case in Spokane. Why it is being 
judged in Ea tern Washington 
ins tead of Southern Cal iforn ia is a 
whole other question. Most BKs 
keep tax liabilities out of the pro-
tection. Yet Claremont officials are 
actually saying that they never 
expected to get the money anyway. 
Such a cavalier attitude about 
tax dollars does a disservice to the 
citizens of the city. The Claremont 
Inn and its connected shopping and 
entertainment areas are an impor-
tant part of the Inland Empire and 
deserve support and help. But fair 
is fair. Upland is not willing to cut 
any slack for the local family that 
owns the At The Grove Theater. 
Claremont's out-of-town owners 
should get no less. 
Claremont's citizens deserve 
their tax money, even if it takes a 
property lien to get it. 
Whose Power Line Is It Anyway? 
"We were eyeball to eyeball, 
and the other guy jus t blinked." 
This famous quote came out of the 
1962 Cuban Missile Crisis, but it 
has strong similarities to the 
California Energy Crisis. PG&E, 
along with Edison, stand on one 
side and we, the consumer/taxpay-
ers, are on the other. Gov. Gray 
Davis and hts state administration 
are positioned in the middle. We 
need only two more a rmies to 
restage the "Lord of the Rings." 
The first problem is deregula-
tion. We were constantl y being told 
that it would take the government 
out of business, eltminate monopo-
lies and open the marketplace to 
competition, whtch would lead to 
lower prices. We were told this 
fairy tale about the phone compa-
nies, the airlines and the savings 
and loans also. 
The second problem is bank-
ruptcy. Again, there is an upside. 
Being able to hold off old debts and 
do business with current cash flow 
is a good thing. It saves jobs and 
pre~erves services. Unfortunately, 
it also allows fo r the dissolution of 
contracts, the cancellation of 
agreed-to rates, and the end of leas-
es and union agreements. 
In the case of the energy crisis 
we were first told that our foolish 
excesses in holiday lighting were 
causing the problem. Everyone 
from the Chino neighborhood 
continued 011 page 26 
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RFP Management Employs a Personal Touch in Creatively Matching Clients and Staff 
by Georgine Loveland 
What's a company to do when 
it desperately needs temporary 
workers and there is no time to fig-
ure out how to go about finding the 
right talent? Calling RFP 
Management Group would be a 
wise fir t step. 
"Staffing agencies are usually a 
mystery to a client," remarked 
Kristi R. Orodpour, executive vice 
president of RFP. As business con-
sultants with in iders' knowledge of 
the maze of staffing agencies and 
temporary services, Orodpour and 
Oagney Smith, also an RFP execu-
tive vice president, under tand the 
pitfalls facing unwary managers. 
"Often the job of locating need-
ed help falls to someone in the 
client's company who has no clue," 
both agree. And, this situation can 
precipitate financial and organiza-
tional disasters. "There are 150 
staffing services in the Inland 
(( We know what to 
look for. Others 
might be swayed by 
personalities, etc. We 
look at the capabili-
ties of the service 
with expert eyes. " 
Empire alone," Orodpour noted. 
"Companies invite temporary agen-
cies to go out to bid and stage (often 
very slick) presentations to man-
agement personnel regarding the 
services their organizations offer. It 
is estimated that $140 billion per 
year is spent nationally in tempo-
rary staffing; it is a large budget 
item." 
Companies need guidance and 
insider knowledge to assess the 
strengths and weaknesses of their 
unique situation, as well as the 
quality of the service being offered. 
To this end, businesses need to have 
the correct tools and resources 
available. This is where the experi-
ence of RFP Management Group 
comes in. 
"We have designed the 
' Request for Proposal' system, 
Orodpour explained, "designed to 
accurately analyze an individual 
company's needs; then we are able 
to design the proper document tai-
lored for each one. We can deter-
mine whether the company needs 
changes: special requtstlton 
processes; training programs; dou-
ble shifts, etc. We work from the 
internal outward." The results of 
this intensive, painstaking research 
allow Smith and Orodpour to make 
concrete recommendations, and 
greatly enhance the odds of the 
company hiring the right temp 
agency the first time around. 
"Our expertise is in streamlin-
ing and refining," Smith advised. 
"We are experienced business con-
sultants, and can give companies 
the tools they need in the decision 
process. Then, we write the propos-
als and send them to a dozen or so 
temp agencies. When they come 
back, we can compare the qualifica-
tions of each service, based on its 
response to the 68 items in the pro-
posal. We then manage the response 
process for the client." 
RFP Group has developed 
every component to provide an 
accurate comparison in a special-
ized computer program (Supplier 
Comparative Analysis), which is 
unique to RFP. This practical 
approach reflects the value of expe-
nence. It removes a chore from a 
worker's "core responsibihty" hy 
outsourcing a function that was not 
in the employee's hne of expertise 
in the first place. Approaching the 
task in this fashion is much more 
expedient and although not imme-
diately apparent, actually saves the 
company that has initiated the 
search - time and money due to 
the loss of production (when new 
temps don't show up at the work-
place) and other glitches, and sub-
sequently, loss of the business's 
customers - when the wrong 
match is made. 
Smith and Orodpour also sit in 
on supplier presentation meetings 
for their clients, so they can help the 
businesses separate the "wheat from 
the chaff," and not he misled by a 
clever presentation hy an agency 
that would not be a good match. 
They conduct supplier site 
tours and actually examine local 
operations and prepare reports on 
what they find. "We know what to 
look for," Smith commented. 
"Others might be swayed by per-
analities, etc. We 
look at the capa-
bilities of the serv-
ice with expert 
eyes." 
staffing industry, Smith learned the 
value of developing, presenting and 
negotiating responses to clients' 
Requests for Proposals. An impor-
tant result of this experience, which 
included screening the strategies of 
competitors, has given her a keen 






grounds of the 
temp agencies and 
RFP Management Group's executive vice presidems: 
completes refer-
ence checks so its Dagney Smllh, at left, and Knstr Orodpour. 
clients are not likely to be faced eye. With her hard-earned "insid-
with problems resulting from er's knowledge," Smith can spot 
unscrupulous companie with pos- many pitfalls that would go unno-
sible hidden agendas. Then, and ticed by less experienced and com-
only then, Orodpour and Smith milled professionals. . 
make their final supplier selection Kristi Orodpour of Chino Hills, 
recommendation, which they per- puts her master's in psychology to 
sonally oversee during the imple- good use in her chosen field. 
mentation process, and follow up Combined with more than six years 
with quality compliance audits. in the staffing industry, her acute 
All their attention to detail and insight culminates in a unique blend 
concerned involvement with the of analysis and practical experi-
companies who trust them to help ence, allowing her to delve deeper 
them through a detailed process, into a company's true requirements 
toward a happy relationship with and at the same time forming a 
workable solution. Her information 
"Often the job of 
locating needed help 
falls to someone in 
the client's company 
who has no clue. " 
qualified temporary employees, has 
earned RFP a sterling reputation 
based on its owners' ethical busi-
ness practices and hands-on, per-
sonal touch. 
Oagney Smith of Brea, offers 
her real life experience garnered 
from J 0 years of staffing service 
cxpenence, plus eight years in the 
corporate accounting and finance 
field. A .... a result of her years in the 
gathering and problem solving 
skills have aided her when review-
ing and negotiating contingent 
staffing Requests for Proposals for 
the benefit of her clients and the 
others involved. As a result, 
Orodpour commented that she has 
often seen, "what work...;; and what 
doesn't." 
RFP 's Mission Statement 
read.;;: "To improve the temporary 
staffing service selection process by 
optimizing our 16 years of staffing 
service 'Insider Knowledge."' 
Dagney Smith may he reached at 
7J.1.672.9196 or dagneysmith([t 
mi ndspri ng. com. 
Knsti Orodpour may be reached at 
909.393.3511 or korodpour@ 
usa.net. 
CORNER ON THE MARKE_T_~ 
Marketing By the Numbers-Web Maintenance-Internal or Outsourcing 
by Ron Burgess 
' 
Virtually every large business 
is Internet-savvy, however, by my 
informal surveys, only 10 to 15 
percent of small- and medium-
sized businesses have built their 
Web sites. While most should 
eventually have one, many wiJI 
never make the decision (mostly 
out of computer illiteracy or tech-
no-phobia). 
This article is for those medi-
um and smaU businesses that are 
struggling with the question of how 
to build and maintain a Web site 
that fulfills their marketing image 
and remains fresh. 
Internet design and content 
administration can be frustrating 
and expensive if not well thought 
through. The wrong decision here 
may result in a damaging image 
and stale content, or worse, com-
plete neglect. The power of the 
Internet to support marketing 
efforts is just too great to let this 
happen. 
Internal Updates VS. Out-
sourcing 
The battle seems to be centered 
around whether to have internal 
people build and update a Web site, 
or to out-source to competent, busi-
ness-like ISPs and content special-
ists. We will contrast those two 
issues. 
One small agricultural mainte-
nance company allowed its Internet 
savvy secretary to take charge of its 
new Web site. The owners, better at 
assessing the needs of customers in 
the field, than evaluating technical 
Internet issues, aUowed the secre-
tary to proceed, feeling that they 
needed an Internet presence. 
Tolerant of the need to "get up 
to speed" on HTML coding, the 
secretary was allowed to spend two 
months on the project. The result 
- five pages of basic information 
about the company, with a pleasant 
floral theme. Ho\Yever, the busi-
ness is grove maintenance and 
weed abatement! "I don't think our 
customers wapt to think of us as 
pink flower types," stated one of 
the owners. 
The alternative was provided 
by RedFusion, a Redlands-based 
Internet development company. 
The remake of the site included 
seven pages of marketing-oriented 
copy, with appropriate photos and 
a response form for selling fire-
wood (a by-product of grove main-
tenance). The cost? Less than 
$500. Of course, that is if you don't 
count the several thousands spent 
paying a secretary for two months 
of work! 
The lesson is clear; understand-
ing how to write HTML or design 
an Internet page does not qualify 
one to build even the most rudi-
mentary of Web sites. A talented 
Web designer is well-paid, because 
good Web design (like good color 
brochure design) requires technical 
know-how, a God-given eye for 
design, and finally an acknowledg-
ment that the site is about commu-
nication with the customer, not a 
personal preference. 
If you have a person with the 
above qualifications on your s taff, 
and he or she doesn't make $20+ 
per hour, you had better provide a 
raise quickly, because this unique 
individual will find new employ-
ment where they do appreciate this 
rare quality. So, if you pay more 
than $40,000 for this person, can 
you keep him or her productive on 
your Web? Add hosting costs, ben-
efits and on-going training costs 
and you now have a serious com-
mitment to the Internet! 
Outsourcing a nice site containing 
20 to 40 pages of information, with 
graphics and modest animation or 
audio/video, should have an annual 
cost of about 10 percent of the cost 
of the employee in the above situa-
tion. 
The issue of design is impor-
tant, because on the Web, design 
and technology must play against 
each other; load time vs. content 
and design. A person with a feel for 
design and layout will not know the 
tradeoffs on the Internet without 
months of design experience. 
Worse, in my experience less than 
five percent of small- and medium-
sized companies have the aptitude 
to design well. I'm always pleased 
to see good, self-designed sites 
(and brochures) but it is very rare 
indeed. Get professional help - it 
is cheap - compared to an image 
that actually kill s business, not 
builds business! 
Contrast this with most compe-
tent Internet companies that charge 
a low of $50, up to $125 per hour. 
While the hourly fee seems high, a 
professional works two to three 
times faster than even a good, hob-
byist Web designer. This means 
that, in fact, your internal cost may 
be more than outsourcing costs. An 
internally administered site doesn ' t 
pencil out until you have at least 40 
hours of work on the site per week, 
with the addition of content writers 
and editors, and swings in volume 
and update deadlines. 
But another element is perhaps 
more compelling than the financial 
break-even ... security. An interest-
ing thing happens when one person 
has all the "keys to the kingdom." 
They can easily become controlling 
and possessive. I have knowledge 
of employees and independent Web 
masters who have sole control of 
the actual u er names and pass-
words for e-mail, domain names 
and Web posting. Along with the 
other nuances of special coding, 
data files and features particular to 
potentially non-standard applica-
tions, control of the site may be a 
huge and costly risk. 
Contrast this with outsourcing 
to a competent ISP/Web content 
company that deals with dozens or 
even hundreds of Web sites. It has 
redundancy in both machinery and 
people. More than one person can 
update your site and multiple peo-
ple can work on urgent projects to 
get them done quickly. 
Additionally, some of these com-
panies have specialists in copy 
writing, creativity, marketing and 
technology. If you can explain 
your business to them, they can 
increase the effectiveness of your 
site and save you money at the 
same time. 
Qualities needed for a profes-
sional site - does your "Web per-
son" have all of these? 
• Estimated Professional Costs 
- Initial Design (15 pages-cost 
between $900 and $3000). 
• Employee Costs - Initial 
Design (15 pages could take two 
months in-house, and outcome can 
be mediocre). 
• Technical Expertise - (Two 
to three hours set up; Web applica-
tion training alone will take 
weeks). 
Professional Design 
Experience - Designers are born, 
not trained - typically only three 
to six hours. (Questionable and 
always an internal debate which 
creates unnecessary strain.) 
Marketing Savvy 
Advantage of seeing dozens of 
sites perform. (Your marketing per-
son should supervise, not create.) 
• Copy Writing and Editing -
(Pros can edit 15 pages in several 
hours.) Most companies write and 
rewrite copy based on who is doing 
the current edit. 
Soon, several new options for 
updating your site from your office 
will become effective ways to 
make changes to prices, dates, 
product descriptions and other 
small and frequent corrections. 
These are perfect for employees to 
update, and with the proper system 
can be very easy to use. But while 
this type of content update may 
make sense, your site is still well 
(and economically) served by 
competent Web content profes-
sionals. 
Today, only companies that 
have several full-time people 
devoted to Internet content, should 
try to build a Web site in-house, 
and virtually no company should 
try to host its own site on an inter-
nal server. Fully 80 percent of the 
largest companies in the world out-
source this function, so why are 
smaller companies spending so 
much for risky and inferior Web 
servers? 
In today's tight employment 
market, with the need for your 
employees to perform well in their 
own area of expertise, Internet 
servicing is a strong candidate for 
outsourcing. 
Ron Burgess may be reached at 
http: I /www. burgessman.com. 
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The Peaks and Valleys- Pros and Cons of an Independent 
Electrical Contractor's Sometimes .. Shocking" Workday 
by Jon Morris 
Mark Sherwood considers him-
self a "troubleshooter." The 38-
year-old electrical contractor from 
Rancho Cucamonga can enter a 
home or business and quickly solve 
the problem. " I have innate savvy," 
he said, citing his 16 years in the 
electrical business. 
"The problem might be just one 
light switch," he said. "But it could 
be two or three circuit breakers. 
My job is to find the problem and 
help the customer." 
Sherwood's business, Certified 
Wiring Systems, recently moved 
from Fontana to Rancho 
Cucamonga. "We serve the entire 
Inland Empire," he noted. "We 
offer quality service for a fair 
price." 
The outgoing, talkative 
Sherwood actually got his start in 
the business by helping his father, 
who was an electrical contractor. "I 
was exposed to it since I was injun-
ior high school. I learned a lot from 
my father. " 
He later served a four-year 
apprenticeship with the 
International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers (IBEW) and 
became a journeyman electrician. 
He attended Citrus College for two 
years of specialized training as part 
of the apprenticeship. 
Sherwood also flirted with the 
accounting field and radio and tele-
vision broadcasting for a short 
time, but decided his main interest 
was in the electrical business. "I 
went to Cal Poly Pomona briefly," 
he recalled. "But I never really 
pursued anything except being an 
electrician. 
"I became official (as an elec-
trician) when I got into the union," 
he said. "You really learn the trade 
there. Later, I was able to start my 
own business." 
He soon discovered the "ups 
and downs" of being a small busi-
nessman. " I always enjoyed the 
work, but it is hard and often back-
breaking work. You have to really 
want to do this kind of thing." 
Sherwood has installed electri-
cal wiring for tract homes, hospi-
tals, schools, police and fire sta-
tions, and for major retail and 
industrial outlets. He also has 
installed high-voltage industrial 
lines for machinery. "I hold my 
breath when I work on those lines," 
he stated. " It 's pretty dangerous." 
Once in a while, he does get 
"shocked." But, he said, " It 's not 
that severe. It comes with the jolr-
it's not exactly safe and you have to 
remember we work with live power 
lines." 
Sherwood recalled that as an 
inexperienced electrician many 
years ago, he was jolted badly 
while ins talling wiring in a church 
attic. " I learned a lot from that inci-
dent. You just have to be aware of 
what you're doing because it can be 
dangerous." 
Electrical work can range from 
in ·tailing plugs or switches to 
underground wiring. "You will be 
in the ground sometimes," he com-
mented. " It can be dirty, sweaty and 
greasy. It could be for tract homes 
or public buildings. Believe me, 
it's not easy work. 
" I worked for Chuck E Cheeses 
(restaurants), and they had 10 jobs 
going at one time. I also did work 
wait to get paid (by the customer) 
and in the meantime, you are pay-
ing out large sums of money to sup-
pliers. Electrical equipment is very 
expensive. You may not be paid by 
a customer for 30 days, but the sup-
pliers have to be paid anyway." 
Another problem is that cus-
tomers sometimes bounce checks 
and the contractor is left holding 
the bag, so to speak, he sa id. The 
gregarious Sherwood even offers 
prospective customers a free esti-
mate on projected work. "Some 
guys charge $60 for an estimate, 
but I do it for free," he said. 
Sherwood has found, however, 
that banks don't do anything for 
free . In fact, the problem is that 
small contractors might be seen as a 
"risk" by banks or other lending 
institutions, said Sherwood. "It's 
hard to get a loan for a small busi-
ness," he explained. 
" If you have little money in the 
bank, you're nothing to1hem. They 
(banks) want to deal with big com-
panies-forget it if you're not Wai-
Mart or Sears. 
"In fact, in the long run it might 
be easier to buy an existing compa-
ny than opening up a new firm 
yourself," he commented. "You 
((It can be dirty, sweaty and greasy. It could be for 
tract homes or public buildings. Believe me, it :s- not 
k " easy wor . 
for Starbucks, Burger King and 
Auto Zone. 
But as a small businessman, he 
has experienced " peaks and val-
leys" regarding his cash flow. " I 
give good service for a fair price, 
but you have to establish your own 
clients. I have advertised in the 
local paper but I get most of my 
business by word of mouth. 
" I have actually changed from 
just a construction business to more 
of a service type business," he 
noted, "so I service most of the cus-
tomers myself." 
Sherwood ~aid there is consid-
erable stress involved in a small 
business. "It's a waiting game. You 
could look around for someone 
ready to retire, who has no one (like 
a relative) to turn the business over 
to. That may be a good way to go." 
Before starting your own busi-
ness, Sherwood suggests working 
up a master plan. " If you're not 
good at business planning, all the 
tools in your trade won't help. It 
won't get you to the next level." 
He said young people consider-
ing the electrical business should 
begin by working for different con-
tractors . "You have to get a taste of 
what each company does. It 's hard, 
back-breaking work. You put 
wiring in the ground, and it is dirty 
down there. 
"But, if you've never worked 
with tools before, watch out. You 
can't go from working at Burger 
King to putting in floor plugs if you 
aren't familiar with tools at all." 
Sherwood wondered if 
plumbers have it any easier, but he 
noted their jobs are not very clean. 
Electrical work is much cleaner. 
Despite the ups and downs of 
running your own business, 
Sherwood still enjoys being an 
Mark Sherwood is a wizard of organi-
zation. Everything he may need is neat-
ly compartmentalized in the rear of his 
Certified Wiring Systems company 
pickup. 
electrician. He has logged 16 years 
in the industry, and has been run-
ning his own firm for 10 years. 
He was born in Los Angeles, 
grew up in the San Gabriel Valley, 
and graduated from South Hills 
High School in West Covina. He 
attended Cal Poly for two semesters 
before going into the electrical 
business full-time. 
He has been married to his 
wife, Sharon, for 17 years and has 
five children. "We have four girls 
and a boy," he said. "My son is 10, 
and he's starting to Jearn about the 
electrical business. He's learning 
how to avoid the dangers." 
Just as Mark Sherwood learned 
from his father years ago, 
Sherwood's son is now doing the 
same thing. And is Sherwood a 
proud father? You bet he is! 
Sherwood may be reached at (909) 
















Is That a Computer in Your Pocket? 
by 1. Allen Leinberger 
It was just a couple of years 
ago that I did a survey of hand-held 
organizers and computers. Logic 
told me that something like a Sharp 
Wizard would be the best. After all, 
it looks just like a little computer. 
But I kept coming back to the Palm 
Pilot. It has only four buttons and a 
window, like a makeup mirror, but 
once you catch on to it, it does 
everything you want it to. 
The amazing thing is that the 
Palm Pilot rapidly took over nearly 
two thirds of the hand-held market. 
And copycats have been popping 
up all over. Handspring, Casio and 
others are out there, keeping every-
one ~:>rganized. 
On top of everything else, the 
wireless phenomena came right on 
top of the Palm craze. Palm VII 
and others have instant Internet 
access and can read e-mail, maps, 
scores, headlines and more. 
America Online has a new agree-
ment announcement just about 
every day to provide some new 
service to hand-held wireless 
devices. New Palm platform agree-
ments are just about as regular. 
In the computer world many 
rules run backward, so it is no sur-
prise to find that here, demand 
equals supply. You ask for it; you 
get it. Even FileMaker Pro, the 
workhorse of databases, now has a 
mobile version, just right for Palm 
Pilots everywhere. Qualcom in San 
Diego has figured out a way to put 
a cellular phone on the Palm to 
punch up calls. Sprint and other 
cellular phone companies have 
worked out wireless connections 
for information. 
The latest addition is the color 
screen. At first I was dubious. 
Color screens eat batteries. Now 
the new Palm IIIc has come in with 
r aust prmte the highest resolutiOn m recorded 
r history and Won a ma1or award m lntemat10na/ 
competrtion Out of 5600 entnes fromt6 different 
countries. a panel of experts judged our high-resolution 
poster (at t; 110.80 /me screen or 5 million dpi) as the 
Winner! By pushmg the limits of resolutiOn, we know more 
about what 1t takes to pnnt sharper and more colorful images 
than anyone else. What we have achieved is tar beyond what 
other printers print. so doesn't it stand to reason that we 
can print the standard lower resolutions, that are much 
easier to print, better than anyone else. Let Faust 
Printing prove that they can improve your pnnted 
image at no more than what you're paying now 
For mformat•on call Don Faust 
Faust Prmturg. Inc. 
8656 Uflca A1111 SUite tOO 
Rdnc!JO CucamongJ. C6/Jfomlil 91730 
PhOne· 909 980 1577 
W<Jbsi/B WWWfilUSiprtnhng com 
E-ma11 mfo@faustpnnhngcom 
a color screen that is many times 
more readable in direct sunlight or 
pitch dark. The beauty of it is that 
this Patm runs on a Lithium-ion 
battery that charges in its cradle. A 
small red light on the top lets you 
know when it 's done charging. 
Meanwhile, it is not just 
FileMaker that is gearing up for 
portability. AvantGo lets you 
download more than 400 content 
channels from the net. 
PocketQuicken lets you manage 
money. Doctors can carry the 
Physicians Desk Reference, 
Medscape 's eParmacopoeia and 
Patient Keeper. 
Third party devices that attach 
to these handhelds can function as 
Internet connectors to devices that 
are not originally designed as such. 
Is there more to all of this? Yes, 
there is. Desktop computer sales 
are down. For the first time this 
past Christmas they were not at 
their peak of sales for the year. 
Apple, Dell and Gateway are 
standing at the door wondering 
where the business went. The new 
king of the computer industry is the 
hand-held device. Generically they 
are referred to as Palm Pilots. This 
is ironic because, as I mentioned 
just a couple of years ago, the real 
originator of the concept was 
Apple's Newton, which got 
dumped. 
Now Apple and the others are 
rushing to develop new hand-helds 
of their own. But there should be 
no rush. Most existing hand-helds 
are already Apple-friendly, having 
some form of MacPac to allow 
crossover connectivity. Much of 
this is possible because Palm, 
Handspring and many others use a 
new independent platform that is 
not only insl.antaneous, but can 
feed to both Windows and Mac 
computers. 
This is the part that I like best. 
Many people who first look at 
hand-held devices say that they 
could never enter info because of 
stubby fingers or expensive mani-
cures. Graffiti and other shorthand 
writing programs are OK and most 
of these computers come with tiny 
keyboards built in, but the best way 
to add or delete information is 
through the desktop computer. 
Take that FileMaker program, for 
example. The mobile program 
allows you to download your entire 
computer program through the 
sync system which crosses info 
from the big computer to the little 
computer and vice versa. 
What this technology does is to 
unchain workers from their desks. 
Now you can carry or access 
everything you need to know from 
your pocket or your purse. Dick 
Tracy had his wrist radio and 
Captain Kirk had his communica-
tor. You and I have our Palm Pilots. 
Now, if I could only fly like 
Superman!! 
UNIFIED CONSULTING, INC.I 
Security• Stability•Low TCO 
Add the Power of Linux 
to Your Business 
Contact Us Toll Free at 
1-877-33-LINUX 
EMPLOYERS GROUP 
Love 'Em or Lose 'Em, Getting Good People to Stay 
by BeverlY. Kaye, from Training 
Spotlight, Volume 39 of the 
Employers Group Newsletter 
It used to be easy. 
When employees threatened to 
leave, you either offered them 
more money (if they were really 
good) or you told them to go ahead 
and leave. Good people were a 
dime a dozen. 
That's all changed now. 
With nearly full employment 
and a critical shortage of workers 
in many professions, good people 
are hard to find and even harder to 
keep. Today's managers are scram-
bling to find talented and produc-
tive workers, and will do just about 
anything to keep them. 
Losing a person, even some-
one on a low rung of the employ-
ment ladder, is expensive. 
Estimates run from 70 to 200 per-
cent of that person's salary. There 
is the cost of finding a replace-
ment, the cost of training the 
replacement, and the cost of pro-
ductivity lost while the remaining 
employees do double duty until the 
new person is hired and working at 
capacity. 
What's more, when someone 
wants to leave, more money isn't 
likely to be the main factor in 
keeping them. Our associates at 
Career Systems International and 
the Jordan-Evans Group have in 
recent months surveyed nearly 
3,000 individuals from some of 
America 's top companies to find 
out what keeps them on the job. 
"Exciting work and challenge" 
was cited by close to 55 percent. 
"Career growth, learning and 
development" was cited by 50.7 
percent; and "Working with great 
people and relationships" was 
cited by 47.9 percent. Only 38.9 
percent cited "fair pay and bene-
fits." 
HR and other managers 
have their work cut out for them. 
You can't hide behind the "I'd 
Jove to give you a raise but I don't 
have the authority" excuse any 
more, because it's obviously not 
just about raises. Once people have 
achieved a comfortable level of 
compensation, other aspects of the 
job become far more important. 
They want to make sure they 
enjoy their work; they want to be 
stimulated by their work; they 
want to learn and grow through the 
job, and they want a pleasant and 
nurturing work environment. 
Managers may not have the 
authority to give raises to individ-
uals, but they do have the authori-
ty to create the kind of work situa-
tion where people's professional 
needs are met. It is challenging, no 
doubt about it, but it is certainly 
doable. 
For more information: www.thetollroads.com 1-800-378-TRAK (8725) 
What can managers do? 
First, they need to understand 
just how important they are to the 
process, and that in fact they have 
more power than anyone else to do 
what it takes to keep their best 
people. They need to understand 
what keeps their people in the 
company. They need to talk with 
their employees regularly about 
their abilities, choices and ideas 
and make s.ure that the lines of 
communication are always open. 
They need to offer opportunities 
for growth and development; offer 
mentoring; provide opportunities 
for recognition; offer possibilities 
for development; find out what 
hinders productivity and satisfac-
tion, and give their people the 
opportunities and options to do 
things differently. 
That doesn't mean that most 
continued on page 34 
TWENTY THREE MINUTES AGO YOU NEEDED A PLUMBER. 
INSTEAD OF A SHIPBUILDER. 
The sooner you know, the ~ooner 
)OU can do something about it. 
Take The roll Road> to and from 
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lVIANAGING 
Secrets of Managing "Gen X" Workers 
by Jane Caddell, vice p resident of 
consulting services for the 
Employers Group 
Things are not like they used to 
be for employers these days! 
As the 21st century gets into 
full swing, the people who make up 
our companies are more age-diverse 
than ever before. The organizational 
hierarchy that one kept generational 
peers together and isolated from 
other age groups, no longer exists--
or, when it does, it is in a much less 
rigid, more flexible s tate. 
Performance and skill sets have 
overtaken length of service as the 
deciding factor in advancement. 
Older employees sometimes hold 
jobs once considered entry-level, 
while they report to techno-savvy 
youngsters who are the same age as 
their grandchildren. 
This creates a much more 
dynamic and difficult environment 
for today 's HR managers to navi-
gate. But, the good news is that each 
group of employees can be a 
tremendous boon to your business, 
as long as you understand them and 
gear the workplace to fit their needs 
and desires. 
Each generation bas a place, as 
well as a unique outlook, in our 
workforces. Members of each group 
hold similar views about what is an 
attractive work environment. The 
nature of the team they choose to be 
part of, and their workforce expec-
Amarieomp· 
~~
tations and preferences for acquir-
ing, digesting, organizing and dis-
tilling information and skills, vary 
considerably between groups. 
Understanding these d iffer-
ences w ill help employers ensure 
smooth running of their businesses. 
All managers and CEOs need to 
understand and plan for these differ-
ences when it comes to hiring, moti-
vating, managing and retaining 
employees. 
Generational overview 
Although the subject of this 
article is ''Generation X," to put 
them in perspective, it helps to look 
at the four generations of employees 
in today's workforce, to see how 
X'ers fit in. In recent years, certain 
labels have been coined to identify 
each generation, which speak to 
their individual uniqueness. 
For example, those in the first 
group are usually called "veterans." 
These are the employees who were 
born before 1943. Because they 
were born during two major defin-
ing events of the last century, the 
Great Depression and World War II, 
they are classic repositories of wis-
dom, lore and practical inspiration. 
Veterans are the least likely of all 
groups to confront you if they dis-
agree with you. 
The "Baby Boomers," those 
born between 1943 and 1960, are 
especially concerned about partici-
pation in the workplace. Because 
they strive to bring heart and 
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humanity into all that they do, they 
want theic company to be a fai r 
playing field for all employees. 
"GenX'ers," born between 
1961 and 1980, grew up as latchkey 
kids during the post Watergate era 
and the energy crisis. They need 
feedback and flexibi lity; they dis-
like close supervision, and they are 
more comfortable with change than 
their parents. X 'ers value balance in 
their lives. They work to live, 
instead of live to work. 
Nexters, those born since 1980, 
are just entering the workforce. This 
group is also known as Generation 
Y. They grow up much more con-
scious of diversity, and because of 
their ability to connect, via the 
Internet, with people all over the 
world, they are the ones predicted to 
re-infuse the workplace w ith the 
patriotism and self-sacrifice of the 
veterans. 
What GenX'ers need 
In fact, a whole new career path 
is emerging, coinciding with the 
new global economy, and X 'ers are 
behind it. Rather than being built on 
"what 's expected," the new control 
is based on control and choice. 
By growing up in a fast-paced 
world, X 'ers don't buy into the "one 
career" mindset . of the past. They 
switch jobs and careers, and their 
success is built on options rather 
than commitments; mobility rather 
than stability. 
To satisfy their need for inde-
pendence- because so many of 
then were forced into self-sufficien-
cy as children- they need to feel 
like they ' re in the driver's seat. 
Since they arrived in the job market 
following the "downsizing. era," 
most X'ers prefer positioning them-
selves as free agents. They see 
employers as cl ients, each new job 
as a project or potential customer. · 
Competence is the key. 
Rather than following the lad-
der-climbing expecta tions of previ-
ous generations, their success 
comes from skills, expertise, con-
tacts and relationships collected 
from each work experience. 
It follows suit that the first 
questions X'ers ask when evaluat-
ing a new job is, "What's in it for 
me?" As cold as this sounds, when 
you realize their parents' worlds 
were tempered with job insecurity 
and the loss of the family's liveli-
hood due to downsizing and cut-
backs, X 'ers believe that manage-
ment 's loyalty lasts only as long as 
financial statements make it possi-
ble. 
Thus, they place their first loy-
alty to themselves and their own 
careers. Without the "gold watch" 
security of the past, organizations 
need to offer something else. 
Hiring and keeping GenX'ers 
What the X'ers want seems to 
boil down to three ingredients: 
• Information and continuous 
learning opportunities; 
• Companies that devote time 
and money to socially responsible 
causes; and 
• Recognition (with money, 
time or training) for good perform-
ance. 
The bottom line 
A 1999 article in "Today 's 
Solutions Newsletter," an online 
publication of Working Solutions 
Inc. (WSI, a benefits company 
headquartered in Portland, OR), 
says it best: 
"Gen X'ers are intellectually 
and emotionally prepared to change 
the face of today's economy. Thus, 
they approach the workplace with 
an affinity for risk and entrepreneur-
ial ideas. They are making a tremen-
dous splash in today's workplace. 
And, representing a shrinking labor 
pool in an. economy that demands 
high numbers of workers, they just 
might be holding the trump cards." 
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LAW 
E-Sign Legislation and You 
by Robert James Skousen, Esq. 
Business transactions via the 
Internet have invoked some recent 
controversy. With more and more 
contracts being completed electron-
ically, the legality and the reliabili-
ty of these transactions have 
become hot topics for debate 
among those involved in electronic 
commerce. 
In response to the tremendous 
growth of Internet business, on June 
30, 2000, President Clinton signed 
the Electronic Signatures Global 
and National Commerce Act or "E-
SIGN" Legislation. Today in the 
U.S. there are approximately 17 
million households online and that 
number is expected to triple by 
2004. In 1999, revenue generated 
from the Internet increased a stag-
gering 62 percent and totaled $524 
billion. Experts estimated that this 
total would have reached $850 bil-
lion by the end of last year and an 
overwhelming $1.6 trill ion by 2003. 
The Threat to E-Business 
Historicall y, a law called the 
"statute of frauds" required that cer-
tain transactions be in writing. 
Some form of the statute of frauds is 
in force today in most states. 
Because of the requirement that cer-
tain contracts must be in writing, 
the writi ng requirement posed a 
threat to E-business. 
In general, the statute of frauds 
requires a writing for the following 
types of contracts: 
• (1) contracts that by th~ir own 
terms could not be performed with-
in a year of the time of execution, 
• (2) contracts to answer for a 
debt of another, i.e., guarantees, 
• (3) agreements to lease prop-
erty for more than one year, 
• ( 4) agreements for the sale of 
real property, 
• (5) agreements to authorize or 
employ an agent or broker to pur-
chase or sell real estate, 
• (6) contracts to lease real 
estate for a period longer than one 
year, 
• (7) commitments to loan 
money or grant and extend credit in 
an amount greater than $100,000, 
• (8) an agreement by a pur-
chaser of real property to pay a debt 
secured by a mortgage or deed of 
trust upon the property purchased, 
and 
• (9) finally, any type of agree-
ment that by its own terms would 
not be performed during the lifetime 
of the person making that agree-
ment. 
Al though some scholars had 
theorized that a writing sufficient to 
satisfy the statute of frauds could be 
created online by an electronic mes-
sage that contained the person's 
name typed at the bottom, not all 
experts agreed with this assessment. 
The uncertainty whether an elec-
tronic signature would constitute a 
binding contract meant online 
lenders, brokers, and insurers could 
not be certain whether electronic 
signatures would be binding. 
E-SIGN Legislat ion 
The absence of a uniformed, 
legal enforcement mechanism for 
signatures and records had become 
a threat to restra in a booming area 
of E-Commerce that is taking place 
over the Internet. Congress saw that 
uniformity and a general overall 
framework for enforcement for con-
tracts was necessary and according-
ly enacted the E-SIGN legislation. 
Congress believed that by passing 
E-SIGN Legislation certain transac-
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lions, such as: buying insurance, 
getting a mortgage, and opening an 
onl ine brokerage account, would be 
facilitated and not impeded by the 
prohibitions contained in the statute 
of frauds. 
Specifically the E-SIGN 
Legislation permits transactions to 
take place electronically, but only if 
the parties agree to conduct them 
that way. Consumers are not 
required to use or accept electronic 
records, signatures, or contracts, 
unless they specifically and 
expressly agree to do so. All exist-
ing notice and disclosure require-
ments for certain transactions, (i.e., 
lending disclosure, real estate dis-
closure and other disclosures) will 
continue to remain in force. 
Nevertheless consumers may 
decide to receive these disclosures 
electronically. 
Significantly, the E-SIGN 
Legislation allows consumers to 
withdraw the consent that they have 
given to receive notices or execute 
documents electronically. 
An additional benefit of the Jaw 
is that it allows records of transac-
tion to be stored electronically- in 
theory doing away with the need for 
document storage of paper records, 
and fireproof vaults. 
Those desiring to do business 
over the Internet need to be careful 
that they draft their disclosures to 
take into account the availability of 
Electronic Signatures and comply 
with all aspects of the Jaw. 
Robert 1. Skousen, Esq. is chief 
executive officer of Skousen & 
Skousen in Los Angeles. He is flu-
ent in Japanese and his practice 
emphasizes corporate, securities 
and labor law. For more informa-
tion about this topic, please contact 
Robert Skousen at rjs@skousen-
law.com. 
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Home Office Spirit-Make Doing Business With YOU an Experience 
by Mary Lee Gannon 
You 've surveyed your compe-
tition and found that they have a 
sophisticated brochure, fancy 
office, skilled receptionist, and 
high-profile image. 
Your office is m your den; 
YOU a re the receptionist; you 
don't have a brochure at all, and 
the only image you can think of is 
''Bambi on Ice." 
Image is important to busi-
ne s . A successful image is not 
dependent on a luxurwus office. It 
is based on how the consumer 
feels about your prcduct or serv-
ice. We are in an experience econ-
omy where not just the transaction 
is important, but how it affect our 
clients' lives. 
If the experience is good, the 
client will want to revisit it. 
Revisitors are repeat customers. If 
the experience is outstanding, they 
will tell their friends about it. 
Referrals are the best leads for 
new business. 
Make doing business with you 
an experience. Disney is a master 
at it. Develop a signature image or 
novelty that represents you, and 
continue to use it. Reinforce how 
doing business with you will make 
their lives easier. 
The answering machine mes-
sage is often the first impression 
your clients get. If you use your 
home phone, record a message that 
is profe s ional, but won ' t scare 
your children 's friend · away. 
"Hello, this is Mary. I am not 
available to take your call'at this 
time, but your call is important to 
me. Please leave your name ... " 
A logo relays a visual image of 
your company. If you cannot hire a 
graphic designer, experiment with 
various fonts and o r clip art 
images to develop one. Think 
'simple' and ' business. ' 
Remember, many logos like 
''Exxon" and "Kellogg 's" are sim-
ply text. 
Use your logo on everything. 
If you cannot afford a brochure 
yet, it is essential to have bu iness 
s tationery and business cards. 
Purchase them inexpensively from 
your local printer or online. Create 
a fax cover sheet on your comput-
er, using your logo, and run it off 
on a copier if necessary. Any cor-
respondence from your home 
office should clearly convey your 
professionalism. 
If you do not have a brochure, 
then write a flier. It 's simple. Keep 
in mind that lots of white space on 
the page is very pleasing to the 
eye. Twelve-point font is large 
enough. Be brief. On scratch paper 
list your products or services. 
What is your background as it 
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relates to this business? List the 
benefits your business affords 
your customers, over your compe-
tition, without ever referencing 
that you even have competition. 
Fresh ideas. No office over-
head. Pay only for the product 
needed. Quick turnaround time. 
Then list your po tential mar-
ket, or: who we serve, being as 
specific as pos ·ible - human 
resources departments of mid-
sized companies. If you have 
clients, list them. Now you have 
the copy for your flier. 
When speaking with cus-
tomers, don ' t ever criticize your 
competition. Only expound on 
what YOU have to offer. If you 
need to be able to meet with 
clients, but don ' t have a luxurious 
office, join a business council or 
chamber of commerce that has 
space for such meetings. Dues 
range from $150 to $700 a year. 
This amount is much less than 
leasing office space, and usuallx 
group health insurance rates are 
offered. 
Operating a business without 
the overhead and responsibi lit ies 
of a large office can afford your 
customers prompt service. Be sure 
to return calls within the hour, and 
make follow-up calls to check on 
customer satisfaction. 
You are mobile! You can go to 
the client - which saves him or 
her valuable time that could be 
spent on growing thei r business. 
That is an experience customers 
will remember. Sell them on that 
point. 
Continue to think of experi -
ences you have to offer better than 
your competit ion. Don't say, "I do 
business writing." Say, "I can 
write your newsletter for you 
while you are cultivating new 
clients." 
Mary L ee Gannon is a public rela-
tions/association management 
consultant. Her office is at home. 
She can be reached at: 
M erri ly5 @a of. com. 
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CONSTRUCTION 
Engineering News-Record (ENR) Calculates Worldwide Construction 
Market at $3.41 Trillion; $190 Billion Increase From Q4 1998 
U.S. Market Alone Accounting for 90 Percent of Worldwide Increase 
The worldwide const ruction 
industry, valued at $3.41 trill ion, 
has grown 5.8 percent s ince 1998, 
according to research by 
Engineering ews-Record (E R). 
The $190-billion increase is attrib-
uted to the continued strength of the 
U.S., which accounted for more 
than 80 percent of the growth. 
"Despite all the economic trials 
and tribulations experienced around 
the world, the world market has 
grown," explains Gary Tulacz, 
ENR's senior editor. "Most region-
al markets gained onl y slightly as 
Asia and Latin America s truggled 
to recover from their respect ive 
financial crisis." The data refl ect 
spending and investment in con-
struction on a country-by-count ry 
basis for each year from 1998 to 
2000. The re earch also ranks the 
countries, and the 2000 survey saw 
a return of the top eight in the same 
order. 
The U.S. and Canada combine 
to offer the most robust markets at 
$884 billion. Asia is the largest 
regional market, with a valuation of 
$1.113 tri llion. Tulacz considers 
Europe "steady," Latin America as 
"struggling to recover" from its 
financial crisis, and the Middle East 
and Africa remaining "!lat." 
North America 
The U.S.'s expenditure of $819 
billion is $200 billion more than 
Japan 's, which ranks number two 
on the list. The fourth through lOth 
biggest spenders aggregate to less 
than the U.S. alone. The dominance 
of the U.S. market mirrors the con-
tinued health of the economy over-
all. 
Canada's s teady increase put its 
2000 spending at $65.2 bi llion, up 
from $59.7 billion in 1998. But 
even with the growth, Canada fell 
from lOth to 11th in worldwide 
construction spending. 
Asia 
Japan and China are focusing 
on hi-tech projects. The sophistica-
tion of China's plans often require 
foreign expertise, although differ-
ent conceptions of time and archi-
teet accountability often complicate 
projects. China 's ranking at four 
makes it a signi fican t market, 
nonetheless. Tulacz believes Korea, 
lOth on the list, is on an upward 
trend in construction activity. 
Thailand looks promising, " Its 
banking crisis may have sparked 
the Asia financial panic of 1997, 
but its economy has recovered 
well," says Tulacz. 
The research shows Singapore 
and Vietnam to be bright pots, cit-
ing Singapore 's infrastructure proj-
ects and former President Clinton's 
recent visit to Vietnam a solid indi-
cators of their potential. India's 
emphasis on infrastructure develop-
ment, financed in large pan with 
multilateral aid, fueled its advance 
from 13 to 12. 
Tulacz con iders Western 
Europe to be slow-moving, despite 
putting five of its countries in the 
top 10 worldwide. with Germany 
staying at number three. "Europe's 
largest market is Germany, but it is 
also one of the most sluggish," 
observes Tulacz. A concentration of 
hi-tech projects between Munich 
and tuttgart might signal a 
rebound. Tulacz maintains that the 
English market looks strong, 
marked by ongoing renovat ion of 
the rail system, and a projected 
$10-12 billion for the London 
Underground Rail System. 
France held steady at the sev-
enth spot in both surveys, with 
2000 projects totaling $106.6 bil-
lion. Spain jumped three spaces to 
the number nine position, benefit-
ing from currency fluctuations 
against the Euro. Barcelona attracts 
the most work, and the entire coun-
try accounted for $86.3 billion. 
Italy remained eighth, adding $5 
billion over two years to take 
expenditures to $95.7 billion. 
" Eastern Europe slowly is 
beginning to pay div idends," 
Tulacz says, highlighting its power 
market. Russia is both a temptation 
given its potential oil reserves and a 
gamble, "Many construction firms 
concede that Russia shows promise, 
but simply refuse to deal with the 
risks," he acknowledges. Economic 
instability 10 the Russian 
Federation has hampered activity 
there, and despite an increase in 
from $24 bill ion to $43.4 billion in 
two years, it dropped from 11 to 14 
on the list, 
Middle East 
ot urprisingly, the research 
finds that the growing conflict 
along the West Bank makes the 
Middle East a danger. "Many inter-
national construction executives 
worry that increasing tensions on 
the West Bank in Israel may slow 
the market," explains Tulacz. A 2.2 
percent decline in Israel is offset by 
growth in Saudi Arabia, whose 
market grew from $18.5 billion to 
nearly $23.7 billion, and consistent 
activity in Egypt, which currently 
spends almost $13 billion. 
Africa 
Africa's $56.1 billion invest-
ment in construction marks a $3.3 
billion drop in spending from 1998, 
and i less than six times what the 
U.S. alone expends. " Despite 
Africa's mineral wealth, political 
in lability continues to be a nearly 
insurmountable ob tacle to devel-
opment," explains Tulacz. The con-
tinent' highest ranking country, 
Algeria, is 41st , moving up seven 
places despite a 1.5 percent spend-
ing decline in two years. While 
Angola shows potential, security 
concerns emphasize the importance 
of being aware of the community. 
Civil wars that spill into neighbor-
ing countries mar any hope for 
COIIIi1111ed 011 page 36 
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Inland Empire Restaurant Review 
The Beer Hunter ... Adventures in the "Guy Zone" 
by Joe Lyons Beer Hunter include : 203 kinds of 
beer, 35 of them on tap, along w ith 
root beer and cream soda, and 54 
TV screens to watch ju t about any 
event that happens to be on. The 
d ecor includes team banners, uni-
fo rm jerseys, and even NASCAR 
hoods. And during major events, 
like w hen the St. Louis Ram. were 
on " Monday Night Football," you 
can j ust feel the testosterone flow-
ing through the room. On a slow 
Sports bars are no t a new con-
cept. A couple of big creen TV , 
some team banner and a Monday 
night pecial gets you there . But 
m any in the Inland E mpire have 
come and gone because they have 
gone no further. The Beer Hunter 
Sport Pub & Grill has gone all the 
w ay. 
The technical details of the 
night, the monitor neares t you can 
b e se t fo r your favorite team. 
St ill , many theme restaurants 
have learned the hard way that 
a tmo phere wi ll bring them in -
but food will bring them back. T he 
Beer Hunter has learned that les-
son well. 
We began wi th the Hunter 
S ampler which includes several 
appetizers , suc h as: Buffalo w ings, 
mozzarell a t ick , ca la ma ri and 
po tato s kins . It come with dipping 
sauces. Unlike a lot of these sam-
plers that I have had in the past, 
nothing on this plate is greasy. 
Loca ted in Rancho 
Cucamo nga, the Beer Hunter 's 
Mexican di shes a re l isted as 
" South of Rancho." I have been 
to ld that the sis ter facilities out in 
the low de ert list them as "South 
of Palm Springs ." The tostada 
salad is listed under salads, not the 
South of Rancho list, but it is a 
meal in itself. It comes w ith a ton 
o f o lives a nd it is not ove r! y 
mi xed, so you can pick and choose 
what you want to nibble on. 
S oups incl ude the Beer Hunter 
chili . C hili is a difficult dish to 
ma ke a nd many places are happy 
to open up a can off the s helf. 
Here, it is made fresh in the back 
and it tastes like I expect chil i to 
taste. (Chili is always a personal 
thing.) 
As you would expect in a 
s ports bar, red meat is a staple and 
the New Yo rk S teak Sandwich 
co mes j us t as I asked fo r it. Meals 
like this make you want to run a 
98-yard punt return. 
Even the desserts are big. 
Mine had so much whipped cream 
and hot fudge that two o f us could-
n ' t finish it. But that was just fine 
with me. 
The new Beer Hunter is locat-
ed on Foothill tn Ra nc ho 
Cucamo nga, but it is actuall y on 
the Fontana s ide of Interstate 15 in 
the big Costco center. T here are 
three o thers out in the desert and 
there are more on the way. 
One th ing must be pointed out 
here. The Beer Hunter is not j ust a 
" Guy Zone." Not onl y are a lot of 
men happy to br ing along their 
ladies, but ma ny women bring 
their children. Guy Zo ne is proba-
bly not the correct term. Fam ily 
Sports Facil ity would probably be 
a better term. 
FEBRUARY 2001 
'Adoptions' ... 
COilltlllled from page 3 
know it wa~ for me," remarked 
Cheryl Mornn, Grace Yokley'~ 
vice pri nc1pal, who i'> very con-
cerned about the l o~s of corporate 
funding fo r enrichment progra ms. 
" Re ea rch has proven that the arts 
help to develop the brain. They 
also increase teamwork and teach 
the c hildren respo ns ibility and 
re peel for themselves and others," 
Morri n added. 
Parent, Rudy Gonzalez, al so 
" Music is part of all 
aspects of life. Who 
needs drugs, if you 
have music?" 
promotes the "Adopt-A-School" 
program, a " linkage between busi-
ness and public education." He 
sees such a partnership a · a sound 
business decision for the future. 
" The fu ture is our ch ildren," 
Gonzalez added. "We need busi-
ness heroes, now, let's put every-
body to the test and see who comes 
through ." 
The school was built to accom-
modate 700 and with the increase 
in students, there is an increasing 
need for larger and better equipped 
facil ities. Curre ntly, the mus ic 
room is t iny; serves as the meeting 
place for both the band and the 
choir, and i ~ hampered by terr ible 
acous tics. 
It has the;only band program in 
the elementary portio n of the 
Mountain View School Dis trict, 
g rades K-8, explained band direc-
tor, Karen Shupenia. "This is more 
than mus ic, this is 'l ife stuff,"' 
Shupenia said. "It will influence 
the re~t of the kid'~ life." Funding 
i~ desperately needed to buy new 
in~trument~ to increase the limited 
~upply available. 
ow, young musicwns must 
rent or buy their instruments, and 
those who can't afford to may 
never have the chance to develop 
their ta lents, o r become a member 
of the jazz band and part icipate in 
music fest ivals. Dolla rs are also 
lacking for the transportation costs 
of this group, which cannot accept 
o ffe rs to compete in o ther than 
local music festivals. 
" Music is the one curriculum 
that s peaks to a child's creativ ity 
and imagi nation," no ted c hoir 
d irecto r, Kathleen Kay. " In addi-
tion, it is highly mat hematical; sup- . 
ports science, and assists in reading 
fluently. It is part of all aspects of 
life. Who needs drugs, if you have 
music?" 
One o f the most vis ible and 
success fu l 
Yo kley's 
dance/drill 
programs is G race 
awa rd-winning 
team, which partici-
pates in nine com petiti on a year 
and is funded primaril y by the 
team members, w ith very li tt le 
allotted from the district fo r bu~es 
and a small stipend for the coach-
es. All these programs are labors of 
love, and the drill team IS no 
exception. 
Each girl pays a w hopping 
$600 to be part of the after-school 
program, and the team holds seven 
fund-ra isers a year to help cover 
the costs o f un ifo rms, practice 
clothes, s ummer camp, and more. 
The team practices two days a 
week, and the average fee fo r each 
girl to go to a competition is $350, 
which require different uni fo rms, 
etc. Altogether, the cost~ can really 
add up and some kids are le ft out 
because of the expense. 
There are 62 members and 150 
try out each year, Morrin said . 
"The g irls' a nd their families ' 
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Youthful exuberance and pnde are reflected 111 the faces oft he Grace Yokley Middle 
Schools drill team members. 
efforts go ' above and beyond,"' 
she added . "There is tre mendous 
esprit de corps. It is such a positive 
program and adds to the school 
spirit. A I o, if any member drops 
below a "C" average in her grades, 
she is o ff the team." 
Businesses who wish to 
become " heroes" to these k ids 
through the "Adopt-A School" pro-
gram may elect to adopt a specific 
p roject and will be recognized in 
handbooks and pep rallies; may 
erve as contest judges, or choose 
w hatever level of involvem ent 
meets their requirements. 
O ne thing is fo r sure - the 
rewards are great! 
GROW THE COLLEGE OF BUSinESS 
t PUBLIC ADMiniSTRATIOn 
Pnvate support promotes academ1c excellence 1n bus1ness education for the 
benefit of our reg1on These benef1ts 1nclude academ1c standards that meet 
nat1onal accred1ta110n. student scholarsh1J:1S, and state-of·the·art technology, 
fac ilities and programs at Cal State. San Bernardtno. Recent mnovaiiOns at 
Cal State incfude essent1al Rartnersh1ps between the bustness community and 
the un1vers1ty a new Inland Emp~re Center for Entreprene urship, the new 
Arrowhead Lab for Secur1t1es Analyses. technologica lly advanced classroofs, 
and expenenllal learning through 1nternsh1ps. Constder CHA~ITABLE GIFd 
ANNUITIES for pnvate support of Cal State. San Bemard1no s miSSIOn an 
goals. 
In today's economic environment CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITIES 
established through Cal State. San Bernard1no offer these advantages: 
Benefits for donors 
Guaranteed mcome for life 
Part1ally tax-free mcome 
Current chan table tncome 
tax deductton 
Benefits for Cal State 
Educat1onal programs that meet 
h1ghest natmnal accred1tat10n 
standards 
=--=== 
Scholarshtps that prov1de graduat~s 
as today s worl:force and tomorrows 
commun1ty leaders 
Fmanc1al resources to create Innova-
tive partnershtps fur the econom1c 
advancement of the regmn 
There are many ways that you ca n contrib ute to Cal S ta te . Fe.deral tax 
laws specifically encourage charitable giving by makmg dona t1ons tax 
de ductible. 
C AUFO R N IA S T ATI! U NIY I!RSITY 
SAN aERNARDINO 
The Op po rtuno ty fo r the Future 
For more information contact: 
Lo rn Kazlauskas 
D•ec1or of Development 
College of Bus•ness & Pubhc Adm•n•slral•on 
Cal Stale. San Bernardono 
5500 Unoversoty Parkway 
San Bernard•no. CA 92407 
(909) 860-7295 
emaol lorrok@csusb edu 
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R EAL ESTATE 
Homeowners Have Money-Saving Opportunities as Mortgage Interest Rates Near 21-Month Lows 
Six Tips to Consider Before Refinancing 
Mortgage interest rates 
recently reaching their lowest 
level in 21 months- have caught 
the attention of California home-
owners. Of all consumers apply-
ing for home financing today, 
nearly seven out of every 10 are 
existing homeowner seeking a 
refinance, according to the 
Mortgage Bankers Association of 
America. 
"Falling mortgage interest 
rates are welcome news for area 
homeowners and homebuyers," 
said Martha Phillips, VP regional 
manager of Wells Fargo Home 
Mortgage. "To put it in perspec-
tive, there have been only 11 
months out of the last 25 years in 
which 30-year mortgage ra tes 
have averaged lower than even 
percent. The time is now to take 
advantage of these rates." 
Phillips said homeowners who 
made their purchase in the last two 
years - when long-term rates 
averaged around 7.75 percent -
or tho e with an adjustable rate 
(ARM) or balloon mortgage may 
benefit from a refinance. 
Generally speaking, refinancing 
benefits homeowners in one of 
three ways. It allows homeowners 
to: 1. lower their payment; 2. take 
cash out -based on the equity in 
their home, and 3. change their 
loan program. 
"The old rule of thumb about 
You can now incorporate in any 
state, including name reservation, 
by phone, fax, or Internet. Thmk 
of it. In Jess than 7 minutes, your 
small business can be enjoying 
big business benefits. Call now. 
50 State Incorporations 
• Complete Services 
• Low-Cost Guarantee 
• Guaranteed Workmanship 
needing to reduce your interest 
rate by two percent or more no 
longer applies," Ms. Phillips said. 
"Today, lenders are much more 
flexible, offering a variety of refi-
nancing options for homeowners 
- each designed with a specific 
need in mind." 
For most homeowners, sav-
ing money i the top priority. 
Phillips said refinancing has the 
potential to ave homeowners 
hundreds of dollars each month 
and thousands of dollars over the 
life of their loan. For example, a 
homebuyer financing a $200,000 
loan last January with a 30-year 
fixed rate loan would have 
received an interes t rate of 
around 8.25 percent , translating 
into a monthly principal and 
interest payment of $1,502.54. 
Refinancing that same loan today 
at seven percent would cost the 
homeowner $1,330.60 per month 
- a saving of $171.94 a month 
and $2,063.28 a year. 
Refinancing may not be the 
right answer for everyone though. 
Phillips offered these tips to help 
homeowners make an informed 
decision about their financial 
future: 
Timing is everything. 
Determine the length of time you 
plan to stay in your home. From a 
cost perspective, most experts 
agree your need to stay in your 
Save Forever 
home between one and five years 
to recoup the co t a ociated with 
a refinance- typically one to two 
percent of your loan amount. A 
quick way to determine the 
amount of time it will take to 
recoup your costs is to divide the 
total refinancing costs by the total 
monthly savings. For example, 
let 's say it costs you $2,250 to 
refinance your loan, but reduces 
your monthly payment by $150 
($2,250 divided by $150=$15). 
You would therefore, need to live 
in the house 15 months or longer 
to realize any cost savings. 
• Stay the cour e. Your current 
lender will likely be able to offer 
you the best refinancing deal. 
Many lenders, including Wells 
Fargo Home Mortgage, now offer 
streamlined refinance programs 
for their cu tamer . The e pro-
grams typically require les docu-
mentation and cost less, saving 
you time and money. 
• Shop around. If you're not 
atisfied with your current lender, 
shop around. Visit several lenders 
to evaluate interest rates and 
costs, as well as products and 
services. Today, the Internet 
makes this ea y, as many lenders 
offer refinance calculators and 
other helpful tools online. Then 
select the lender that offers the 
best combination of these servic-
es, and yet is reputable. The one 
disadvantage of shopping around 
is that interest rates change daily. 
A slight increase in interest rates 
may mean you can no longer 
afford the home of your dreams. 
Consider locking-in or reducing 
your search if you feel comfort-
able with the interest, product and 
lender. 
• The bottom line. Make sure 
you understand all the costs asso-
ciated with refinancing. To do this, 
assume you'll stay in your home 
for five years, then ask your lender 
to provide your total costs over a 
five-year period for these items: 
a. any upfront fees; b. any charges, 
such as origination, appraisal, 
credit report, recording fee, etc.; c. 
total financing cost for five years, 
and finally, d. closing costs. 
Service and flexibi lity. 
While cost is certainly a primary 
consideration, service is equally 
important. After all, the lender you 
select may ultimately service your 
loan for many years. Therefore, 
select a lender who is in the mort-
gage business for the long haul 
and has a focus on customer serv-
ice - these might include any 
national lenders or larger local 
lenders. Also, consider other serv-
ices your lender offers that might 
make your life easier, such as 
online access to your account or 
electronic bill-pay options. 
·Seal the deal. If interest rates 
are at a level you can afford, take 
advantage of the opportunity and 
lock-in your interest rate. Many 
lenders will lock-in an interest rate 
over the phone or fax and confirm 
it in writing. However, most rep-
utable lender will charge a small 
upfront fee for this service, but 
this is a small price to pay for an 
interest rate that meets your long-
term financial plans. 
"Once you've obtained all the 
information about refinancing, if 
you're still uncertain, talk with 
your banker or even a competing 
lender to make sure you're getting 
a 'good' deal," Phillips said. 
Finally, keep in mind that it 
does not neces arily make sense to 
inclt:de home equity balances into 
a refinance. Home equity products 
typically offer lower rates than 
most consumer loans and provide 
possible tax benefits (consult a tax 
advisor). Moreover, adding a 
home equity product when refi-
nancing can provide a convenient 
means to cash - for such things 
as debt consolidation, home 
improvements or a child's educa-
tion. 
For more information, visit Wells 
Fargo Home Mortgage on the 
Internet at: www. wellsfargo. 
com/mortgage/ or call 1-800-222-
3408 for wformation on the 
branch in your area. 
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R EA L ESTATE 
Nonprofit Housing Preservation Firm Prepares 24 Rental Properties 
ational Housing 
Development Corporation 
(NHDC), a nonprofit intermediary 
specializing in the preservation of 
at-risk affordable housing nation-
wide, is preparing to market a 
portfolio of 24 properties it 
acquired last June to qualified 
local nonprofit operators. 
The properties, all located in 
the greater Los Angeles area and 
representing a total of 533 units, 
were acquired from Century 
Housing Corporation. In keeping 
with its mission, NHDC is in the 
process of stabi lizing and reposi-
tioning the properties in prepara-
tion for sale early next year. 
Once NHDC identifies quali-
fied local buyers, it will transfer 
the properties at cost. NHDC i ' 
seeking out community-based 
organizations that are committed 
to community revitalization 
efforts and to maintaining the 
properties' affordability in perpe-
tuity. 
Today more than 800,000 
apartments nationwide are at risk 
of being converted to market-rate 
rents due to expiring Section 8 
contracts. Owners of these proper-
ties increasingly elect to opt out of 
the Section 8 program to take 
advantage of rising market rents. 
"Today this nation provides 
affordable housing for only about 
a quarter of those who need it, yet 
the shortage of decent, affordable 
housing continues to worsen, put-
ting even more families at risk," 
said NHDC Executive Director 
Jeffrey Burum. 
HOC's mission is to acquire 
at-risk properties, reposition them 
as viable real estate assets where 
necessary, and then distribute 
them to local organizations com-
mitted to preserving their afford-
ability. "We act as both a ware-
house to buy and a clearinghouse 
to sell. IIDC fills the current gap 
between state and local agencies 
that want to provide funding but 
cannot do so in bulk, and local 
operators who often cannot 
assemble resources quickly 
enough and who lack the sophisti -
cated financial resources and tech-
niques they need to buy properties 
effectively," Burum explained. 
NHDC is currently raising 
both debt and equity capital from 
a variety of public and private 
sources. In October, the firm 
received a $10 million grant from 
Congress - one of the largest 
direct grants ever awarded to a 
nonprofi t housing organization -
which will serve as initial equity 
for a revolving capital fund pro-
viding participating banks with 
credits under the Community 
Reinvestment Act. The fund will 
focus on investment opportunities 
in California (home to one out of 
eight of America 's at-risk units), 
but the firm is also in the process 
of developing additional invest-
ment pools in other states, Burum 
noted. 
" Our primary focus is the 
expiring Section 8 inventory, but 
we will acquire any other proper-
ties that can be kept affordable by 
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ownership," he said. "Our efforts 
will help thousands of families 
secure affordable shelter and, at 
the same time, help turn around 
entire neighborhoods that a re 
deteriorating due to blight and 
neglect," he added. 
IIDC plans to host regional 
workshops for prospective 
investors seeking to earn CRA 
investment credit through its 
California investment pool, and is 
working with the Federal Reserve 
Bank of San Francisco to develop 
the program. 
In addition to avoiding the 
displacement of thousands of low-
and moderate-income familie and 
seniors, NHDC is committed to 
making efficient use of the funds 
it receive by rigorously applying 
busine s principles and levering 
the capital it receives. The firm 
believes its approach will save 
taxpayer money that would other-
wise be earmarked for new 
Section 8 vouchers or other types 
of subsidies. 
NHDC has developed a care-
ful screening process to as ure 
that local nonprofit purchasers 
have the necessary capacity and 
skills to own and manage the 
properties they acquire and pre-
serve their affordabil ity. 
The Century Housing portfo-
lio represents NHDC's first bulk 
acquisition since it was founded in 
1998. NHDC expects to acquire 
up to an additional 5,000 units 
during 200 l - with an emphasis 
on portfolios ranging from 500 to 
5,000 units. 
The National Housing 
Development Corporation, 10621 
Civic Center Drive in Rancho 
Cucamonga, CA may be reached 




"Laws were made to be broken" 
Christopher North, May, 1830 
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam •d; for 
not to know we sinn •d is innocence" 
Sir William Davenant 
1606-1668 
933 3 BASELINE ROAD, SUITE 110 RANCHO CUCAMONGA CA 91730 
(909) 980-1100 • FAX (909) 941-8610 
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Economic Development Corp. to Manage World Trade Group 
by Howard Fine, staff reporter at 
the Los Angeles Business Journal 
The Los Angeles County 
Economic Development Corp. took 
a big step toward shoring up its 
position as a major regional eco-
nomic development force as it fold-
ed the management of the World 
Trade Center Association of Los 
Angeles-Long Beach into its opera-
tions. 
The joining of these two busi-
ness groups will allow the EDC to 
add trade-consulting services pro-
vided by the World Trade Center 
Association to the array of services 
it offers companies in Los Angeles, 
Orange, San Bernardino and 
Riverside counties. 
The move comes one year after 
the EDC merged the California 
Fashion Association into its opera-
tions and, according to development 
corporation president and chief 
executive Lee Harrington, it may 
not be the last such merger. 
"We'll keep our eyes open for 
other opportunities to form strong 
Does a 401 (I<J 
plan mal<e sense 
for your business? 
A Sentry 401 (k) plan 
can help you and your 
employees acWeve a 
comfortable retirement. 
Call Sentry Insurance 
for a no-cost, no-obliga-
ti~n 401 (k) proposal. 
Diane Randol 
41593 Winchester Rd., Ste. 110 
Temecula, CA 92590-4858 
(909) 676-2096 




partnerships with other industry 
associations," Harrington said. 
In the case of EDC and the trade 
association, the two groups will 
keep their separate names and main-
tain some separate operations, 
Harrington said, but top manage-
ment of the two organizations will 
be consolidated. Harrington became 
the president and chief executive of 
the World Trade Center Association, 
taking over from Tom T-eofilo, who 
stepped down to spend more time 
running a family business. Teofilo 
will remain a consultant to the joint 
organization. A search is under way 
for a new executive responsible for 
trade consulting services. 
The World Trade Center 
Association will become a full oper-
ating subsidiary of the EDC on April 
1, with many of its 40 board mem-
bers being added to the LAEDC's 
80-member board. Since there is 
considerable board member overlap, 
Harrington expects the consolidated 
board to have about 100 members. 
There also will be a new advisory 
board formed to replace the current 
association governing board. 
Despite the trade group's new 
status as an operating subsidiary of 
the EDC, Harrington characterized 
the announcement as an "affiliation" 
and not a formal merger, noting that 
since the two organizations are dif-
ferent types of nonprofits, there are 
legal issues that would have to be 
ironed out before a formal merger 
could occur. 
He also said the goal of the affil-
iation was to expand the array of 
services offered, not to cut over-
head. 
"This is not a cost-cutting affili-
ation; rather, it's a leveraged part-
nership, where each group can add 
to the services that it offers," 
Harrington said. 
To bolster that statement, 
Harrington said that the associa-
tion's two offices, in Long Beach 
and downtown LA, will remain 
open and fully staffed. The EDC has 
about 40 staff members, while the 
a sociation has about a dozen trade 
experts and a couple of administra-
tive personnel. 
The EDC has about 225 mem-
ber companies, w~ile the trade asso-
ciation has about 375 member com-
panies. 
Harrington and other leaders of 
the two groups said the agreement to 
merge management came quickly 
on the heels of Teofilo 's announce-
ment in October that he would 
resign Dec. 31. 
One of the key instigators of the 
move was James Hankla, the chief 
executive of the $2.4 billion 
Alameda Corridor rail project now 
under construction to link the ports 
and downtown LA rail yards. The 
former Long Beach city manager 
joined the EDC board in 1982 and 
the trade association board in 1994. 
"As a member of both organiza-
tions' boards, I had long thought the 
two organizations could be com-
bined to great positive effect," 
Hankla said. "After all, most world-
class economic development organ-
izations have a trade component. 
"But it was Tom's announce-
ment in October that he was leaving 
that caused me to move beyond the 
thought stage and actually approach 
other board members about it," 
Hankla said. "At that point, I knew 
that if this was going to become 
reality, it was going to have to be 
done quickly, before a successor 
was named." 
Hankla quickly got Harrington 
on board, and enlisted the support of 
Barry Sedlik, the Southern 
California Edison economic devel-
opment executive who had been the 
trade group's chairman through 
June, and current chair Bruce 
MacRae, a regional executive for 
United Parcel Service. 
"There are more than 100 World 
Trade Center Associations around 
the world, mostly focused on mem-
ber services," Sedlik said. "But what 
set us apart was our focus on using 
international trade as a key for the 
economic development of our 
region. And that's why it made so 
much sense for us to link up." 
Harrington, Hankla and Sedlik 
all said they don 't expect major turf 
battles. 
"I've been on both boards and I 
knew the staff and the leadership of 
both would be compatible if they 
were joined," Hankla said. 
- As reprinted from the Jan. 15, 
2001 issue of the Orange County 
Business Journal. 
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. ·Architectural/Engineering Firms . conlintted (II/ pa~:e 22 
. Rcmk_ed By 111/mu/ Empire 8illi111:.\ 
Firm 2000 Billing$ I.E. Offices Types or Sen•ices Industr ies Served Marketing Contact To~ Local Exrc. 
Address Inland E~. Co. Wide Title Tit 
City, State. Zip Company ide Headqtrs. Fax Pbone 
E-Mail Address E-Mail Address 
HMCGROUP 15,000,000 2 Architecture, Education, 4o'DJ1e Cooper James L. Gilllam. AlA 
1. 3270 Inland Em-hire Blvd. 46,000,000 6 Plannmg, Healthcare, Dir. of Busine~ Dev. l'res!dent/CEO 
Ontario, CA 9 I 64-4854 Ontario Interior Des1gn, Government (909) 948-1269 (909) 989-9979 
The Keith Companies 13,417,000 2 CIVil Engmeenng, Land Development, Public Works, Tim Kibm Richard T. Robotta, P.E. 
2. 22690 Cactus Ave., Stc. 300 57,835,000 10 Planning/Environmental, industrial Enersy/Power, V.P. Client Services President 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 Costa Mesa Surveytng/GPS Telecommumcations (7 ( 4) 668-7026 (909) 653-0234 
t1m.klhm@ke1thco.com 
AEI·CASC Engineering 9,000,000 2 Engmecring, Private & Lisa E. Vaa Essen Ceaur A&llllar 
3. 937 S. Via Lata, #500 13,000,000 4 SUJVeying. Public ~tions Officer Prino.tnll 
Colton, CA 92324 Col iOn Planning ( ) 783..0108 (909~ 83..0!01 
lisav@aei-casc.com ~mlar@aei-casc.com 
WLC Architects, Inc. 9,000,000 Master Plannms. Educational, Larry Wolff Larry Wolff 
~- 10470 Foothill Blvd , Tower Ste. 15,000,000 2 Architectural Des1gn, Civic, Cha1rman of the Board Chairman or the Board 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 R. Cucamonga Construction Admlmstrallon Pnvate (909) 980-9980 (909) 987 .()9()9 
ASL Co~ulttng Engineers 6,000,000 z Land Development, Resori/Gol(, Rkb Clark Ridl Clark 
5. 42-580 Caroline Crt, Ste. B 20,000,000 9 Water/Wastewater, Residential, Priocl(lal Priooral 
Palm Desert, CA 92211 Pasadena TransportatiOn Public Sector <760) o74..o639 (7~4-0629 
rclark@aslce.com rclar U.aslce com 
David E' ans and Associa tes, Inc. 5,700,000 I Civil Engmeenng, Land Use & Land Development, Maria Marzoeki Cliff Simenta~ P.LS. 
6. 800 N. Haven Ave., Ste. 300 95,900,000 24 Environm. Planning, Land Surveying/GPS, Transportation, Water Resources, Assoc. Marketing Mgr. V.P./Office MK 
Ontano, CA 91764 Portland, OR Landscape Architecture Telecommunications (909) 481-5757 ~481-57 0 
mlm@deamc.com eamc.com 
RMA Group, Inc. 5,237,000 2 Geotechnical Engineering, Resi<lential, Highway Ed L;oD EdL;oD 
7. 10851 Ed1Son Ct. 5,237,000 2 Maten~l~ Testing, Consttuction, Vice resident Vice resident 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 Rancho Cucamonga Construction l.nspection School Construction (909) 989-4237 (909) 989-1751 
edlyon@nnagrp.com edlyon@rmagrp.coro 
Associated Engineers, Inc. 5,000,000 2 Cons! Mngmt, Governments, Kay Toliver April Morris 
8. 3311 E. Shelby St. N/A N/A Civil Engmeenng, Arch1tects, Bus. Dev. Associate President/CEO 
Ontario, CA 91764 Ontano Land Surveying Commercial/Residential (909) 941-0891 (909) 980-1982 
kayt@assoc.eng.com 
Robert BtinR William Frost & Assoc. 4,500,000 3 Civil Enfineering, Transportation, Water Resources, Bill Green JimMcDould 
9. 27555 Y nez d., Ste. 400 70,000,000 II Structwa Plannmg, Land Development Senior Vice President President 
T~mecula, CA 92591 I!VIOC SUJVeytog (909) 676-7240 (909) 676-8042 
HaU & Foreman, Inc. 4,200,000 I Civil Engmeering, Residential Development, Stu ·e Shambeck Steve Sbambeck 
10. 1152 N. Mountain Ave., #100 8,400,000 2 Land Surveying Commercial Development, Vice President Vice President 
Upland, CA 91786 Santa Ana Municipal Services (909) 982-6767 (909) 982-TI77 
steveshambeck@bfinc.com 
Mainiero, Smitll and Associates, loc. 4,120,000 I Civil En~inecring, Public A~encies, Jack Fox Robert S. Smitla 
JI. 777 E. Tahqu1~ Canton Way, ~30) 4,120,000 I Land P anmng, Private nuties, Ou. of Marketmg President 
Palm Springs, CA 9 262 Palm Sprir.gs Land Surveying Non-Profit Entities {760) 323-7893 g60) 3.20-9811 
Jfox@mainerwnith.com rmtb@miinierwnith.com 
Hanson-Wilson, Inc. 3,800,000 I Engmeenng, Railroads, Bill Brewster Bill Brewster 
12. 1355 E. Cooley Dr., Ste. B 40,000,000 16 Surveying Government Vice President Vice Pres1dent 
Colton, CA 92324 Albuquerque, NM (909) 514-1153 (909) 423-0980 
wfbrewster@caw1lsonco.com 
Ludw~n3ineerillg 3,000,000 2 Civil Engineenn~~o Design Public Works, Residential JiiiiFq Glell L Ledwie 
13. 109 E. ir St. N/A 3 Su!Veying, Architectural Shopping Centers, Medical Centers Sr. EnftSeer CEO 
San Bernardino, CA 92410-4SOl San Bernardmo Commeretal lnd./Res. j)evelopment Factory Outlet Center (909) 9..0153 (909l884-8217 
ludWig@ludwigCJJg.com 
KCT Consultants, Inc. 2,250,000 I Civil Engineering, Land Develoflment, Chris Del Ross·IW~tr DaDiel J. Kipper 
14. 4344 Latham St., Ste. 200 2,250,000 I Surveying, Planning Schools/Co leges Planner President 
Rivemdc, CA 92501 Riverside (909) 341-8945 (909) 341-8940 
kctinc@consultants.com 
lluitt-ZoUan, Inc. z,ooo,ooo 1 Civil Engineering, Private land Develop!IICIJt, Maurkt Marad Maark~ M11rad 
15. 1101 S. Milliken Ave., Ste. G 45,000,000 12 Su!Vcying Mumcipal Transportation Vice Pres1dcnt v-tee President 
Ontario, CA 91761 Dallas, TX (909) 390-8406 (909) 39().8400 
Warner Engineering 2,000,000 3 Plannmg, Pnvate Land Development, Mike Smith Bill Waner 
16. 73-185 Hwy. Ill 2,000,000 3 Civ1l Engmeering, Government Agencies Vice Pres1den1 President 
Palm Desert, CA 92260-3907 Yucca Valley Land Surveying (760) 341-5999 (7~5-7638 
inf arnercng.com 
WDidan Associates 1,700,000 I Build~ & Safety, Pubhc Agencies Ritllard K~ky Gary DIISirt 
17. 650 Hospitality Ln., Ste. 400 40,000,000 8 Public orks Design, ~onal 0 Manager Pu~llident 
San Bemard1oo, CA 92408-3317 Anaheim De' clOJlllltnt Review for Cities ( ) 888·5107 (909) 386-0200 
John E~an and Associates, Inc. 1,600,000 1 Civil Engmeenng Des1gn, Government, John G. Egan Joba G. Egaa 
18. 25814 usiness Center Dr., Ste. A 1,600,000 I Municipal SeTVIces, lnslltutional, Pres1dent President 
Redlands, CA 92374 Lorna Lmda Construction Services Development (909) 796-7731 (~889-0676 jea jcganassoc.com 
Hernandez, Kroone & Associates 1,500,000 l Civil & Traffic Engineering, Transportation, ADDe Hei"UIIdez ltftud 1t Henudea, P.E. 
19. 234 E. Drake Dr. 4,000,000 3 Land SUJVeymg, Consttuelion, Bus. Dev. Director PriiiCI~ 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 San Bernardmo GIS Mapping Planning, Development (909) 383-1577 =-~2 Engineering Resources of So. Cal., Inc. 1,500,000 2 Civil En~oeering, Counties & Municipalities, Terry Laae Terry Laae 
20. 1820 Commercenter Ctr. 4,000,000 3 Planninft,y urveying, Special D1stricts Princi~al ~neer Princiksl En:!Jneer 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 Hemet Water astewater (909) 90 5 (909) 90-1 5 
tlane@erscinc.com 
Noht Associates, Inc. 1,300,000 I S1te l~ovements, PubUc Agenctes, PniHataada Palll HICIIada 
21. 710 Rim~u Ave. 40,000,000 12 Water astewater, Private Development Mana~ EnFoccr Man~~~ Corona, A 91719 Sacramento Topographic Surveys (909) -62 0 {909) • 
paul.hagunda@nolte.com 
Andmsen Engineering, Inc. 1,200,000 I Civil Engmeering, Construcllon Eric AodreaRa Gaf1 P. AlldreaRI 
22. 580 N. Park Ave. N/A N/A Land Survcymg, Private/Public CFO Pres1dent 
Pomona, CA 91768 Pomona Mumdpal Engmeermg Educallonal (909) 620-0016 (909) 623-1595 
Korve EDfilleering, Joe. 1,100,000 J Civil Enlfr"eeri"lo Pr1vate Dulel J. O'Roi&V D81iel J. O'RouU 
23. 290 N. ' D St., Ste. 504 11,300,000 8 Agency Se!Vices, affic gmeering And Pubhc Offi~Mani/T7 Offi~Man~ 
San Bernardmo, CA 92401 Oakland Transportallon Planning Sector (909) 884- ~~!;t4((@korve.com 
WND = Would Nor Disclose N/A = Not Applicable 11a = 110t available. The i11formatio11 ill the above list was obta111ed from rile compames liSted To the best of our k11owledge rhe mformarion supplied is accu· 
rare as of press 11111e. While every effort IS made to CIISure the accuracy and thoroughness of the liSt, om1ssions and Typographical errors sometime occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letter-
head to: The Inland Emp1re Busi11ess Joumal, 8560 Vi11eyard A1·e., S1111e 306, Ra11cho Cucamonga, CA 9 I 730-4352 Researched by Jerry Strauss. Copyrrght 2001 Inland Empire Busrness Journal. 
Thl' Hook of Lists <Hailahll' on Disk , Call 909--&M-&-9765 o1· ncl\~nload No\\ fnnn \\\\\\.TopLi ... t.t·nm 
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, Oll{/11/1,." /ltllllflllg,·lf Architectural/Engineering Firms · 
FU'a 
Address 
City, Statr, Zip 
Combs • Marr ArckitKts, lac. 
25. 3393 14th St 








u.a-WIMa~ .......... llrion 985,000 
X 18800 \loa Kannan Ave., Sic 200 16,500,000 
1rviae, CA92612-1517 
27. 
CALTROP Ea~rillc Corp. 900,000 
1037 W Nmtb St. 6,000,000 
Upland, CA 91786 
LlcUM.t~ 900,000 
ll 1 0281-A Trademark St. 1,000,000 
1Wdlo Oamoaga, CA 91730-5852 
William Cllalo Arditecu, lLP 900,000 
29. 276 N Second Ave. 900,000 
Upland, CA 91786 
ll. 
Jeyle~C..,.. 




Wllrrltr & ~lrr AlA Ardilects 500,000 
31. 133 S Spong St 
Claremont, CA 91711-4930 
500,000 
JlelltltA. MartiMJArdllld ... Aa.c. 215,000 
n. lS487 SCIIcca Rd., SIC. 203 N/A 
Vadorvilk; CA 92392 
Hrrraa & R•IIIIUOir ArdilKts, lac. 250,000 
33. 530 St Johns Place 250,000 
Hemet, CA 92543 
NaNI .t CanlaiADKJ 118,000 
34. Ardlra DeAp c...., 
122 S. ViiiC Ave. 
215,000 
0a11rio. CA 91762 
ALLWEST GtoedHa, lac. D. V.B.E. 50,000 
35. 1210 N BarsiCn Way 1,000,000 
Anabetm, CA 92806 
,_.. WND 
.16. 1100 Iowa Ave., Sic. 160 
Rnenide, CA 925fT/ 
Rick Ea~rillc co .. paay WND 
37. 1223 Universtty Ave., Ste. 240 
Riverside, CA 92507-4563 
............ AIIet. WND 
31. JnSTc:oiiiSI. 
Riversadc, CA 92501-3669 
'I'Drwr & Alsodales WND 
3,. 1182 N. MoniC Vista, Ste. 19 
Upland, CA 91786 
W..,.t~ WND 
• 45-190 Oub Dr ladia Weill, CA 92210 
JKJ Dalp ud Dnrtep.nt WND 
41. 637 W. Sccood St. 
P011100a, CA 91766 
PADc-llln WND 
42. 999 Taw~~ .t eo.try id • 4111 Floor 
Orap. CA 92868 
Pel« J. Pltaal AlA Ardliledan WND 
43. 8439 Wbtte Oak Ave., SIC. I 05 
Raocbo Cucamon~ CA 91730 
._.." AMdiMIInile, l8t. WND 
4l 29110 Adlai& St.. Ste. A-IS 
Jliwaidc. CA 92S04 
LD.Kiq,lac. WND 
45. 2151 Coovc:oiJOD Or. W.y, 1100 8 






































































HanAul /11 Inland l . lllflllt U111111g1 













Civil & Consultmg 
Engmcering, Surveying. Land 
Management, Environmental Plannmg 
Archllecture, Land Planmng, 
lntenor Destgn, Tenant Improvements, 
CADD Servtccs, Entlllements 
Transportation, 
Water Resources, 









































Stuveytng. OPS, Oovt ltelahons 
CIVIl Engineenng 
























































Ctllcs, COIDlltts, Special Agenctes 
Puvate Developers, C~tions 
Pubhc Agenctes, 






Marl..rling Contact Top Local Exrc. 
Tillr Title 
Fax Phone 
E-Mail AddrtSS E-Mail Addrrss 
AI Hadgtlls Willia11 Nasclme•to 
PrOJect Ducctor President/CEO 
(909) 890-0467 (909) 890-om 
wtlliam@lancivil com 
Briao K. Gridley Philip Graham Combs 
Vtce Prestdent Pnnctpal 
(909) 686-2958 (909) 686-3520 
combsmarr@aol.com 
Mellssa SmJtk ]. Patrie Alln, AlA 
Markeling Coordinator Partner 
(949) 833-9193 (949) 833-9193 
msrnitb@lw-oc com pallen@lw-oc.com 
Miclaarl Taw Gr•. Bob Sprocer 
Vtce Prestdcnt Execuuve VP 
(909) 931-0061 (909) 931-9331 
tahan@ caltrop.com 
Cllarles W. l..ockJDa• CUries W. l..ockmaa 
Prcstdent Presodent 
(909) 948-8508 (909)9~ 
Max E. Williams, AlA Max E. Williams, AlA 
Archttect/Panner Archuect/Patlner 
(909) 981-7207 (909) 981-5 188 
PllyDis Papr1 Sttn• Frltsoa, P.E. 
Spcctal Consultant Branch Manager 
(909) 933-5228 (909) 933-5225 Ext. 13 
PaulS. Wbttkr Maurrea Wbttkr 
Prcstdeni/Pnnctpal PnnctpaVCEO 
(909) 621-7757 (909) 624-5095 





Patricia L. Herroo RusseU P. Rumaosorr 
Vtcc President Prest dent 
(909) 652-0373 (909) 6524431 
Cllristlaa Hale Norbtrto F. Nardi, AlA 
Manllging Director Prcstdent 
(909) 391-1031 (909) 460-!291 
nardt~rsmi.com 
Grot Fa111SWOr1b Gtae Fanswortb 
Prcstdent Prestdent 
(714) 238-1105 (714) 238-9255 
allwestg@aol com 
Trrrt Geotll JrrryWaptr 
Markeuog Coord. Principal 
(909) 682-3379 (909) 787-8421 
Sandy Bailey Robrrt A. Stock too 
Bus Dev Coord Vice President 
(909) 782-0723 (909) 782-0707 






Rufus L. Turur, All R•Cus Tu111er, All 
Owner Owner 
(909) 608·9207 (909) 608-9200 
rufus@uta.net rufus@uta net 
Jolla c. Walllac Jolla c. WaDilc 
Prestdcnt Prestdent 
(760)~786 (760) 360-0250 




Cyd Br11dvefl Jeia K.itt1ey 
Vice President PrCSidcnt 
(714) 285-0102 (714) 8354447 
c-l>randveto@pdconsultants.com 




Dtrcctor of Markeung 
(909) 352-8269 
R. Richard Flce•rr 
V P., Planmng 
(909) 937-0202 
dOeener~ ldkmg.net 











ldktng@ ldlong net 
WND • ~ NOI DIM:Iose N/A • NOI Applialble 1111 • - t11111ihlble. 1M injorllflltiiHI in die~~~ lisr was obloinll!d from the companies listed. To thll! ~$t of our Jcno,../edge the information supplied Is acauate 
- 4/P"R dae. W1tik t!IICI'J' effort is -.If! lo ensure lite llc:atP'IIC)!IIM tlaorot<glurus of 1~ /ur, omtsstons otrd typograplucol errors sometime ocnu: Please setrd wm:cflons or addititNU on company /etterllctuJ to. 
lfk ,.,._, ~ /luiiJG:s J_,.l. 8StJO HMyolll Aw., SMile 306. Rtmcho CwaurtD~Jgtt. CA 917304352. Ruearched by Jury Strauss. C opyTight 2001 /nlo11d Emput! BUSiness Jourtwl. 
IIFMh'ili+iiMHH+*WFIMDFEIFIWIWMMFiptppfjJpt!pfF+Iii§IIICIMIIMIIiMiilii!hil$1$+111iiiHMIIIII 
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Water Policy Expert Highlights Need for Regional Groundwater Management Plan· 
A • cooperative groundwater 
management plan for the Hemet-
San Jacint~ basin could strengthen 
the region's economy and help 
local agencies avoid higher water 
costs, according to Professor 
William Blomquist, an Indiana 
University-Purdue University pro-
fessor. "The development of a 
groundwater management plan is 
vital to maintaining a self-sustain-
ing community," he said, during a 
meeting of nearly 100 community 
leaders in Hemet. 
The meeting was sponsored by 
the Hemet-San Jacinto Action 
Group, Valley Economic 
Development Corporation, Hemet-
San Jacinto Chamber of 
Commerce, and Eastern and Lake 
Hemet municipal water districts. 
Blomquist's call for a regional 
groundwater management plan 
comes less than a month after 
Eastern Municipal Water District's 
(EMWD) staff discussed the prob-
lem in a report to its board of direc-
tors. According to the report, annu-
al overdrafts in the Hemet-San 
Jacinto basins are regularly exceed-
RENTV.Com Rated as Top Real 
Estate Info and News Source 
RENTV.COM, the Web chan-
nel for the commercial real estate 
industry, was listed m both 
ToplOLinks.com's "Best Real 
Estate Resource" Web site catego-
ry and in GRID Magazine's 
(Sept/Oct 2000) "Top Listings & 
Information Web site" section. 
GRID cited RENTV.COM, along 
with PikeNet, as one of the best 
online sources of commercial real 
estate news. 
In addition, the company con-
tinues to sign on more advertising 
clients. Recent additions include 
commercial real estate companies 
such as: Spieker Properties, 
NewMark Merrill, Marcus & 
Millichap, and the Private Client 
Group of CB Richard Ellis. These 
companies will join many other 
large and small industry players 
who have helped sponsor the 
growth of RENTV's hard-hitting 
and straightforward commercial 
real estate news online. 
RENTV has also entered into 
a co-marketing, distribution and 
Internet revenue-sharing agree-
ment with Los Angeles Downtown 
News. RENTV has posted the 
newspaper 's annual "Landmarks" 
issue, featuring commercial real 
estate in downtown L.A., on its 
Web site for distribution to its 
commercial real estate audience. 
"I think the industry has come 
to recognize RENTV as a major 
media player, with an identifiable 
unique style, in the coverage of 
this trillion dollar industry. It's 
exciting to see partners, such as 
Downtown News, stepping up to 
help increase and share in our 
growth," says Steve Bloom, presi-
dent and CEO of RENTV. 
TopiOLinks.com 
(www.toplOiinks.com), created in 
July 1997, is a well-known 
Internet directory of the top 10 
Web sites in several categories, as 
judged by a panel of the compa-
ny's experts. ToplOLinks.com 
also distributes a weekly· e-mail 
newsletter highlighting the most 
recently created top 10 lists. Each 
quarter, several of those lists 
appear in WebBound, a nationally 
distributed Web directory maga-
zine. 
RENTV.COM is the commer-
cial real estate Internet site with a 
revolutionary approach to creating 
an online B2B community for the 
industry. Using a Web-based plat-
form, RENTV.COM provides 
viewers with new ways to receive 
industry-specific business news, 
data, and market intelligence. 
Founded in 1998 by Steve Bloom, 
a 14-year commercial real estate 
veteran, RENTV.COM has consis-
tently grown in popularity among 
top professionals from a wide 
variety of real estate disciplines, 
including: brokers, investors, 
advisors, managers, lenders, archi-
tects, analysts, equipment suppli-
ers, and government officials. 
Given its increasing fan base, 
RENTV.COM provides compa-
nies with exciting new opportuni-
ties to market their products, serv-
ices and brands. 
ing 10,000 acre-feet, enough for 
20,000 households per year. 
Overdraft is the amount withdrawn 
above what is replenished by delib-
erate replacement or by nature. 
If basin overdrafts continue, 
the report said, water levels will 
drop and groundwater production 
will be severely curtailed or cease 
altogether. This would force area 
water purveyors to increase their 
reliance on costly imported water, 
prompting significantly higher 
water rates for residential and busi-
ness customers, while t_hreatening 
the very existence of the region's 
$64 million agricultural industry. 
The EMWD staff report said 
that seasonal storage programs can 
minimize demand on the wa'ter 
supply system during peak periods. 
The programs could also be used to 
lower water costs and increase reli-
ability for area water users. 
"The important thing to 
remember is that the successful 
comprehensive plans generally 
take shape in stages and evolve 
over the course of a few years," 
Blomquist said. "The interest indi-
cated by today's meeting demon-
strates that this region may be well 
on its way to preventing a potential 
water crisis and laying the founda-
tion for future economic prosperi-
ty." 
Professor Blomquist is a wide-
ly recognized expert on adjudica-
tion of Southern California ground-
water basins and has written sever-
al authoritative books and papers 
on the subject. 
EMWD provides water, waste-
water service and recycled water to 
about 440,000 people in a 555-
square-mile area of western 
Riverside County running along 
the 1-215 corridor from Moreno 
Valley southward to Temecula and 
eastward to Hemet and San Jacinto. 
Foothill Customers 
seem to have a little more money to spend. 
• No Cost Equity Loaus 
• No Teller Fees 
• Personal Luan Officers 
FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BANK 
Call 1-800-500-BANK for details 
Chtno • a~rrmom • ('.oron~ • Covtn~ • Glrnd.ile • Glendor~ • lrwtnd.ile • MonRwu • Onwio ~ IUncho Cucamong~ • Uplmd • lmns subject to cmlit ~pprov.il • hnpJ/www.foothtllb.mk.com @ 
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Top Educational Architect Says Schools Are for More Than 
Housing Students - They Should Enhance Learning 
Schools today are designed to do 
far more than house students - they 
are actually designed to enhance 
learning, according to Gaylaird 
Christopher, principal with the 
award-winning architectural firm of 
Perkins & Will. 
Christopher, one of the nation 's 
leading educational architects, told 
members of the Des Moines, Iowa, 
Business Education Alliance recent-
ly that facility design today plays a 
major role in enhancing the learning 
environment for students. 
He appeared before the group's 
Community Forum on Excellence in 
Education, speaking on the topic 
"Architecture's Impact on Student 
Learning" in Drake University 's 
Sheslow Auditorium. 
The national leader of.Perkins & 
Will 's K-12 education practice, 
Christopher is based in the finn 's 
Pasadena office. 
"We need to be aware early in 
the design process that architectural 
decisions incorporated into our new 
educational facilities can have a dra-
matic impact on both student per-
formance and morale," Christopher 
said. 
He added that similar findings 
United Van Lines Study Reflects 
General Migration Patterns in U.S A. 
Census 2000 has informed us 
that there are 13 percent more 
Americans today than there were a 
decade ago and that certain areas of 
the country have gained population 
a lot more rapidly than others. 
But, what about last year's 
population shifts alone? United 
Van Lines, the nation 's largest 
household goods mover, recently 
published its 23rd annual "migra-
tion" study showing where its cus-
tomers, over the last 12 months, 
moved from - and what were the 
most popular destinations. Among 
the findings, announced by United 
Executive Vice President William 
F. Beard, Jr., are a continued move-
ment to California and the 
Northeast, while the Midwest saw 
more people leave for other states. 
United has tracked shipment 
patterns annually on a 
state-by-state basis since 1978. For 
2000, the study was based on the 
248,140 interstate household 
moves handled by United among 
the 48 contiguous states, as well as 
Washington, D.C. In its study, 
United classifies each state in one 
of three categories - "high 
inbound" (55 percent more of 
moves associated with the state 
inbound); "high outbound" (55 
percent or more moves coming out 
of a state); or "balanced." Although 
the majority of states were in the 
"balanced" category last year, sev-
eral showed more substantial popu-
lation shifts. 
In 2000, the state of California, 
where United handled the most 
shipments, recorded its highest 
level of in-migration (54.9 percent) 
since 1987. A favored destination 
state for the first 12 years of the 
survey, California experienced 
more departures than arrivals dur-
ing the first half of the 1990s, 
before its higher inbound pattern 
resumed in 1996. 
Also on the West Coast, 
Oregon was categorized in 2000 as 
"high inbound" (60.8 percent of 
United shipments moving into the 
state). However, Washington, 
which in 1999 had broken a 21 
-year pattern of annually experi-
encing more inbound than out-
bound shipments, saw out-migra-
tion accelerate to 54.5 percent of 
all shipments in 2000. 
Other noteworthy inbound-
migration states: 
The New England states, most 
of which experienced heavier out-
bound migration from 1992 to 
1995, generally saw balanced 
activity during the past year. 
Connecticut (53.9 percent) experi-
enced its highest level of inbound 
migration sinct: 1986. 
New York, in 2000, had its 
highest inbound percentage (45.2 
percent) since United began keep-
ing records. 
Nevada, with 62.9 percent of 
continued on page 39 
have been associated with school 
renovation projects. 
"We have a tendency to let our 
older schools, especially those in 
urban areas, get run down," he said. 
"I think when you do recreate these 
environments in a different way, it 
can go a long way toward improving 
the neighborhood and how people 
feel about education." 
Christopher's experience 
includes both the design of individ-
ual buildings and the development of 
institutional master plans outlining 
strategies for change and growth. He 
pointed out that many communities 
fail to effectively plan projects or 
include diverse community views, 
and that residents typically are less 
supportive of unusual design possi-
bilities when renovating older 
schools. 
"Studies support the idea that 
learning is facilitated through hands-
on and experiential projects," 
Christopher said. "So it is up to us to 
produce schools with built-in design 
elements making it possible for stu-
dents to truly experience the educa-
tional process. 
He added that it is important to 
provide a "variety of spatial experi-
ences" from the "grandest group 
meeting halls to the smallest reading 
alcoves." 
He explained that a "hands-on 
learning environment" provides 
spaces for small work groups, 
demonstration areas, and a connec-
tion to the natural environment, par-
ticularly in areas of science, art and 
nature study. 
"I think what we are realty going 
for is a comprehensive style of archi-
tecture that involves students and 
actually entices thein to learn in a 
user-friendly environment," he said. 
Christopher was quoted in an 
editorial in the Des Moines Register, 
after his presentation, as stating that 
school design is "not always about 
glamorous or inspiring school build-
ings that win prizes." The editorial 
cited his comments that it is just as 
important to respond to the needs of 
students, teachers and the communi-
ty in smaller ways, such as spaces 
that are scaled for children, creating 
places where students can gather, 
and spaces where teachers can work 
together. 
"These things make a difference 
... and they need not be hugely 
expensive," the editorial quoted 
Christopher as saying. 
Des Moines currently is begin-
ning work on a 10-year building pro-
gram - one of the biggest in the 
school district's history- financed 
with a $.01 sales tax. 
"Even though Des Moines may 
focus more on brick and mortar than 
style, it will still have the opportuni-
ty to produce school buildings that 
will be better places to learn," the 
editorial concluded. 
"Successful schools - whether 
built from the ground up or as a ren-
ovation project - take advantage of 
their natural surroundings," 
Christopher said. "Some schools tie 
building projects into the communj-
ty's heritage." 
He cited a recent Perkins & Will 
school project in Northern California 
where the area's gold mining history 
was emphasized by including metal 
elements in the school's design, by 
naming classrooms after mining 
communities, and by creating a 
structure reminiscent of those used 
during the California Gold Rush. 
Christopher said education has 
changed dramatically in the past 50 
years and that communities need to 
consider new ways to use school 
space creatively and wisely in an 
effort to keep up. 
" It may lead you to knocking a 
few walls down, combining some 
spaces," he said. "You can end up 
with a brand new learning environ-
ment in that older building and have 
the best of both worlds." 
Perkins & Will, named 
"Architectural Firm of the Year" for 
1999-2000 by the American Institute 
of Architects, the AlA's highest 
honor, and one of the nation's lead-
ing design firms for schools, is a full-
service planning architecture and 
interior design firm with a reputation 
for transforming program goals into 
unique and meaningful design solu-
tions. 
For more information, contact 
Perkins& Will at (626) 683-9455, or 
on the Internet at 
www.perkinswill.com. 
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BANKING 
The Time Was Ripe for Eldorado Bank to be Acquired 
by David Orloff 
It was about time Eldorado 
Bank was acquired. For the past 
five years, California banks have 
been a target of out-of-state suit-
ors hoping to gain a foothold in 
the Golden State. And in the past 
five years , Eldorado set itself up 
to get picked up as well. Its hold-
ing company acquired five banks 
that totaled 16 branches in 
Southern California and more 
than $1 billicm in assets, the most 
of any OC-based bank. 
Plus, Eldorado's shareholders 
were ready to get their return. 
But the $190 million that Salt 
Lake City-based Zions 
Bancorporation is paying for the 
Laguna Hills-based bank may 
not be what its shareholders were 
hoping for. 
"It wasn't a grand slam, but it 
wasn't a bad deal," said Bob 
Keller, Eldorado's chief execu-
tive. 
Zions is a publicly-traded 
holding company that operates 
six banks across the West includ-
ing the bank Eldorado will be 
merged into, California Bank & 
Trust, which has 74 California 
branches. 
"It is good for Zions because 
it offers excellent penetration of 
Orange County and San Diego 
County," said Ed Carpenter, a 
bank consultant who advised 
Eldorado on the deal. 
Sources close to the deal said 
Eldorado's majority shareholder, 
The Dartmouth Capital Group, 
was looking for a better return, 
though. Eldorado's board of 
directors is composed mostly of 
members of the Dartmouth 
group, which has invested in sev-
eral bank deals. Keller is the 
chief executive and president of 
the Dartmouth Capital Group. 
The group started its run on 
Eldorado Bank five years ago 
and was hoping to buy several 
banks then sell the amassed com-
pany for a big premium. They got 
at least part of their wish. 
The bank was sold for a bet-
ter price than most of the recent 
acquisitions in California. 
The bank went for 2.9 times 
its tangible book value, accord-
ing to research done by 
Carpenter & Associates. Banks 
and analysts use tangible book 
value to rank bank or thrift trans-
actions. 
Of the 25 other bank deals in 
California last year, the average 
multiple of tangible book was 
2.06, and there were only four 
other banks that sold for a higher 
multiple. 
Eldorado sold above the 
average becaus.e it had a lot of 
goodwill and a strong branch 
system, said Carpenter, who is 
chairman of Carpenter & 
Associates. 
Eldorado was acquired at a 
larger premium than Comerica 
Bank's payout to buy Imperial 
Bank, which was 2.55 times 
Imperial's tangible book value. 
But it did not do as well as Bank 
of America, which was acquired 
by NationsBank Corp. in 1998 
for 4.04 times its tangible book 
value, according to Carpenter. 
According to some industry 
veterans, Eldorado shareholders 
got a good deal from Zions. 
"Eldorado has been limping 
along for some time. Eldorado 
did not have the means to 
expand. To a certain extent, this 
is a bailout by Zions," said "The 
Findley Reports," a monthly 
newsletter put out by Findley & 
Associates. 
Eldorado ran into a few prob-
lems when it acquired 
Sacramento-based Commerce 
Security Bank, which had a 
wholesale mortgage division that 
squeezed the bank's earnings. 
"That has been somewhat 
disappointing," Keller said. 
Eldorado since has sold off the 
mortgage unit. 
"I am happy we are not in 
that today," Keller said. "Since 
getting rid of it, the bank has 
done much better." 
Eldorado did keep the rest of 
the Commerce Security's opera-
tions-a branch in Sacramento. 
The beginnings of Eldorado 
go back to 1995. The Dartmouth 
Capital Group was interested in 
putting some of its money into 
starting a California banking 
business. It already owned and 
ran several banks, including New 
England-based New Dartmouth 
Bank, which Keller used to run. 
The investment group wanted to 
stick with Keller after the bank 
was sold in 1994 and tapped him 
to run its new operations. 
In 1995, Dartmouth .acquired 
the assets of San Dieguito 
National Bank for $5 million to 
start its rollup of bank acquisi-
tions. 
"It was a good franchise, but 
because of problems of the reces-
sion, it ran out of capital," Keller 
said. The Dartmouth Group 
acquired the bank to get a start in 
Southern California. 
The bank had $59 million in 
assets but it was categorized as 
critically undercapitalized by 
federal regulators. So Keller 
recapitalized the bank with 
Dartmouth 's money. He installed 
new management and imple-
mented policies to improve asset 
quality and operating perform-
ance. 
In October 1995, the acquisi-
tion of a slightly larger bank, 
Liberty National Bank, was 
announced for $15.1 million. The 
deal brought in $148 million in 
assets and a few more branches. 
" It got us into Orange 
County," Keller said. 
Keller kept the institutions 
separate because he was looking 
for a strong bank to use as the 
foundation. 
About four months later 
came the $22.7 million buy of 
Commerce Security Bancorp, 
which had $213 million in assets. 
The next acquisition gave the 
bank its name and stability. At 
the end of 1996, Dartmouth 
Group announced its acquisition 
of Eldorado for $89.6 million. 
The buy brought in $389 million 
in assets and gave the Dartmouth 
Group a substantial grip on the 
OC market. 
"Eldorado had a good name 
and a good reputation. It gave us 
the infrastructure to merge the 
other (banks) into," Keller said. 
Mter the Eldorado buy, the 
bank's management folded the 
other bank operations into 
Eldorado Bancshares and gave 
the banks the Eldorado name. 
In January 1999, Dartmouth 
finished off its buying by bring-
ing Antelope Valley Bank into 
the fold for $44.5 million. The 
bank had $201 million in assets 
and an auto finance operation 
that still is with the bank. 
The five acquisitions totaled 
up $176.9 million in cash and 
stock and brought in just more 
than $1 billion of total assets. 
David Orloff is a reporter with 
the Orange County Business 
Journal. 
Projects piling up? 
Need an extra pair of hands? 
Losing sleep? 
HR·Solutions 
Professional Human Resources Staffing 
Administrative Services Staffing 
(909) 805·1919 
3401 Centrelake Drive. Ontario 91761 - www.hr-solutions.com 
' 
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Power Line ... 
continued from page 6 
shows to the displays on the Queen 
Mary in Long Beach were cutting 
back to help. 
Soon the threat became rolling 
blackouts and rate increases. The 
excuse was that the two major 
power suppliers to the state of 
California could not operate under 
the new regulations. What they 
could charge us was locked in. The 
10 perce~t rate decrease was sup-
posedly carved in concrete. Still 
many people felt that the discount 
was a sham. 
The deregulation rules required 
that all of the details of the charges 
be shown on our mail-out state-
ments and it looked for all the 
world like the 10 percent was taken 
off and then put back on. Then there 
was the division of the power com-
panies themselves. Two years ago 
many of us got statements from 
" Southern California Edison." 
Now the bills come from "Edison 
International." 
The scheme here is simple. At 
deregulation, you divide up your 
company. Profitable supply compa-
nies take on new names and the one 
you and I pay into is losing money. 
You can prove this point your-
self. Take all of the change out of 
your right pocket and put it in your 
left pocket. Your right pocket is 
bankrupt, but your pants still have 
all of your money. 
Sooo ... where is all of this cost-
ly power coming from? All of your 
life you were told that Southern 
California was lighted by Hoover 
Dam near Las Vegas. Wrong, 
maybe. Gov. Davis is negotiating 
with Oregon and Washington State 
for their surplus 
2001 BOOK OF LISTS 
power. But some 
journalists are report-
ing that the bulk of 
our power comes 
from Texas, and they 
biNL4ND &MPJaa I . USiness 1ouma GET IN 
ON THE 
gladly allow connec-
tions to our new pres-
ident hang in the air. 
California politi-
cians can ' t wait to 
jump on this band-
wagon. Every day we 
FEBRUARY 2001 
receive reports of some state 
assemblyman 's idea for power con-
trol or restructuring. Gov. Davis 
himself believes that he can buy 
power for less than the power com-
panies, by as much as a sixth. (Can 
you buy a gallon of milk for less 
than I can?) 
Most of this is, in the end, just 
business. It may be sneaky busi-
ness- but it is business nonethe-
less. There are no alien bodies hid-
den in Hanger 18 here; no Area 51; 
just people in control who are jock-
eying for power and profit. 
And it is a story without an 
ending. Much more can happen 
between the time I write this and 
the time you read it. If you are read-
ing this by candlelight, that should 
tell you who is winning. In the 
meantime, keep your sweaters and 
flashlights handy. 
-by Joe Lyons 
Commentaries are the opinion of 
the author and do not necessarily 
reflect the views of the Inland 







Mellon 1st Business Bank 
Initiates Creative Marketing 
On a cold and rainy day 
in January, a newcomer to 
Ontario, Mellon 1st 
Business Bank, brought out 
the ranks and 64 of its rela-
tionship managers and 
operation staff converged 
on the Inland Empire. Even 
the chairman of the board 
and the president got 
involved in this one day 
"blitz." 
business will be welcomed 
in the Inland Empire." 
Mellon 1st Business 
Bank opened a new office 
in the Inland Empire, bring-
ing to seven the number of 
locations it operates in 
Southern California. A full-
service commercial bank, 
Mellon 1st Business Bank 
was founded in 1981 to 
serve medium-sized busi-
nesses. 
List positions in the 2001 Book of Lists can be 
reserved all year long - but if you reserve early, 
you'll have your pick of prime position~! . 
Get a jump on your competition by securing your 
space in Inland Empire's premier reference tool 
TODAY. 
Sponsorship Packages ... $5,650 
Full Page ... $3,050 
Half Page ... $2,250 
For detail$, contact your account manager at 
(909) 484-9765 ext. 26 
\u 1ll!t , "' t'l 1 !lit /J'Itilld !lllf'll<' !>111!1/t'\\ ;,;_,.lilt 8111/1/t'\\ lol/11 1til' 
Covering the Ontario, 
Chino and Corona areas, 
the rain-soaked bankers 
personally visited more 
than 600 companies in the 
Inland Empire to get the 
word out that companies 
now have a choice in the 
Ontario area... Mellon 1st 
Bank. 
"We are very pleased 
with the positive reception 
we received," noted Dan 
Woerner, chairman and 
chief executive officer. "It 
is readily apparent that our 
'service beyond expecta-
tion' approach to doing 
In addition to the Inland 
Empire office, Mellon 1st 
Business Bank's Southern 
California locations include 
its Los Angeles headquar-
ters and regional offices in 
West Los Angeles, Orange 
County, the San Fernando 
Valley, San Diego and the 
South Bay. 
Larry Echelmeyer, vice 
president of Ontario's 
regional office, may be 
reached at 909.972.2100, 
or visit: http://www. 
mfbb.com. 
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HEALTH CARE 
Dr. Sam Reber Receives Five-Year Achievement Award 
L. Sam Reber, M.D., director of 
sports medicine at Desert Orthopedic 
Center and medical director for the 
Indian Wells Tennis Master Series, was 
recently honored with an achievement 
award for five years of service from the 
ATP Tour. Dr. Reber was presented the 
award at the .AJ'P annual physician con-
ference and tournament at Le Meridien 
Park Atlantic Hotel in Lisbon, 
Portugal. This is the second award Dr. 
Reber has received from the .AJ'P. In 
1997, he received an award for 
Outstanding Tournament Medical 
Services, the first year the tour 
bestowed such an award "recognizing 
the level of medical services provided 
to players and physician commitment 
to the event." 
Dr. Reber has provided medical 
coverage for the Indian Wells Tennis 
Master Series (formerly Newsweek 
Champions Cup and Evert Cup tennis 
tournaments) since 1992. As tourna-
.. 
Citizens Business Bank 
provides Dr. Easter 
with the financial services 
he needs so that he can 
forget about banking 
and focus on the business 
of delivering babies. 
Thomas Easter, M.D. 
Obstetrician/Gynecologist 







L. Sam Reber 
1ent medical director, he and Bill 
>urney, tournament medical coordina-
Jr, are responsible for assembling and 
cheduling all tournament on-site and 
eferral physicians, therapists, supplies, 
md equipment. 
During the events, they work 
;losely with the ATP tour trainers in 
1andling the players' medical needs, as 
well as providing care for spectators, if 
needed. Additionally, Dr. Reber has 
served as a guest lecturer on the subject 
of heat-related sports injuries at ATP 
physicians' conferences in London and 
the United States. 
Dr. Reber joined the Desert 
Orthopedic Center in 1991, to serve as 
director of sports medicine. He special-
izes in treatment of knee and shoulder 
injuries. He earned his M.D. from the 
University of Southern California and 
completed an internship and residency 
at the University of Utah Medical 
Center in Salt Lake City. He received 
his fellowship trai.Q.ing in sports medi-
cine at the Kerlan-Jobe Oinic in Los 
Angeles. 
In addition to serving as medical 
director for the Indian Wells Tennis 
Master Series tournaments, Dr. Reber 
is team physician for the College of the 
Desert and a consultant to several local 
high school teams. 
Dr. Reber is a member of the 
California Medical Association, 
American Medical Association, the 
American Academy of Orthopedic 
Surgeons, Arthroscopy Association of 
North America, and both a member and 
lecturer for the American College of 
Sports Medicine. He is on staff at 
Eisenhower Medical Center and John 
F. Kennedy Memorial Hospital. 
Desert Ortlwpedic Center has offices 
in Rancho Mirage, Palm Springs and 
Indio. For more information about 
DOC, call (760) 568-2684 or visit 
www.desertortlwpediccenter.com. 
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Top Commercial I Industrial Contractors 
FinD 
Address 
Oty, State, Zip 
AI Sllullle f;:OIIRaoctiDe Ca. 
4214 E. u l'llma A\IC. 
Alllllc:im. CA 921107 
Cap&to.w Coastructioa Co, Inc. 
3651 Thud Sttert 
RweiSldt, CA 92501 
F..L YaJU"c-t. C.., IDC. 
1995 A&u M-.. Rd. 
RiYmide, CA 92509 
Fallmtr Coastrvctioo 
1725 South Grove Ave. 
Ontario, CA 91761 
GJ.Maqab)'~ 
P.O. Box 1124 
Palm Desert, CA 92261 
RBI Coostructioo 
4nl Birch, Ste. One 
Newpon Beach, CA 92660 
..... fAIII*e 1laldm 
9375 ArdliblldAve., .1601 
RlldoOoc._., CA9l730 
J.D. Difrtabaup Inc. 
2375 Chicago Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
J.G.~ 
15632 fl Plado Rd. 
Oillo, CA 91710 
IUJl Coasanlctlo. Inc. 
1306 w. Brook St. 
O.wio, CA 91762 
Mlft.Drt-.6~­
P.O. Bol1407 
~ Wley. CA92SS6-t407 
MBK 
175 Technology Dr. 
i\ lrviae, CA 92618 
.......... lllllldln 
3950 "--' llvd., Srt. 100 
L*ewood. CA. W712 
Ollmaal CGIIItnlctioa Co. 
10005 Missioa Mill Rd. 
Wlainier, CA 90601 
........ c..--. ... 
1910 s. AldiiJIId 11ft. 
Olllrio, CA 91761 
l'l'izlg CoUnldiaa, lnc. 
16480 Harbor Blvd., Ste. I 0 I 
FouataiD v.lley, CA 92708 
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Concrete Toll-Up, lnduslnal & Office U.S. Borax, 
Tenantlmpt'ovements Fanner'Bros. Coffet, 
H1storical Restoration UPS 
Tri-C.ty Corp. Center, Rtverside St. Bernadme Med. Cu., Koll, 
Comm. Hosp .. Health Net. R1v Comm. Hosp., H. Inn 
Clucago Title, l.E.H P Toro, Redlands Fed. B., CB Commercial 
Freeway;, RaUroads, Caltran:., Cor~ of Engineer.., 
Flood Control Damage, Strern S B., Rivers" Orange, LA 
SubdiviSion, Grad111$ Counties, Oues (50), Pnvate(200) 
Concrete 1ili·U~. lndustnal, JW Mitchell 
Office. Ttnant Improvements, Prologts Park 
Systtms Furnuure Cabot D1st Or 
Retail Bu1ldings, Palm Spnngs Market Place 
Medical Buililings, P .S. Alrport Enttrprise R<ntacar 
Com~tCI31/lndustrial La Qumta Court 
Commercial, Industrial, Cost co 
Health Cart, R&D, Retatl, Watkms 
Tenant lmpt'ovemen~ IBG 
lilt-Up, Ret;ul, Auto Zonf, 
Storage Facih~es Lewis Retail, 
America's Stofllge - Fontana 
Concrete Tilt-Up, Sman & Final, 
Mid-Rise Office, Cattelus, Trammell Crow 
MedJcal General American, The Irvine Co. 
General Conuae10r, Sears - Fontana, 
CoosliUCtion Management Ll·Z-Boy- Ont.uio, 
Chino Htlls Busine$S Park 
Concretf. Umvers1ty of La Verne, 
Eanhwork, Nauonal R. V., 
Demoht1on Rolhns Truckmg 
Commercial Remodeling. Kmart Corp , Sherwin Wtlliams, 
TCI!allt lmprovaoents, City of Oatario, 
Store Remodeltag Dental Med. Buildings 
Entertainment, Retail, Hospitality, AMC Ontario Mills, 
Corporate, Mulo-Fanuly Res., Century Theaters, Amensuites Hotel, 
Senior Commurut1es Promentory Apartments 
Cornmera•l, Industrial, Rancllo CA WaJtr Disuitt, 
}{altbcare, Oardtn of Clwnpions, 
Retail Penis Reg. Adm.,l()p. Clr. 
Cornmerctalllndustnal Projects, Proficiency Gateway West 
Seism1c Retrofit, Home Shopp1ng Network 
'Tenantlmpt'ovements Centerpomte South 
TIItJIMtribution, Essel Group, 
Manufacturiag, Olaracter Collectables, 
Office Biodley Weslem 
Conun./lnd. lilt-Up Constr. Epstein, 
Comm./lnd. T.l. Rehab., Trammell Crow Co., 
Concr. Only/Superfl. Concr. Floors Angelus Block 
llldustrial- WND 
Buill to Suit 
Tenant lmpt'ovemenl, American Pacific, 
Construction Management, Kinco, 
Shell Build Out RDA 
lrdJstriaiiCommercial Thy01a Molor Sales, Suadaace Sp., 
Office, Setiai TA, Comiag, Coac:olaiJ 
Rdail Colpola!e Ce1llef 
Health Care, Weson MISSion Hills Conference Center, 
Cornmercial/1 ndustnal, Eisenhower Sargery Center, 
Design Bu1ld, Public CM Southwest Justice Center 
""'Pills. Alvord U.S.D., Rialto U.s.D~ 
l'.diK:alioqaJ Jet Propulsioa Lab, Archive 
laslituliolllls Mgmol. Setvicu 
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David M. Seastrom 
Vice President 
(949) 798-8100n98-1199 




WND = Would Not Disclose N/A =Not Applicable na = not availllble. The mformation m the above list was obtamed from the compames listed. To the best of our knowledge the mformauon supplied 1s accu-
rtlle a.s of press time. While every effort is 1r111de to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omiss10ns and typographical errors sometime occur. Please send correct tOns or additrons on company let-
terlletul to: 71te /nllltul Empire Business Ja..r1111~ 8560 Vineyanl Ave., Surte 306, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-4352. Researched by Jerry Straus.< ropyright 2001 Inland Empire Business Journol. 
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Where is the Inland Em 
Economy Headed in 20 
• Ire 
1? 
You 'll hear about the Inland Empires growth areas and trends for different industries including media enter-
tainment) real estate) health care and the financial markets. 
You'll also have the opportunity to question the experts and to network with top Inlana Empire executives. 
• BANKING IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM 
Clinton L. Arnoldus, Chairman, President and CEO, Community Bank 
• INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN THE INLAND EMPIRE 
Alan Elgendy, Trade Manager, Inland Empire Small Business Development Center 
• RIVERSIDE- SAN BERNARDINO AREA ECONOMY 2001 
Gordon Patzer, Dean of the School of Business and Public Admin., Cal State University, San Bernardino 
• SAN GABRIEL ASIAN INFLUENCE 
Frank Marquez, CEO, San Gabriel Valley Economic Partnership 
• HEALTH CARE CHANGE AND MORE CHANGE 
Richard Yochum, President and CEO, Pomona Valley Medical Center 
• CALIFORNIA . .. ENERGY 
John J. Pitney Jr., Professor of Government, Claremont McKenna 
College 
• TOURISM - "THE NEXT FIVE YEARS" 
Meredith Maloney, Vice President of Operations, Inland Empire 
Economic Partnership 
Date: Feb. 23, 2001, 
Time: 11:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., 
Ontario Marriott 
REGISTRATION FORM 
$65 PER PERSON OR $60 PER PERSON (FOR GROUPS OF 8 OR MORE) 
PRICE INCLUDES LUNCH 
Name: _____________________ _ 
Company: ___________________ _ 
Address: ____________________ _ 
City: _________ State: __ Zip: ______ _ 
Phone: Fax: 
----------------------------
Enclosed is my check for $ ___ No. of 
Attendees: ________ _ 
Make check payable to: Inland Empire Business Journal, 8560 Vineyard Ave., 
Ste. 306, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-4352 
Charge my: __ MasterCard Visa 
Account# ___________ Expiration:, _____ _ 
Signature: 
FOR FASTE~"'R,.....,S""'E=R""'V:;;-;1 C""'E:-cF:=-:AX"""T"'H7.'1 s=F"'O"'R:-:M'""T""0:--:("""90""9""') "'39::::--:1,-,·3""'1=6=0 .-::F=o=R,....,M,.,.O"'R=E-=--
INFO CALL (909) 484-9765 
-------------------------------------
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Palm Springs Desert Museum Presents Two Special Collections 
George Hurrell: Portraits of 
Hollywood Stars 
An exhibition of black and 
white publicity stills of numerous 
celebrities, past and present, will be 
on view at the Palm Springs Desert 
Museum through Feb. 25. 
George Hurrell : Portraits of 
Hollywood Stars brings together 40 
original prints dating from 1929 to 
1992 from the private collections of 
Louis F. D' Elia and Dr. Alfred E. 
Marohl. Given the costs of photog-
raphy during the Depression era, 
only two or three publicity prints 
were made at the time and few sur-
vive today. This exhibition offers 
the public an exceptional opportu-
nity to view these rare photographs. 
George Edward Hurrell 
(1904-1992) is credited with creat-
ing the standard for the idealized 
Hollywood glamour portrait. 
Between 1930 and 1943, Hurrell 
worked as the portrait photographer 
for the major Hollywood motion 
picture studios, beginning with 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM). 
Trained as a painter, Hurrell 
employed fine art techniques in his 
compositions. His innovative use of 
light and shadow created contrast, 
mood, and drama. 
Hurrell 's first Hollywood por-
traits, taken in 1929, were of the 
popular Mexican film tar Ramon 
Navarro. Eight portraits from this 
serie are shown together for the 
first time in this exhibition. Dressed 
as various characters, this series 
includes the famous portrait that 
Hurrell and Navarro titled "The 
New Orpheus." 
Hurrell 's second portrait ses-
sion was with Hollywood star 
Norma Shearer, wife of Irving 
Thalberg of MGM studios, who 
was so impressed by the portraits 
that she was given the lead role in 
"The Divorcee." As a result, 
Hurrell was offered a contract with 
MGM, and Shearer went on to win 
an Oscar for her role. Other leg-
endary stars that he photographed 
Trade Delegation Completes 
Successful Trip to China 
Over 234 businessmen and 
women representing the United 
States Department of Commerce 
and the Chambers of Commerce of 
Ontario, Rancho Cucamonga, 
Upland, Montclair and Chino 
Valleys completed a seven-day 
trade mission to China. The delega-
tion visited with officials in 
Beijing, Suzhou, Hangzhou and 
Shanghai. The delegation toured in 
six buses with police escort to eco-
nomic zones in Hangzhou and 
Shanghai where new joint-venture 
investments from many countries 
have produced new manufacturing 
facilities. The term joint-venture 
was emphasized many times to 
point out the desire of Chinese offi-
cials to have foreign investment 
take advantage of land opportuni-
ties with key transportation links. 
In addition, tourism was encour-
aged with the noticeable "friend-
ship" signs in English prominently 
displayed in many locations. 
This is one of the largest trade 
delegations from the United States 
to visit China. The Inland Empire 
with its mature Ontario 
International Airport is a gateway 
opportunity for China and other 
Asian nations to consider as a busi-
ness and tourist destination. Donald 
A. Driftmier, CPA, a member of the 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
District Export Council stated, "I 
was proud to be a representative of 
the Ontario office of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. China 
represents both an economic chal-
lenge as a competitor and an eco-
nomic partner for business growth. 
With 234 representatives, the 
Chinese officials know this region 
of Southern California is serious 
about business. The UPS flights to 
China from Ontario reinforce our 
delegations' efforts." 
Further information about the 
trade delegation can be obtained 
from Donald A. Driftmier, CPA at 
(909) 466-4410 or Bob Traister, 
executive director of the Ontario 
Chamber of Commerce at (909) 
984-2458. Business cards of the 
officials visited are attached. 
were: Joan Crawford, James 
Cagney, Wallace Beery, Greta 
Garbo, Jean Harlow, Ann Sheridan, 
and hundreds of others. Hurrell 
spent long-working days with the 
stars learning their idiosyncrasies 
and personal styles. They, in tum, 
valued what he could do for their 
careers- the personas he could cre-
ate from behind the camera. 
the 656 works in the Anderson 
Graphic Arts Collection. 
The Andersons collected the 
work of several artists in depth, 
such as: Jasper Johns, Roy 
Lichtenstein, Robert Motherwell, 
Claes Oldenberg, Richard 
Diebenkorn and Frank Stella. Other 
major artists whose works are fea-
tured include: Helen Frankenthaler, 
An art event to brighten up the winter months--a shim-
mering collection of celebrity photographs--;-past and 
present--and an exquisite exhibition of prints, monotypes 
and multiples currently grace Palm Springs Desert 
Museum. 
Referred to as the "Hurrell 
style," his signature use of preci-
sion lighting techniques with spot-
lights and dark shadows created 
romantic, highly-idealized por-
traits. During the 1980s, Hurrell 
came out of retirement and pho-
tographed current movie stars such 
as Sharon Stone and Sherilynn 
Fenn in his trademark style. 
Organized by the Palm Springs 
Desert Museum, this exhibition is 
sponsored by the Museum 's 
Performing Arts Council. 
An American Focus: T he 
Anderson Graphic Arts 
Collection 
One of the world's premier col-
lections of contemporary American 
prints, "An American Focus: The 
Anderson Graphic Arts Collection" 
will be presented at Palm Springs 
Desert Museum through March 21, 
2001. 
This exhibition has been organ-
ized by the Fine Arts Museums of 
San Francisco. The city of Indian 
Wells is the principal sponsor of 
this showing. Additional funding 
has been provided by the Kirkeby 
Foundation and other private con-
tributors. 
The exhibition includes nearly 
200 prints, monotypes and multi-
ples from this celebrated collection 
of contemporary graphic arts. This 
collection, formed by San 
Francisco Bay Area collectors: 
Harry W. and Mary Margaret 
Anderson, and their daughter, Mary 
Patricia Anderson Pence, was given 
to the Fine Arts Museums of San 
Francisco in 1996. This exhibition 
highlights the most significant of 
Sam Francis, Ed Moses, David 
Hackney, Nathan Oliveira, Robert 
Rauschenberg and Wayne 
Thiebaud. The prints in the exhibi-
tion, dating from 1965 to 1998, sur-
vey the American printmaking ren-
aissance with outstanding examples 
from major American fine art press-
es such as Cirrus, Crown Point 
Press, Gemini G.E.L. and others. 
One of the collection's notable 
works is Ellsworth Kelly's 
Purple/Red/Gray/Orange, made in 
1988 and considered to be the 
largest print ever created, measur-
ing nearly 5 feet by 19 feet (4' 3/4" 
X 18'9 1/2"). 
A 96-page, full-color catalog 
containing reproductions of each 
work accompanies this exhibition. 
Major themes addressed in the pub-
lication include the history of the 
Anderson Graphic Arts Collection 
as well as the history of contempo-
rary print collecting in the United 
States during the "print boom" of 
the post-war years. 
Also accompanying this exhi-
bition is an interactive educational 
multimedia presentation that is 
accessible through a computer 
located within the exhibition gal-
leries. It features presentations of 
important works from the exhibi-
tion, allowing visitors not only to 
learn more about the artwork and 
artist, but also to explore the 
processes and unique properties of 
printmaking. 
Mary Margaret (Moo) and 
Harry W. (Hunk) Anderson moved 
to the San Francisco Bay Area from 
upstate New York in 1962. They 
continued on page 58 
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Welfare to Work ... Is It Working? 
by Harry Holzer, professor of public 
policy at Georgetown University 
and Michael Stoll, assistant profes-
sor of policy studies at UCLA 
The recent reforms of the wel-
fare system in the United States, 
beginning with state-level experi-
ments approved under federal 
vouchers in the early 1990s and cul-
minating in the 1996 passage of the 
Personal Responsibility and Work 
Opportunity Reconciliation Act, 
remain controversial. 
Since then, welfare rolls have 
declined dramatically and employ-
ment rates among recipients (and 
single females more broadly) have 
risen substantially, partly because of 
welfare reform and partly because 
of other factors (such as economic 
conditions and other policy induced 
changes in net earnings and benefits 
for the working poor). 
But many questions remain 
unanswered. For instance, are 
employers. willing to hire even the 
most unskilled welfare recipients? 
Do minorities on welfare have fair-
ly easy access to available jobs, 
including those located in suburban 
areas, and are employers as willing 
to hire them as other recipients? 
What role does the current strength 
of the economy play in those deci-
sions, and what will happen during 
an economic downturn? What is the 
ability of recipients to retain jobs 
once they are hired, and what deter-
mines performance and retention 
rates? Finally, are the levels of pay, 
benefits, and hours of work suffi-
cient for families to achieve inde-
pendence? 
To address many of these ques-
tions, we have analyzed data from a 
new survey of employers, adminis-
tered to 750 establishments in each 
of four metropolitan areas: Los 
Angeles, Chicago, Cleveland, and 
Milwaukee. The survey was admin-
istered by phone between July 1998 
and June 1999 and focused on 
employers' attitudes toward the hir-
ing of welfare recipients and any 
experiences they have had to date 
with this population. 
In particular, we asked about 
the prospective willingness of 
employers to hire very unskilled 
recipients; the numbers actually 
hired in the past year or two; the 
characteristics and performance of 
the last such recipient hired, and any 
contact the employer might have 
had with a local welfare-to-work 
agency. 
Summary of Findings 
Our most important findings 
can be summarized as follows: 
The current demand for welfa re 
recipients among employers is quite 
strong, at least in the aggregate. 
Employers express much greater 
willingness to hire welfare recipi-
ents than members of other stigma-
tized groups, such as those with 
criminal records. Hiring rates for 
welfare recipients in the aggregate 
seem sufficient to absorb the num-
bers of recipients seeking employ-
ment in the current period and the 
near future. 
• The rate at which recipients 
are hired is quite sensitive to the job 
vacancy rate across establishments, 
at a time when the aggregate job 
vacancy rate is quite high and labor 
markets are extremely tight. This 
suggests that a good deal of 
employer demand for recipients will 
diminish as well when these vacan-
cy rates decline during an economic 
downturn. 
• Although many establish-
ments are prospectively open to hir-
ing welfare recipients, actual hiring 
is much stronger at establishments 
that are easily accessible to recipi-
ents, such as those near public tran-
sit stops or near their neighbor-
hoods. Access to jobs for welfare 
recipients also seems related to 
minority ownership and to 
Employer contact with local wel-
fare-to-work agencies, regardless of 
who initiates the contact. 
• Although many of the welfare 
recipients being hired are minori-
ties, they appear to be hired some-
what less frequently (relative to 
their representation in the welfare 
population) than are whites, perhaps 
because of their lower access to 
jobs. High school dropouts are also 
hired less frequently than high 
school graduates, consistent with 
the fact that the cognitive and social 
tasks demanded on the jobs filled by 
welfare recipients are generally not 
trivial. 
• The median job filled by a 
recently hired welfare recipient in 
these metropolitan areas pays about 
$7 per hour and provides 40 hours 
of work a week. Employers con-
tribute to the provision of health 
insurance in approximately two-
thirds of these jobs. But a signifi -
cant portion of these jobs pay low 
wages, provide few hours, or pro-
vide no health insurance. 
• On average, turnover rates for 
recently hired recipients are near the 
national average, and most recipi-
ents are rated as being as good as or 
better than other workers in the jobs 
that they fill. But high turnover and 
weak job performance are problems 
in a significant fraction (i .e., a 
fourth to a third) of cases. 
Absenteeism is particularly perva-
sive, often linked to child care and 
transportation issues. 
• The average quality of welfare 
recipients hired also appears to be 
deteriorating somewhat over time, 
which implies that the part of the 
welfare caseload with more signifi-
cant employment-related problems 
is entering the workforce now in 
greater numbers. 
• Finally, there are some note-
worthy differences between hiring 
patterns among employers in Los 
Angeles and those in the Midwest, 
particularly Milwaukee. Those in 
Los Angeles hire fewer welfare 
recipients, but the average quality of 
those hired seems higher there. 
Thus, the better performance of 
recipients hired in Los Angeles 
seems to come at the expense of rel-
atively more disadvantaged recipi-
ents who do not get hired there. 
• Differences in employment 
outcomes across these metropolitan 
areas partly reflect differences in 
job vacancy rates or geographic 
accessibility of establishments, but 
other differences are not fully 
accounted for and may well reflect 
policy differences as well. 
All in all, these findings indi-
cate many positive employment 
outcomes for welfare recipients in 
the workplace - such as strong 
demand for their work; average 
wages well above the minimum; 
significant health care provision, 
and job performance and retention 
that is above the average of many 
other less-skilled groups of work-
ers. 
However, some groups (e.g. , 
blacks and high school dropouts~ 
still seem to face difficulties becom-' 
ing employed, which likely con-
tributes to the fact that more than 40 
percent of former welfare recipients 
are not employed at any point in 
time. Furthermore, at least some of 
those employed (i.e., the lowest 
one-fourth or one-third along most 
dimensions) experience a variety of 
serious di fficulties on the job. 
Results over the coming months or 
years might also deteriorate, as rela-
tively less-employable recipients 
enter the workforce or when an eco-
nomic downturn finally occurs. 
Before proceeding to policy 
implications that flow from these 
results, it is worth restating a few 
caveats about the data. Specifically, 
some of our results might be more 
positive than the real outcomes 
experienced by welfare recipients in 
the labor market, as our data likely 
miss the informal sector of the mar-
ket and underrepresent smaller or 
newer establishments. But other 
potential biases (such as an overrep-
resentation of high-turnover jobs 
among the most recently hired) 
actually go in the other direction, 
and the net effects of these biases 
remain unclear. 
Policy Implications 
The discussion below describes 
the implications of these findings 
for policy at the federal, state, or 
local level regarding welfare reform 
in general, and especially for the 
goal of encouraging the success of 
welfare recipients in the labor mar-
ket. 
Preparing for a Downturn 
There is no doubt that the 
strong state of the U.S. economy 
and the relative tightness of the 
labor market have helped welfare 
recipients find jobs. Because 
employers are very open to hiring 
them and working with local agen-
cies to promote their success, this is 
a very good time to invest in the 
training of recipients and in sup-
portive services (such as child care 
and transportation). Any work expe-
rience gained in this environment 
should help lead to wage growth 
and employment stability over time. 
continued on page 45 
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Health 
Insurance Company Failures Up 30 Percent in 2000 
HMO Failures Down 22 Percent 
In the face of a slowing econ-
omy and stiff competition, 35 
in urance companies failed in 
2000, a 30 percent increase over 
the 27 failures recorded in 1999, 
according to Weis Ratings Inc., 
the only independent provider of 
ratings and analyses on the insur-
ance industry. Conversely, the 
number of HMO failures declined 
for the first time in five years, 
dropping 22 percent to 18 in 2000 
from 23 in 1999. 
"Increasing financial weak-
nes in the property/casualty sec-
tor of the industry was the driving 
force behind the large jump in 
insurer failures. And there 's bound 
to be more bloodletting in this sec-
tor a the weaker companies are 
further pounded by a slowing 
economy," commented Martin D. 
Weiss, Ph.D. , chairman of Weiss 
Ratings. Property/casualty insur-
ers represented a disproportionate 
27 of the 35 insurance company 
failures last year. 
All told, there were 53 insur-
ance company and HMO failure 
in 2000. Among these, Weiss had 
issued financial safety ratings on 
47, giving 72 percent of those 
rated a grade of D+ ("Weak") or 
lower. Weiss had rated the remain-
ing 28 percent in the C ("Fair") 
range. The largest failed compa-
nies were: Fremont Indemnity 
Company (Cal.); Harvard Pilgrim 
D. P. Brown Buys RL. Kuch & Associates 
Don Brown, president of D. P. 
Brown Inc., announced that his 
company purcha ed outstanding 
shares of R.L. Kuch & Associates 
Inc. , moving his company from a 
minority ownership stake to full 
ownership. The purchase was com-
pleted Dec. 15, 2000. 
R. L. Kuch & Associates Inc. is 
a commercial and industrial real 
estate management, leasing, sales 
and development company that has 
a substantial number of manage-
ment contracts and lease/sale li l-
ings throughout the High Desert and 
the Inland Empire. The company 
was established in Victorville in 
1991 by its former president, 
Ronald L. Kuch, who died last 
month. 
The combined companies, to be 
known as Kuch-Brown & 
Associates Inc., will be headquar-
tered at 14350 Civic Drive, Suite 
150, Victorville, in the offices of 
D.P. Brown Inc., which was estab-
lished in 1985. Brown will serve as 
president/chief executive officer 
and corporate broker. 
"We are excited about the future 
of the company, and intend to con-
tinue with the excellent level of 
service and integrity which (R.L. 
Kuch & Associates) was founded 
on," Brown said. 
"The High Desert is poised for 
tremendous growth in the future, 
and we intend to position ourselves 
to be an integral part of that 
growth." 
In a telephone interview, Brown 
remarked, "Basically this is a con-
tinuation of what we were already 
doing, it's just a tremendous oppor-
tunity for the companies." 
Although exact figures are not 
yet available, Brown said, the con-
solidation makes Kuch-Brown & 
Associates the largest broker/man-
agement company in the High 
Desert to deal exclusively with 
commercial and industrial proper-
ties. Besides properties in 
Victorville, Hesperia and Phelan, 
the company holds listings and 
management contracts for commer-
cial/industrial real estate in Barstow, 
Palmdale, Lancaster, Colton and 
San Bernardino. And one property 
in Palm Springs recently was sold, 
Brown added. 
To contact Kuch-Brown & 
Associates Inc. concerning com-
mercial/ industrial real estate needs, 
call (760) 241-5211 or (877) 512-
3377. 
Gary Brodeur contributed to the 
story submitted by Kuch-Brown & 
Associates. 
Health Care Inc. (Mass.); Fremont 
Industrial Indemnity Co. (Cal.); 
Fremont Casualty Ins. Co. (Ill.), 
and California Compensation 
Insurance Co. (Cal.). 
To avoid failures such as 
the e, Dr. Weiss advises business-
es and consumer to monitor the 
financial health of their insurance 
company or HMO by using safety 
ratings with a olid track record 
for accuracy. The Weiss rating 
are based on an analysis of a com-
pany's capital, profitability, 
reserve adequacy, quality of 
investments, liquidity, and stabili-
ty. 
Weiss issues safety ratings on 
more than 16,000 financial institu-
tions, including life and health 
insurers, property and casualty 
insurers, HMOs, Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield plans, banks, and securities 
brokers. Wei s also rates the risk-
adjusted performance of more 
than 10,000 mutual fund . It is the 
only major rating agency that 
receives no compensation from 
the companies it rates. Revenues 
are derived strictly from its prod-
uct sales to consumers, busine s-
es, and libraries. 
Consumers needing more infor-
mation on the financial safety of a 
specific company can purchase a 
rating and summary analysis for 
as little as $7.95 through the 
Weiss Ratings Web site at 
www. WeissRatings. com. Ratings 
are also available by phone 
(1 (800) 289-9222) starting at $15. 
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17-Year-Oid COO Makes Transacting on eBay a Lot Safer 
Integrity on eBay h<L'> a promis-
ing future. ReliahleMerchants, a hot 
new lntemet company with venture 
capital backing, patent-pending tech-
nologies - and a 17-year-old chief 
operating officer (COO), recently 
opened its virtual doors. 
The company will act as a Good 
Housekeeping® for the auction 
world, labeling honest merchants a.-; 
trustworthy, while disabling dishon-
est merchants from using its service. 
"The idea," explains Steven 
Ebin the 17-year-old COO and 
founder, "is to show all eBay bidders 
which merchants are trustworthy. 
Doing so will increase sales for these 
reliable merchants, and concurrently 
decrease scams by dishonest mer-
chants." 
ReliableMerchants plans on sep-
arating the honest merchants from 
the dishonest by extrapolating data 
from their feedback ratings using a 
complex algorithm. The algorithm 
uses the data to assign 
percentage-based numbers from 1-
100 for merchants. 
ReliableMerchants accepts only 
the most honest auction users -
those who score 95 percent in relia-
bility or higher on its test, into the 
system. Once these ' Reliable 
Merchants' are accepted into the sys-
tern, they d•~play a Web-graphic in 
their auctions, showing all of their 
potential customers that a third-party 
verified their honesty. 
"ReliableMerchants has devel-
oped a quick and easy way to rate 
sellers," notes Marsha Collier, author 
of "eBay for Dummies." "Their for-
mat combines all factors of the feed-
back rating into a simple to under-
stand percentage. n 
In a pilot run, 3,000 eBay mer-
chanL'> WLre contacted at random. An 
a<;tonishing 5.5 percent of these peo-
ple chose to sign-up for the service 
(this is more than six times the aver-
age response on the Internet). "We 
expect the response rate to be phe-
nomenal," Ebin says. "The 5.5 per-
cent response rate wa.., when the 
service cost $40 -we've decided to 
lower it to a monthly fee of $4 
instead. This way anybody can quit 
when they want to. We, therefore, 
expect a mass influx of people to 
sign up for this service, especially 
during the first few months," Ebin 
added. 
Questions about the young COO: 
Q. It 's a bit strange to hear about a 
17-year-old COO. Do you have any 
previous business experience? 
"It's even stranger to be a 
17-year-old COO! But in answer to 
jetBlue Adds Daily Nonstop 
Services From ONT to New York 
jetBlue Airways has 
announced that it will add a daily 
nonstop flight between New York 's 
John F. Kennedy International 
Airport (JFK) and Ontario 
International Airport (ONT), 
beginning in June. 
The additional flight will arrive 
daily at ONT at 9:35 a.m. and 
depart for JFK at 10:35 a.m. 
jetBlue, which began service on 
July 21, 2000, currently offers a 
daily nonstop flight between JFK 
and ONT that arrives at 10:45 p.m. 
and departs at 11:30 p.m. 
Los Angeles Board of Airport 
Commissioners President John J. 
Agoglia said, "The additional flight 
is indicative of Los Angeles World 
Airport's efforts to take a regional 
approach in meeting Southern 
California's increasing air service 
demand by encouraging its distri-
bution throughout the region. We 
are delighted with jetBiue's contin-
ued success at Ontario 
International Airport and we are 
committed to use this example in 
urging other air carriers to utilize 
this state-of-the-art facility." 
City of Ontario Mayor Gary 
Ovitt commented, "jetBlue's deci-
sion to add another flight proves 
that the Inland Empire strongly 
supports airlines that offer value 
and great service to desirable desti-
nations. It also demonstrates that 
airlines are discovering that 
Ontario International serves an 
immense and growing market they 
need to be a part of." 
jetBlue Airways is based in 
New York. The airline flies a new 
fleet of Airbus 320 aircraft with 
single-class seating and equipped 
with in-flight satellite television at 
every seat, wider seats, and larger 
overhead bins. 
your question, I do have previous 
business experience. I founded 
ReliableMerchants at 16, and have 
been involved in its executive affairs 
during the past year. I have 365 time 
as much business experience as a 
graduate of Wharton business school 
who never stepped into an office!" 
Q. What docs your job entail on a 
daily basis? 
"In the beginning stages of 
ReliableMerchants I negotiated a 
deal with a venture capitalist firm; 
created the algorithm that serves as 
the backbone of the system, and of 
course thought up the idea. Now, I 
am working on marketing strategies, 
overseeing the logistics such as pro-
gramming, and those types of things. 
The big work will come shortly, of 
course, as the business is just open-
ing." 
Q. Do you have any accomplish-
ments in the business field? 
"I am the youngest to success-
fully negotiate a venture capital deal, 
I believe. I also hold two patents, 
which makes me one of the youngest 
people ever to get a patent." 
Questions about the business: 
Who will this service directly 
affect? 
"The prevalence of auction 
scams are harmful in two ways. Not 
only does it cause innocent buyers 
to lose money, but because potential 
buyers are afraid to purchase, hon-
est ellers are losing money-making 
opportunities. The service will 
affect the potential auction buyers 
by giving them security that they 
won't lose their money, and it'll 
affect auction merchants by gaining 
customers for them; added cus-
tomer are, of course, greatly bene-
ficial to merchants. As a side bonus, 
the service helps out auction 
Web-sites by making the service 
more appealing." 
The set-up seems a bit strange. 
Your ervice prevents scams, which 
helps buyers, but the merchants pay 
for it. 
" It 's important to recognize the 
fact that the auction merchants want 
fraud topped more than bidders do. 
In roo t cases of fraud, a buyer only 
stands to lose a few dollars, but in all 
cases of verified honesty, a merchant 
stands to increase his profit margin 
by double-digit percentages. 
Merchants, therefore, don't mind the 
nominal $4 monthly fee since it so 
blatantly increases their sales." 
A preview version of 
ReliableMerchants is located at 
http://www. reliablemerchants. com. 
Donna Halliday Celebrates 
30 Years "With Kessler Alair 
Kessler Alair 
Services recently 




30 years of 
Halliday started working as a 
customer service repre entative in 
a tiny full- ervice six-person office 
in 1970. She watched the company 
grow through the years, as the 
office changed location and 
merged, becoming a much larger 
firm of more than 30 employees. 
Kessler Alair services all types 
of insurance customers with differ-
ent requirements. Halliday likes 
working for the company because 
"no two days are the same -
because every customer has differ-
ent needs," a challenge she enjoys 
because it keeps things moving 
fast. She has been a personal lines 
manager for 20 years, and now 
supervises 11 employees. 
Halliday lives in Upland where 
Donna Halliday 
she and her husband, Tom, settled 
30 years ago after he retired from a 
Navy career. She enjoys spending 
time with her two children, Kriss 
Glaeser of San Diego and Brian 
Halliday of Fontana, and her four 
grandchildren. 
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Cal State, S.B. Museum to Host 
First-Ever Getty Antiquities Exhibit 
· An extensive exhibit of 
Hellenistic antiquities ever to travel 
from the J. Paul Getty Museum is 
currently on display at Cal State, 
San Bernardino's Robert V. 
Fullerton Art Museum. 
The exhibit consists of 31 
objects, including marble and terra 
cotta figures, portrait heads, jewel-
ry, coins, weights and other inter-
esting evidence of material culture 
from the large and diverse 
Hellenistic world. Most of these art 
pieces have never been loaned by 
the Getty Museum before. 
The objects, which date from c. 
330 B.C. tq c. 30 B.C., come from 
Macedonia, Greece, Ptolemaic 
Egypt and the Seleucid Near East. 
Some have been in storage since 
the 1997 closing of the Getty's 
ViJia in the Pacific Palisades for 
earthquake retrofitting and recon-
struction; most of them have never 
been on display. 
Eva Kirsch, director of the 
Fullerton Museum, says the Getty 
loan is the most significant ever to 
come to the university museum. 
"This opportunity to work directly 
with the Getty staff is truly a 
groundbreaking exhibit," she says. 
"The Getty has never before lent so 
many objects to any museum and 
we are delighted to show them to 
Love 'Em ... 
continued from page 11 
sane people wouldn't be thrilled 
with a raise, or that some people 
won't leave if they get "an offer 
they can't refuse." But what our 
research, as well as the research of 
other organizations, has been 
showing consistently, is that for 
most people, non-monetary satis-
faction is even more important 
than income. 
Managers can't magically pro-
duce raises. But managers do hold 
the key to creating the kind of pos-
the public," Kirsch adds. "We hope 
this educational exhibit will give a 
great opportunity to many people 
throughout Southern California to 
see these rare works, which have 
been out of display for so many 
years." 
Marilyn Karnig, a member of 
the museum's advisory board, is 
also excited about the landmark 
show. "We hope this will be the 
start of a continuing relationship 
between the two museums," she 
commented. 
The exhibit will run through 
Aug. 15, 2001. 
The Arrowhead Credit Union 
of San Bernardino is underwriting 
some of the exhibit's expenses. The 
firm has donated $20,000, the 
largest corporate donation ever to 
the museum to cover major costs 
related to the exhibition. The Los 
Angeles Times donated $5,000 for 
production of educational materi-
als; Faust Printing is donating a 
significant part of design and other 
costs related to publications. 
The Cal State, S.B. Museums hours 
are Tuesday-Saturday, 11 a.m. -5 
p.m. Closed Sundays and Mondays. 
Admission is free, and parking is 
available for $1.50/car. For more 
information, call (909) 880-7373. 
itive, productive environment that 
makes people want to do their best 
and keep doing it for their compa-
ny. 
Beverly Kaye is coauthor (with 
Sharon Jordan-Evans) of the best-
selling "Love 'Em or Lose 'Em, 
Getting Good People to Stay" 
(Berrett-Koehler, 1999). Dr. Kaye, 
a nationally recognized authC?rity 
on career development, is presi-
dent of Career Systems 
International, Scranton, PA. 
For more information, contact the 
Employers Group at (213) 765-
3944. 
At deadline ... 
continued from page 3 
reprinted from Michael L. Cox & 
Associates Business Assets. 
Forecasters at UCR, UCLA 
Disagree on Health of Regional 
Economy 
UCLA's Anderson Graduate 
School of Management forecasters 
predict diminished growth or pos-
sible recession in Southern 
California, and if so, Inland 
Empire investment opportunities 
would dry up, and money sources 
tighten as investors get cold feet. 
But, at the A Gary Anderson 
Graduate School of Management 
at UCR, continued growth is 
expected locally and regionally. A 
robust construction industry and 
decent retail sales will fuel local 
growth in 2001, according to 
Michael J. Bazdarich, director of 
the UCR Forecasting Center. 
"Some Wall Streeters are 
extrapolating from slower growth 
this year, to a recession next year. 
That is not going to happen," 
Bazdarich said. He predicted the 
Inland Empire's job growth rate in 
2000 will match 1999's 5.5 per-
cent. Inland Empire job growth 
will continue at a steady five per-
cent clip in 2001, he said. 
Meanwhile, UCLA's Edward 
Leamer predicted a recession 
beginning in the second quarter of 
2001, as declining corporate prof-
its, meager investment opportuni-
ties, and a tight labor market take 
their toll on the economy. 
Why the difference? Regional 
vulnerability to recession may be 
related to an area's reliance on the 
Internet-based, so-called "new 
economy," which provides soft-
ware, online content, and comput-
er n~tworking devices, Leamer 
stated. That sector has taken a 
pounding in the stock market 
recently. 
Southern California won't be 
hit as hard as the high-tech heavy 
Bay Area, and the Inland Empire 
- with a negligible new economy 
sector - will fare better than Los 
Angeles and Ventura counties, 
Leamer wrote. 
Bazdarich may be reached at 
UCR at (909) 787-4592 or at his 
office at MB Economic at (818) 
FEBRUARY 2001 
249-3450. 
Leamer may be reached at the 
UCLA Anderson Forecasting 
Project at (310) 206-1438 or by e-
mail: edwardleamer@anderson. 
ucla.edu 
Governor Davis Launches 
California Web Portal 
Gov. Gray Davis has 
announced the launch of a one-
stop California Web portal that 
will offer access to an expanded 
array of online information and 
state services, such as the ability 
to make DMV appointments, 
obtain fishing licenses, or buy 
state park passes online. The new 
"My California" Web portal is 
located at: my.ca.gov or 
www.ca.gov. 
"My California" homepage 
also allows Californians to person-
alize the portal for quickest access 
to those items the·y use most, while 
ensuring their privacy. The new 
portal, which is Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant, 
also provides powerful search 
functions to speed and simplify 
access to state services and infor-
mation, ensuring that most infor-
mation is just "two clicks away." 
Hong Kong Rated Best for 
Business 
Hong Kong has been rated as 
the best city for business in Asia 
by Fortune magazine. Hong Kong 
regained the title as the best 
among 25 Asian cities with a leap 
from last year's fourth place, fol-
lowed by Sydney and Singapore in 
second and third 'places. 
The best cities in different 
regions all shared key require-
ments necessary to doing well in 
business - a city's overall busi-
ness environment, the cost of 
doing business, the caliber of the 
local workforce, and quality of 
life. 
The magazine also said that 
Hong Kong was rated Asia 's 
"most connected" city, with 66 
Internet connections per 1,000 
people. This meant that the places 
that managed to get connected -
with all that ·implied in terms of 
telecommunications, infrastruc-
ture, regulatory capacity and liter-
acy - the kinds of places business 
<:ould get done. 
-Hong Kong Now 
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Epilepsy Monitoring Unit Opens at Arrowhead 
Jan. 9, 2001 was the kick-off 
day when Arrowhead Regional 
Medical Center received its first 
Epilepsy Monitoring Unit (EMU) 
patient. The staff was trained and 
ready to receive and care for EMU 
patients. It was an exciting 
moment to be part of another 
Arrowhead Regional Medical 
Center medical first - weaning 
non-epileptic patients off anticon-
vulsive drugs (ACD) and estab-
lishing accurate diagnoses for 
seizure patients. 
Why Create the EMU? 
According to Kenneth Jordan, 
M.D. and Nguyen Thong, M.D. of 
ARMC's Neurodiagnostic 
Department, there is a high inci-
dence of seizure disorders among 
ARMC's patient community and 
many of them have poorly con-
trolled seizures. Many of these 
patients repeatedly present to the 
emergency department (ED) for 
recurring seizures. The patients 
suffering from seizure disorders 
experience serious consequences, 
such as: reduced income, unem-
ployment, antisocial behavior, and 
repeated medical visits to the clin-
ic and ED. It is often difficult or 
impossible to confirm the diagno-
sis and classification of their 
seizure disorder without electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) video moni-
toring in an epilepsy-monitoring 
unit. 
EEG-video monitoring is a 
procedure whereby a camera is 
connected to a computer that 
records brain waves, allowing the 
neurologists to make recommen-
dations regarding epilepsy treat-
ment. The neurologist has the 
capability to monitor the patient's 
EEG recordings at all times, even 
from the remote area. 
Other Rationales for the 
Initiation of the EMU Are: 
• There are no other designated 
EMUs in our geographic area. 
• Pseudoseizure patients eval-
uated with EEG-video monitoring 
biNLAND EMPIRE us1ness ourna 
avoid the risk of inadvertent injury 
from treatment with numerous 
anticonvulsants and emergency 
treatment for "status epilepticus" 
or continuous brain seizures. 
• Patient monitoring in an 
EMU is an acceptable standard of 
care and it is covered by many 
insurance plans including 
Medicare and Medi-Cal. 
• EMU helps identify patients 
who are potentially eligible for 
epilepsy surgery, allowing for 
proper surgical screening for those 
in need. Epilepsy surgery is con-
sidered the treatment of choice for 
refractory temporal lobe epilepsy 
and certain other focal epilepsies. 
How Will EMU Impact the Lives 
of Patients: 
The existing EMU facilities in 
Southern California include: 
UCLA, Kaiser Sunset, Pasadena, 
and now, Arrowhead Regional 
Medical Center. EMU patients will 
come from all over the Inland 
Empire, ARMC family clinics, the 
High Desert, and Riverside and 
San Bernardino Counties, as well 
as out-of-area referrals. As a result 
of the high demand for an EMU in 
this area, the Arrowhead facility 
already has patients scheduled 
through March. 
EEG-video monitoring is 
useful in differentiating true 
electroencephalographic seizures 
from disorders that do not origi -
nate from dysfunctional neurons. 
Diagnosis in the EMU can also 
be used to localize a seizure's 
focus on point of origin . This 
focal area can often be surgically 
removed. 
The neurologists, the neurodi-
agnostic technicians and the nurs-
ing staff work collaboratively to 
monitor the Emu patients with the 
newest modern digital video mon-
itoring equipment to improve the 
health of the community. 
Arrowhead Regional Medical 
Center - the Heart of a Healthy 
Community! 
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Economist Gives Mixed Message for 2001 
by Joe Lyons 
So just where is the economy of 
the 21st century, anyhow? Some 
think that things will continue to 
flow along merrily and others are 
anticipating everything to circle the 
porcelain. In January, Los Angeles 
economist Jack Kyser spoke to the 
Employers Group and described our 
economic condition as a "roller 
coa..<;ter." 
Members of the group from 
throughout LA, the San Gabrit:l 
Valley and the Inland Empire fol-
lowed along on a handout piece as 
Kyser explained the causes of the 
recent downturns. 
First, of course, was the energy 
problem, but Kyser explained that 
the media has done too much to 
focus on the California aspect of it. 
There are, he points out, other imme-
diate economic factors, such as the 
recent bankruptcies and closures of 
companies like Home Base and 
Montgomery Wards. Consumers, he 
says, are "overstuffed" with goods 
and debts and they are cutting back 
on spending, especially for large 
items like autos. Kyser added that 
there is also obvious uncertainty 
regarding the new administration in 
the White House. 
Actions that Kyser said can 
head off a "hard landing" include 
one that was occurring as he spoke; 
namely a cut in the prime rate. That 
and the tax cuts that George W. 
Bush has been promising can go far 
to boost things. Still, it will be 
important to remember that more 
bad news in the economy will be 
inevitable and as goes the U.S. econ-
omy, so goes the world. There are 
also elements that Kyser calls ''wild 
cards." Conflict in the Middle East, 
recession in Japan and the possibili-
ty of a bear market on Wall Street 
are his big three. 
According to Kyser, there will 
be growth, but it won't be at the level 
we have seen in recent years. The 
direction of things can best be rud 
by watching several different indus-
tries. Besides energy, retail is very 
vulnerable right now. So are the 
major airlines, as seen in the recent 
1WA takeover by American. Also 
fundamental will be heavy industry, 
home building, and the current 
sweetheart - information technolo-
gy. The U.S. auto industry faces 
today the same threat it had to deal 
with back in the 70s, pressure from 
the foreign markets. 
Here in the state of California, 
there is more to worry about than 
just the energy problem. Health care, 
minimum wage and the great weight 
of workers comp can also come to 
bear. Still, according to Kyser, there 
are no real s igns of dramatic slow-
ing, but we need to be alert. 
Several bright lights are already 
halfway down the tunnel. In our 
area, the Alameda Corridor can 
become a major plus. So can port 
expan ion, if Long Beach and L.A. 
will see that they need to grow in 
order to handle ever-growing cargo 
ship sizes. Even the Orange County 
Mouse comes into play here. The 
new California Adventure at 
Disneyland will provide a major 
boost to area tourism. In fact, Kyser 
gives tourism an A+ on his score 
card of Southern California indus-
tries. Other categories that he gives 
an "A" rating to are Bio-med, inter-
national trade and business and pro-
fessional services. 
As for Riverside and San 
Bernardino Counties, Kyser says 
that our growth will be cooling to 
"merely hot." Again, he is saying 
that the growth will continue, just 
not as large as it has been. One fac-
tor here is the continued decline, 
since 1991, of available industrial 
space. Since that last recession our 
building growth has declined, due to 
a perceived lack of demand. This 
means that what square footage we 
have is being snatched up and it is 
time to start building again. 
In fact, Kyser believes that 
growth in industrial space will be 
followed by a demand for more resi-
dential and retail land use. K-12 and 
retraining education will follow that 
and then the infrastructure matters of 
LAXJONT- along with freeways, 
schools and water will also be in 
demand. 
The bottom line, Kyser told the 
group, is that gtowth will be slower 
but it will still be solid. Contingency 
plans will be necessary to doing 
business and how well we focus in 
2001 will determine how much fun 
we can look forward to in 2002. 
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Weiss Ratings Now Available 
Online at www.WeissRatings.com 
Weiss Ratings Inc., the 
nation 's only independent 
provider of ratings and analyses 
covering the financial services 
indu try, has announced the intro-
duction of its new " Ratings 
Online" product. 
Using the Weiss Ratings Web 
site (www. WeissRatings.com), 
consumers and businesses now 
have easy Internet access to the 
reliable Weiss Safety Ratings on 
any of more than 16,000 fi nancial 
in titutions, including HMOs, life 
and health insurers, Blue Cross 
Blue Shield plans, property and 
casualty insurers, banks, and ecu-
rities brokers. In addition, the 
Weiss Mutual Fund Ratings are 
also available online to help con-
sumers evaluate the risk-adjusted 
performance of more than 10,000 
ENR ... 
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extracting natural resources or 
developing infrastructure ' in the 
immediate future. 
Latin America 
"The Latin American market is 
one of the most enigmatic," says 
Tulacz, "Each country has its own 
distinct market and concerns." 
Brazil, sixth worldwide, dominates 
nearly 50 percent of the opportuni-
ty, with most of the construction 
activity centered in Sao Paulo. The 
concentration of work in Brazil is 
somewhat at odds with the slow 
growth in neighbors Chile and 
Argentina, who arguably enjoy 
greater long-term financial stabili-
ty. They both stumbled a few 
places in the rankings from the 
1998 survey. Mexico inched one 
space to take the 13th spot, and is 
the second largest market in the 
region, growing from $35.5 billion 
to $44.6 billion. 
The region 's economic 
progress is not compensating for 
the risk of working in Venezuela, 
Peru and Colombia and their polit-
mutual funds. The new online rat-
ings are available for only $7.95 
each. 
"HMO failures are still near 
the highest level in recent history; 
and failures among insurers and 
banks are also on the rise. T he best 
protection is accurate forewarn-
ings. With our new Ratings Online 
product coupled with Weiss' avail-
ability in many public libraries, it 
is easier than ever for consumers 
to access our ratings when making 
an important financial decision," 
commented Martin D. Weiss, 
Ph.D., chairman of Weiss Ratings. 
According to a study by the 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
(GAO), Weiss beat its nearest 
competitor by a three to one mar-
gin in warning consumers of 
future financial failures. 
ical instability continues to deter 
investment. Venezuela's soaring oil 
revenue is likely offset by policies 
of its nationalistic president, Hugo 
Chavez. Ongoing civil strife in 
Colombia has kept its expenditure 
at around $10 billion. Peru's spend-
ing has fallen 2.2 percent in the 
past two years to $9 billion. 
About the research 
The research breaks down the 
research by region and country, . 
analyzing financial. and political 
indicators to explain upward or 
downward trends. To gather these 
numbers, ENR contacted hundreds 
of engineering and contracting 
associations around the world, 
along with central banks, statistical 
agencies, government ministries, 
economic organizations and inter-
national construction firms for 
information, data and guidance in 
the study. Valuable data came from 
the International Monetar; Fund, 
the Asian Development Bank, the 
InterAmerican Development Bank, 
the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development, 
and the Statistical, Economic and 
Social Research and Training 
Centre for Islamic Countries. 
Subscribe Now! Call Today: (909) 484-9765 
Inland Empire Business Journal 
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I N T H E I N T E R E ST OF WOMEN 
PWR Expands With 
The Professional Women's 
Roundtable is expanding its net-
work to encompass more areas in 
the Inland Empire. The organiza-
tion has created five affiliate net-
works in Inland Empire cities that 
began meeting in January. 
Each new affiliate group will 
hold either a monthly breakfast or 
lunch meeting. The main group will 
continue to hold a dinner meeting 
the third Wedne day of each month 
at Canyon Crest Country Club in 
Riverside. · 
"Many women want to be a 
part of PWR, but cannot make a 
Wednesday night meeting at our 
main PWR meeting, or have fami-
lies to care for, so are unable to 
attend a night meeting," said 
Robbie Motter, the group's founder 
and director. 
"Some just hve too far from 
Riverside and yet would love to be 
a part of our group, so we are trying 
to set up these affihate networks to 
accommodate their needs. Our pur-
pose is to continue our role of 
working with women to help them 
both personally and professional-
ly." 
Motter hopes the expansion 
will enable PWR to reach out to all 
the current NAFE members in the 
Inland Empire that are not yet affil-
iated with PWR. PWR is also open 
to other professional women who 
are not NAFE members. 
PWR members have been 
appointed as directors of these new 
affiliates. Organizational meetings 
will be held in January to discuss 
and select the date and location for 
the monthly meetings. The new 
groups are: 
Southern - Temecula, Murrieta 
and surrounding area , including: 
Canyon Lake, Lake Elsinore, 
Perris, Hemet and Sun City. 
Jean~ne Williams of Edward Jones 
Investments 10 Murrieta, is d1rector. 
91uil.dUuJ 91~ ~wt 91U6itre6"'-s~ 2001 
A Conference for Women 
Saturday, March 3 - 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Cal State San Bernardino Commons Hall 
$40.00 Registration fee includes: 
Continental Breakfast, Keynote Luncheon Speaker, 
Lunch, 12 Workshops and Vendor Fair 
($35 for students/seniors and PWR Members) 
Gretchen Tibbits Keynote Speaker 
President of National Association for Female Executives 
(NAFE) 
For a registration form go to www.pwronline.org 
or call Robbie Motter 
1-888-244-4420 909-679-8048 
Seminar sponsored by Professional Womens Roundtable and its con-
tributors: Cal State San Bernardino Cross Cultural Center, Arrowhead 
Credit Union, San Bernardino Sun, Small Business Administration 
(SBA), Mayor Judith Valles, San Bernardino, and National Association 
for Female Executives (NAFE). 
Five New Affiliates 
PWR co-director Michele Broad, 
owner of A Women's Focus in 
Hemet , will assist her. Contact 
Williams at (909) 696-7161 or 
Broad at broadm@.earthlink.net for 
details. 
Western - Rancho Cucamonga, 
Ontario, Pomona and surrounding 
areas, including: Chino, Chino 
Hills, Claremont, Alta Lorna, 
Jurupa, Montclair, San Dimas and 
Upland. Cathryn Ramirez of 
Westaff in Ontario will direct this 
group, assisted by Cherie Arnold, 
publisher of FY magazine, and 
Gloria Morales, a public relations 
consultant. Ramirez can be reached 
at (909) 923-9831; Arnold at (909) 
948-9233 and Morales at (909) 
988-7113. 
Eastern - Rancho Mirage, Palm 
Springs and surrounding areas in 
the Coachella Valley. Carol Liege, 
owner of Carol Liege Enterprises in 
Rancho Mirage, will direct this 
group, assisted by Ritchie Wills of 
Redlands and Robbie Motter, West 
Coast regional coordinator for 
NAFE. Liege can be reached at 
(760) 346-5472 or 
DCLiege@msn.com. 
Northwestern - Apple Valley, 
Victorville and surrounding areas. 
Apple Valley resident Linda 
Cassidy, of Arrowhead Investment 
Center, will direct this group, 
assisted by Motter. For more infor-
mation, call Cassidy at (888) 
226-1900 or contact Motter at (888) 
244-4420 or rmotter@aol.com. 
Northern - San Bernardino. 
Jonnetta Chambers, owner of 
Chambers Communications and 
Training Techniques in Rialto, will 
direct this group. For more infor-
mation, call Chambers at (909) 
873-5055 or e-mail her at jtcham-
bers@earthlink. net. 
'' ,_ 
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INLAND EMPIRE 
SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
"Develop Your Plan for Success" 
A Business Plan is a necessity for the success of your small 
business! This three-part, comprehensive seminar provides a sold 
basis for creating your business plan and will detail the vanous 
aspects of the business plan. Critical topics will be covered , such as: 
• Product development • Marketing Plan and Advertising Strategies 
• Financial Analysis and Budgeting • Business Plan Formatting 





Thursday, February 6, 13, 20, 2001 
6:00 PM to 9:00PM 
Inland Empire Small Business Development Center 
1157 SpruceSt, Riverside, CA 92507 
$40 per person (for all three sessions) 
Pre-registration is recommended/ 
For more information or to register, please call: {909) 781-2345 
Register online at www.iesbdc.org 
Workshop Sponsored by: 
State of California • U S. Small Bus1ness Admin1strat1on 
Inland Emp1re Econom1c Partnership Inland Empire Small 
Bus1ness Development Center 
The Busmess Press 
Reasonable accommodai/OflS w111 be made for handiCapped mdtVIduals upon lhelf request Th1s wo.lcshop 
has bean developed through a partnership between the US Small8usmass Admm1slrall0rl (SBA) the Stale 
of Callforma the Inland Emp1re EconomiC Partnersh1p. and the Inland Emp.ra Smail Busmess Development 
Center as a serviCe to Cal1fom1a small busmesses under the currant Coopera/Ne Agreement 
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College Students Sought for Hispani~ 
Nafional Internship Program 
Inland area Hispanic college 
students can learn firsthand about 
the inner workings of federal agen-
cies and corporations through a 
national internship program this 
summer in Washington, D.C. 
Cal State, San Bernardino and 
the Hispanic Association of 
Colleges and Universities (HACU) 
are accepting applications for the 
10-week Summer 2001 National 
Internship Program in Washington, 
D.C. 
Students will serve as interns in 
participating federal agencies and 
corporations, working alongside 
mentors who will guide them as 
they translate classroom skills into 
career experience. 
Interns will also participate in 
tours, networking forums and 
career fairs, meeting many of 
today's top Hispanic leaders from 
the government and corporate 
ranks. 
To be eligible, students must be 
currently enrolled in a college 
degree program and active in com-
munity and campus activities. Once 
a submitted application is 
approved, HACU staff members 
then match the student's academic 
background and career interests to 
the available internship programs 
with participating federal agencies 
and corporations. The application 
deadline is March 2, 2001. 
The program provides students 
with round-trip airfare and helps 
them find affordable housing . near 
public transportation. An intern's 
weekly pay ranges from $420 to 
$520 a week. Students from cam-
puses in every state and Puerto 
Rieo are invited to apply. Summer 
internships run from June through 
August (10 weeks). 
For more information, contact Cal 
State Undergraduate Studies 
Associate Dean Dr. Tom M. Rivera 
at (909) 880-5044 or Assistant to 
the Provost Juan Delgado, M.F A. 
at (909) 880-7109. 
INLAND EMPIRE 
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........ ~.com MaNging EdleDr 
EdiiDr iebj@bu8jolmal.com Ecitor 
or vl8it our Web site at 
www.busjournal.com 
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Fund. All of San Bernardino 
County's money will go to the 
regional medical center; indigent 
care health clinics, tobacco preven-
tion and cessation programs. 
"The county faces the hard task 
of deciding what's more impor-
tant," says Supervisor Jon D. 
Mikels. Mikels was chairman of the 
Board of Supervisors when the 
decision was made in 2000 to spend 
the lions' share of money on indi-
gent health care at Arrowhead 
Regional Medical Center. "You've 
got a couple of goals to accomplish 
with limited county resources. 
We've tried to strike a balance 
between dealing with the costs 
associated with paying for the cures 
- to the ills created by tobacco and 
the costs of trying to prevent those 
ills from occurring in the first 
place." 
WRAPUP: 
The San Bernardino Board of 
Supervisors has appointed a ~pecial 
ad hoc committee to recommend 
how the $2 million not committed 
to the regional medical center will 
be spent. Under its current charter, 
the eight-person committee is 
charged with making specific rec-
ommendations regarding "funding 
allocations in the areas of indigent 
health clinics, indigent adult health-
care provided by local area hospi-
tals and youth smoking prevention 
and cessation treatment programs." 
"Smoking prevention and ces-
sation," says Jarvis of the American 
Heart Association, " is the last thing 
they've been asked to look at. It 
should be first on their agenda! It's 
clear that as far as the board of 
supervisors is concerned, education 
and prevention isn't a high priority. 
The committee. itself is working 
hard to go beyond the initial $2 mil-
lion, but it's going to take intense 
lobbying from the community to 
see the right thing done." 
Pro •.. 
continued from page 5 
is to "pursue actively the allocation 
to county governments of tobacco 
settlement funds in amounts that 
fairly compensate each county for 
FEBRUARY 2001 
"After all," concludes Jarvis 
" the supervisors really are elected 
officials, and if they hear often 
enough from their constituents they 
usually do the right thing." 
The advisory committee will 
make its report of recommendations 
to the San Bernardino Board of 
Supervisors this spring in time for 
the 2001-2002 budget delibera-
tions. 
California Fast Tobacco Facts 
• 6.9 percent of California youth 
aged 12-17 smoked in 1999, down 
from 10.7 percent in 1998. 
• Smoking among California adults 
has dropped from 18.4 to 18 percent 
in the past year. 
• Adult smoking per capita has 
dropped 50 percent since passage of 
Proposition 99 in 1998, which 
raised .the cigarette tax $0.25 per 
pack. 
• California is second only to Utah 
in the number of adults who smoke. 
• Since 1988, tobacco consumption 
in California has declined by 50 
percent compared to 30 percent for 
the country as a whole. 
Statistics Supplied by State of 
California Department of Health 
For further information on the 
Tobacco Settlement funds look to 
the following Web sites: 
Centers for Disease Control 
Tobacco Source page: www.cdc. 
gov/tobacco 
American Medical Association: 
www.ama-assn.org American Lung 
Association of California: 
www.californialung.org 
Californja Medical Association: 
www.cmanet.org Los Angeles Co. 
Tobacco Control Alliance: 
www.smokingkills.org 
Tobacco Control Resource 
Center: www.tobacco.neu.edu 
State Tobacco Information 
Center: www.stic.neu.edu 
Universal Tobaeco Settlement Act: 
www. thomas.loc.gov 
Nat') Center for Tobacco Free 
IGds: www.tobaccofreekids.org. 
its expenditures attributable to 
tobacco related disease and disabili-
ty." County supervisors, in earmark-
ing the lions' share of tobacco set-
tlement funds to pay off debt serv-
ice, are allegedly violating the 
guidelines of their own association 
as set out in February, 1999. 
-Pro and Con by Rod C. Jackson 
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The Various States of Three Inland Empire Cities 
• 
by Joe Lyons 
The city of Fontana used the 
mayor' annual a sessment speech 
as an opportunity to showcase yet 
another new development for its 
community. Last year's luncheon, 
sponsored in part by the Chamber 
of Commerce, was held in a ban-
quet room at the new Sierra Lakes 
Golf Club. 
That facility proved to be too 
small for the crowd. This year's 
assembly took place in the show-
room of the new Sunrise Ford 
building at Citrus Avenue and 
Interstate 10. 
Mayor David Eshleman 
declared that the state of his city is 
good and he explained his plans for 
the future, based on the history of 
his town. 
Fontana was originally an agri-
cultural region, as was much of the 
Inland Empire. World War II turned 
the community toward heavy 
industry, and jobs became the name 
of the game. Since the closure of 
Van Lines ... 
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shipments inbound in 2000, contin-
ued its unbroken annual inbound 
trend of the previous 22 years and 
also had the highest inbound 
migration of all of the states in the 
study. Washington, D.C. had the 
second-leading inbound percentage 
(62.0 percent). 
Idaho (56.9 percent inbound) 
was "high inbound" for the 13th 
consecutive year. 
North Carolina (57.9 percent 
inbound) and South Carolina (55.3 
percent inbound) were the only 
"high inbound" states in the South. 
Outbound states: 
Many Midwestern states were 
"high outbound" in this year's sur-
vey. Illinois and Kansas hit their 
highest outbound marks since 1985 
(60.5 percent and 58.8 percent, 
respectively), and Iowa experi-
enced its highest out-migration 
since 1989 (54.1 percent). Indiana 
was the second-highest outbound 
state overall in the survey (62.2 
percent outbound). 
Northern states also continued 
to show an outbound migration 
Kaiser Steel in 1982, Fontana has 
redirected itself as a bedroom com-
munity. 
Eshleman sees the city continu-
ing in that direction with a return-
ing emphasis on jobs. His plans for 
an amended general plan include 
annexation. In fact, much of what 
people think of as Fontana sits on 
un-incorporated county land, locat-
ed on a jigsaw puzzle of a map 
around the town. 
The new Ford dealership, says 
Eshleman, is just one part of the 
new and long awaited Fontana 
Auto Mall , planned for develop-
ment near the Citrus exit of the 
Interstate. 
Recent energy problems are a 
concern to the city, but the ball is 
already rolling on new growth and 
annexation and Fontana's mayor 
believes that his city is inevitably 
moving forward. 
Rancho Cucamonga's mayor 
Bill Alexander believes in vigi-
lance. He has seen the growth of his 
town in the short quarter century of 
trend. North Dakota (the state 
experiencing the highest 
out-migration at 75.2 percent) and 
Nebraska (56.8 percent outbound) 
recorded their highest outbound 
marks ever in the survey. Michigan 
remained outbound (55.3 percent), 
as it has been every year of the sur-
vey. 
Beard said the United Van 
Lines study, through the years, has 
been shown to accurately reflect 
the general migration patterns in 
various regions of the country, and 
it basically supports the early 
reports of the U.S. Census Bureau. 
He also noted that real estate firms, 
financial institutions, and other 
observers of relocation trends regu-
larly use the United data in their 
business planning and analysis 
activities. 
United Van Lines, with headquar-
ters in suburban St. Louis, is the 
nation's largest household goods 
mover and maintains a network of 
1,000 affiliated agencies in 135 
countries around the world. More 
information about United and its 
services can be obtained through 
the company's Web site at 
www.unitedvanlines.com. 
incorporation and he is pleased. 
Still he believes that a city must 
have an adequate infrastructure. 
He believes that Rancho 
Cucamonga will continue to be 
prosperous. A high note in his 
speech was the announcement of 
final plans for the much awaited 
Victoria Gardens. This develop-
ment, which was originally planned 
back in the mid - 80s has now been 
given a green light and will be a 
sort of "downtown" for a city that 
really doesn't have one. 
Alexander, himself a former 
fireman, is pleased with the fire and 
police record of his city, which, he 
claims, is rated as one of the 10 
safest in the state. His goal is to 
update the city's general plan and 
work on the development of 
Foothill Boulevard as a shopping 
and driving attraction based on the 
Route 66 theme. 
As for Rancho Cucamonga's 
controversial utility tax, Alexander 
told the Business Journal that he 
expects it to continue, despite a 
recent individual court ruling. It 
will, he says continue to decrease 
and eventually will disappear. 
In Riverside, Mayor Ron 
Loveridge spoke at his city's con-
vention center. Topping his list of 
achievements is the fact that 
Riverside is the only major city in 
the Inland Empire with its own 
municipal electric utility, giving it 
what his honor referred to as: "pre-
dictable, reasonable and stable 
electrical rates, much lower than 
Edison's." 
Loveridge's "Agenda for 
Change" focuses on infrastructure, 
including parks, pools and libraries. 
His background as a teacher also 
directed him to support improve-
ments in local education. He has 
also placed an emphasis on safe 
streets and great neighborhoods. 
Such lifestyle issues would 
seem to take center stage, but 
Loveridge also is looking for eco-
nomic development, including con-
tinued growth of the downtown 
area, especially around the Mission 
Inn, and revitalization of the 
Riverside Plaza. 
He mentioned Dr. John 
Husing's study of Riverside which 
recommended targeting high-tech 
jobs. Lesser Husing recommenda-
tions, such as the Orange Blossom 
Festival, have already taken place. 
Loveridge believes that it is now 
time to benefit from what the pri-
vate sector has to offer. 
To complete the city he envi-
sions, Ron Loveridge says he needs 
"an outpouring of imagination, 
ingenuity, discipline and hard 
work." 
Publishers Note: Ontario's State of 
the City Address was not included 
in this coverage due to decisions by 
the Ontario Chamber of 
Commerce. 
EXECUTIVE NOTES 
The Rankin Group, Ltd. of Tustin announced the appointment of 
Roger Giese as public relations specialist in its Orange County 
office ... Aiex Espinoza, president of California Capital Home Loans, 
recently received the Ontario Chamber of Commerce Community 
Service Award. This award recognizes Espinoza's efforts in committing 
the resources of his firm and encouraging the volunteerism of his staff 
for the betterment of Ontario ... RBF Consulting announces the installa-
tion of Ray Mathe, project surveyor in the Temecula office, as secretary 
of the California Land Surveyors Association (CLSA) ... The 
California Manufacturing Technology Center (CMTC) has appointed 
Katie Rieffanaugh to the position of vice president, human resource and 
development .. .Attorney Ralph W. Peters has joined the San Diego 
County law firm of Anderson & Kriger, under senior partner, Clayton 
M. Anderson. A&K is Southern California's only full-service construc-
tion defect and homeowners association law firm. He will join the firm's 
Riverside office ... Las Casuelas Terraza, the landmark Mexican restau-
rant in Palm Springs has gained added exclusivity with the purchase of a 
rare $18,000 barrel of super-premium tequila. Las Casuelas Terraza is 
owned by Ric and Patty Service. 
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REAL ESTATE NOTES 
Starwood Vacation Ownership Inc., a subsidiary of Starwood Hotels & Resorts 
Worldwide Inc. announced that presales have begun at the Westin Mission Hills 
Resort in Rancho Mirage ... Marshall Vinyl Windows Inc., a Corona-based man-
ufacturer and distributor of vinyl windows, has leased a 127,802-sq.-ft. industrial 
building in Corona, according to Grubb & Ellis Co. The five-year lease was val-
ued at $3.4 million. Tim Hawke, sr. vice president with Grubb & Ellis' Corona 
office, represented the tenant and the landlord, Rexco of Orange, Calif ... Kevin 
Assef, regional manager for the Ontario office of Marcus & Millichap Real 
Estate Investment Brokerage Company, announced the sale of the Claremont 
Cottages for $3,525,000. The principals were represented by Cray Carlson, 
Kevin Struve, Jason Phillips, and Alex Garcia of Marcus & Millichap's 
Ontario Office. The property is a 52-unit apartment complex located at 512 West 
San Jose Ave. in Claremont...The commercial real estate brokerage firm Wilson 
Johnson reports the sale of the AJvera Suites Building at 31-910 Avenida Alvera 
in Cathedral City. The 5,300-sq.-ft. property was sold by Desert Rentals Inc. to 
Derrick and Joan Zimmerman for $470,000. Brian Ward, an office/industrial spe-
cialist with Wilson Johnson represented both the buyer and the seller. .. Raintree 
Apartments, 25870 Stanford St. in Hemet, has been sold for $1 ,610,000 to 
Daymond and Marie Bouet. Sellers are : Rajinder and Sita Sharma, Richard and 
Tina M. Nichol, Shaun Stewart Thompson, and V H Real Estate Investment 
Management, LLC. Kris Etemadi represented the buyer ... A private offshore 
investor has purchased Chino Spectrum Market Place, a 473,585-sq.-ft. retail 
center located in Chino, according to Grubb & Ellis Company. Terms of the 
transaction were not disclosed. The property was sold by Principal Capital of Des 
Moines, Iowa, on behalf of one of its institutional clients. Michael Randall and 
Dixie Walker, sr. vice presidents with Grubb & Ellis' Newport Beach office, rep-
resented the buyer and the seller. 
RC Photography and Associates 
Profl'ssional . \\\ani \\"inning Photograph~ 
Full Service Photographic Studio & Beauty Salon! 
Studio Services 
Corporate Events, Commercial Work, Weddings, Award Banquets, 
Company Parties, Reunions, Special Occasions, Family Portraits, 
Photographic Restorations, Portraits 
Salon Services 
Complete Makeovers, Hair Styling, Bridal Packages, Nails/Pedicures, 
Complete Facials 
9607 Business Center Dr., Ste. E 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
(909) 989-1165 Fax (909) 989-2391 
Nationwide: 1-888-477-7127 
Web site: www.rophotograpby.com 
Call for information--By appointment only! 
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Fontana Sears Product Repair 
Center Achieves High Standard 
Sears, Roebuck and Co. 
announces another quality milestone 
for its product repair centers as its 
Fontana facility received certifica-
tion to the International Standards 
Organization (ISO) 9002 Quality 
Systems Standard. Sears is among 
the first appliance service providers 
in the U.S. to achieve this classifica-
tion. 
"All of our associates in Fontana 
played integral roles in achieving this 
certification and their dedication to 
process quality and operational disci-
pline resulted in this industry leading 
classification," said Jim Gauntt, 
quality manager for the Fontana 
facility. "By practicing the ISO 9002 
standard at our facility, we now have 
shorter turnaround times for our cus-
tomers, higher quality repairs and 
proven customer satisfaction." 
Mark Good, president, Product 
Repair Services for Sears 
HomeCe~tral®, and Dan Colbert, 
vice president, Performance 
Engineering and Carry-In for Sears 
HomeCentral®, presented the ISO 
registration certificate to the team at 
the facility. 
"As one of the first centralized 
repair centers within the Sears net-
work, Fontana has a proven history 
of continually looking for ways to 
improve our customer service," 
added Gauntt. "Our location in the 
heart of the Inland Empire assures 
that we'll be able to continue servic-
ing a wide range of product repairs 
for a large geographic area." 
City Develops Innovative Fund-raising 
Campaign to Benefit Eight Coachella 
Valley Non-profit Organizations 
Indian Wells, known as "a little 
city with a big charitable heart," has 
created a unique program to extend 
their goodwill to eight non-profit organ-
izations. The city has donated street-
naming rights for its new affordable 
senior housing project, Whitewater 
Villas, to charity as a way of raising 
funds. 
This project, which is expected to 
raise thousands of dollars for local char-
ities, is another example of Indian 
Wells' philanthropic sharing that 
extends beyond its city limits. Last year 
alone, this desert community of slightly 
over 3,500 residents donated over 
$536,000 to 38 charities and non-profit 
organizations throughout the Coachella 
Valley. And, just recently, the City 
Council announced a $5 million dona-
tion towards cons.truction of a second 
building at the new California State 
University, San Bernardino, Coachella 
Valley campus in Palm Desert. The city 
will be honored for its generous gift 
with the naming of the new building, 
"The Indian Wells Center for 
Educational Excellence." The 30,000-
square-foot building will house the uni-
versity's professional training programs 
for teachers. 
It is with this s~me spirit of civic 
generosity that Indian Wells assumes a 
leadership role in the valley by 
announcing another wealth-sharing 
project that will assist eight desert non-
profit organizations. These organiza-
tions include: 
• United Way of the Desert 
• Family YMCA of the Desert 
• Shelter From the Storm 
• Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Desert 
• The Living Desert 
• Desert Cancer Foundation 
• Children's Discovery Museum of the 
Desert 
• The Joslyn Senior Center 
"The Indian Wells City Council 
has once again shown its commitment 
to the Coachella Valley with this inno-
vative plan that benefits valley chari-
ties," said Mayor Ed Monarch. "By 
allvwing these agencies to use our street 
names of the new senior citizens hous-
ing that will be constructed this year, 
we are providing an untapped source of 
funding that will help thousands of our 
area's citizens. It's a big win for every-
body, for the agencies, for those they 
serve and for Indian Wells. We're glad 
to partner in this historic event." 
Monarch said he came up with the 
idea after reviewing tbe proposed list of 
traditional street names, I thought this 
would be a fun way to help the charities 
help themselves. I suggested that we 
assign each street name to a non-profit 
agency for them to sell, auction off or 
designate their street in the name of the 
highest bidder. The desired goal is to 
have streets named for a person or fam-
ily who have made a significant contri-
bution to one of the selected charities," 
Monarch said. 
The eight streets will be located 
within Whitewater Villas, a $12 million 
gated community for seniors, projected 
to open in June 2002. 
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Largest Food Recycling in California- If Not the Nation 
The first test of Indian Wells' 
innovative Food Scrap Diversion 
Program in November during the 
Boston Pops Esplanade 
Orchestra's holiday concert at the 
Indian Wells Tennis Garden was 
not only a success, but could be 
the largest food recycling under-
taking in California - if not the 
nation. 
" Overall, our inaugural experi-
ence went very well and the public 
seemed to embrace the idea of 
recycling their food scraps," said 
Troy Butzlaff, assistant city man-
ager. "Although we encountered a 
few obstacles during the event, 
operationally I think the program 
went very well and I believe that 
we are much better prepared to 
fully implement this program at 
the Tennis Masters Series tourna-
ment next spring." 
This was the first event at the 
Indian Wells Tennis Garden to use 
the Food Scrap Diversion Program 
aimed at commingling leftover 
bits of food with green waste, like 
grass and tree trimmings, to pro-
duce a high-quality compost that 
will be used to fertilize the land-
scaping surrounding the Indian 
Wells Tennis Garden. 
At least 700 pounds of food 
scraps were collected from an esti-
mated 1,500 meals served to some 
of the 6,345 music fans that 
attended the holiday pops concert 
sponsored by the City of Indian 
Wells and the McCallum Theatre 
in Palm Desert. 
"This is the largest scale venue 
in California to attempt such an 
ambitious Food Scrap Diversion 
Program," said William O'Toole, 
president of EcoNomics, the Del 
Mar-based consultant working 
with the city's recycling program: 
The pilot project was successful in 
diverting a significant amount of 
the food scraps generated at the 
Boston Pops concert. Data from 
the pilot is currently being ana-
lyzed for improvements in devel-
oping better training programs, 
enhanced signage, and the produc-
tion of a detailed operations plan 
that will be usable by the various 
contractors and staff at the Indian 
Wells Tennis Gardens. 
The city's Food Scrap 
Divers ion Program is also thought 
to be the larges t commercial 
undertaking anywhere in the coun-
try, according to KimBerly 
Keyton, recycling coordinator for 
Waste Management of the Desert. 
"This is potentially the largest 
food scrap diversion program of 
its kind in the nation," she said. 
"For a commercial venture such as 
this, I have not heard of one this 
large." 
To meet a state mandate for all 
cities to reduce the amount of trash 
sent to the landfills by 50 percent 
by the end of the year, Indian 
Wells secured a $31,390 contract 
from the California Integrated 
Waste Management Board, a state 
agency. Indian Wells was the only 
small city in the state to get a con-
tract. 
The city's project partners, the 
Indian · Wells Tennis Garden, 
California BioMass Inc., of 
Thermal and Waste Management 
of the Desert in Palm Desert, also 
contributed $36,360 in funds or 
inkind services. Butzlaff said 
Indian Wells is taking a lead posi-
tion to encourage the city's resort 
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hotels and other Coachella Valley 
cities and hotels to start their own 
food recycling programs. 
"We saw an opportunity to 
create a program that could have a 
positive impact on the environ-
ment. Hopefully, other communi-
ties will follow our lead and use 
our experience to implement simi-
Jar food scrap recycling programs 
within their communities," said 
Butzlaff. 
The food recycling program 
also got high marks from 
Savoury 's Good Earth Cuisine of 
Palm Springs, which catered the 
Boston Pops concert. ''This is a 
good idea instead of just throwing 
food away," said Jesse Vargas, 
sous chef operations manager for 
Savoury 's . "We served about 
1,500 meals and there is always 
food left over." 
Some 50 food servers were 
trained how to separate food scrap 
containers to make sure there were 
no plastic or cans mixed in. Forty-
five specially marked, sandstone-
colored containers were scattered 
throughout the stadium suites so 
patrons could place leftover pieces 
of food. To educate the public on 
the recycling program, tabletop 
signs were posted in each of the 
suites. 
The compost will be pur-
chased by the Indian Wells Tennis 
Garden to fertilize the grounds 
saving the stadium thousands of 
dollars, according to Langford. He 
said recycling 20 tons of food 
scrap waste annually would save 
an estimated $15,000 on trash 
hauling and dump fees. 
Wildlife Disease Program is 
Alreaily Showing Promise 
Investments by the Salton Sea 
Authority and other agencies into 
wildlife disease management on the 
Salton Sea paid dividends this sum-
mer and fall in the form of early 
detection and care of the birds that 
suffered from avian botulism. 
The authority has been working 
on this project in partnership with 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
National Wildlife Health Center, 
California Fish and Game and many 
volunteers. 
Through this partnership, teams 
were able to rescue and treat sick 
birds-mostly endangered Califor-
nia brown pelicans-in the early 
stages of their illness. As a result, a 
major avian botulism outbreak that 
surfaced in June did not result in 
catastrophic losses. 
According to Fish and Wildlife 
Service figures through Sep. 28, 
1,294 pelicans were involved in this 
year's outbreak. Of those, 1,021 
were picked up alive on the Salton 
Sea and 899 were sent to rehabilita-
tion centers. If not for the program 
now in place, a large percentage of 
the pelicans saved would have died, 
which would add to the nearly 500 
pelicans that have died through 
S~ptember. 
The total loss could easily have 
reached or exceeded the 1,000 
brown pelicans that died in the sum-
mer of 1996, when the lake became 
the focus of national attention. 
More than 14,000 birds includ-
ing 1,000 brown pelicans and many 
white pelicans died from avian bot-
ulism during the summer months of 
that year. 
Since then, a number of 
resources have been brought to the 
lake to deal with the problem. A 911 
" emergency room" to treat sick 
birds was established by the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service in 1997 at 
the Sonny Bono refuge. 
After being stabilized at the 
refuge, the birds are sent to one of 
three recovery facilities in Southern 
California: the Pacific Wildlife 
Project in Irvine, Sea World, or the 
Coachella Valley Wild Bird Center. 
Since last year, the authority has 
funded a full-time wildlife techni-
cian to assist with the monitoring 
and recovery .of sick birds at the 
Salton Sea. 
"This proactive approach helps 
us minimize losses from this dis-
ease," said Dr. Milton Friend, chief 
scientist for the Salton Sea Science 
Office, which oversees and coordi-
nates the restoration project's sci-
ence activities at the sea. 
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Spanking a Naughty Wine 
by Fred L. Dame, M.S. 
If you have ever attended one 
of my lectures (stay awake and win 
valuable prizes) you will note the 
following preface. I have been a 
sommelier for 20 years and a mas-
ter sommelier for 14 years. During 
that time, I have found only two 
things I believe to be absolutely 
true. 1) Wine is fun! If you don 't 
have fun drinking it, please drink 
something else and leave the wine 
for those of us who do enjoy it. 2) 
Free wine tastes better than wine 
that you paid for. I defy you to 
prove me wrong! 
It is on point number one that I 
think the hospitality industry might 
do some rethinking. While I am the 
first to agree that wine should be 
treated by consumers with the 
samf' respect given by those who 
make it, it is certainly not impossi-
ble to enjoy one 's self at the same 
time. I am thinking of all the times 
that I watched wines being decant-
ed with the same solemnity of a 
funeral. Hey, we're not putting 
something in a casket, we ' re taking 
it out! And bringing it back to life! 
This is not transubstantiation! 
Following is a story passed on 
to me recently from one of my past 
sommeliers at the Sardine Factory, 
Patricia Draper, which I think you 
might enjoy: 
"I was reading your 'Master 
Sommelier' columns in the differ-
ent issues of The Wine Trader 
online. It took me back to a long 
time ago. I remember quite well 
being so involved in all of that. Do 
you remember what I did in my 
last week of work?? Probably not, 
how could you ... but for the fun of 
it, I will recount the tale that 
brought me such great joy; 
"I had read, many years before, 
this Garfield cartoon. It was about 
his owner complaining about a bad 
baked potato in a restaurant and 
the waiter spanked the potato and 
said 'bad potato, bad potato.' I had 
waited years to act out this cartoon 
in reality and the occasion never 
presented itself sufficiently. 
"It was my last week of work 
and I was working in the conserva-
tory - it was a very busy night 
and I bad a large party on one of 
the tables near the door to the · 
kitchen. They were drinking 
Mondavi Fume Blanc. I remember 
explicitly. One of the gentlemen at 
the table called me over and said, 
' Excu e me Ma' am, this wine is 
bad.' My mind raced into my 
archives of naughtiness instantly. 
Here it was, the moment for which 
I had been waiting years. I couldn' t 
be fired, 1 had already given my 
notice to leave!! 
"I calmly walked up to the 
table and pulled the wine bottle out 
of the ice bucket, (which they had, 
of course, insisted upon), I 
spanked the bottle repeatedly with 
my hand and said, ' bad wine, bad 
wine ... now if that wine gives you 
any more trouble you let me 
know.' I put the bottle back into the 
bucket and walked away .. into the 
kitchen through those big green 
doors. The guests were stunned 
into silence. I was thinking of the 
looks on everyone 's faces . You 
know when there is a problem in a 
restaurant and one guest com-
plains, all the other guests listen. 
People froze when I started spank-
ing the bottle, their forks half way 
to their mouths. I remember Sal, 
the busboy, holding an ashtray 
mid-air, time stopped. No one 
believed that I had done what I had 
done. Sal came running back into 
the kitchen and said, 'What did 
you just say to those people, you 
are going to get fired!' I was laugh-
ing uncontrollably. 
"I calmly walked back out into 
the dining room, joke over, and 
told the gentleman that I would 
happily replace_his bottle of wine. 
The guests at his table unfroze. 
They, along with the rest of the 
diners, came back to life and 
laughed out loud in unison. It was 
a good night!" 
Of course I am not claiming 
that wine service should become a 
comedy club, and there are occa-
sions and events that demand a for-
mal setting and classic service. As 
we strive to take wine from its cur-
rent pedestal and get to the same 
height as the dining table, I think a 
little levity at the appropriate time 
wouldn't hurt a bit. 
I used to begin my lectures to 
aspiring sommeliers with the fol-
lowing question, "What is the one 
thing .a sommelier must never be 
without?" Correct answer, "A 
corkscrew." I think I may have to 
amend that statement to two 
things. Correct answer, "A 
corkscrew and a smile." 
Fred Dame is one of a handful of 
individuals in the U.S. to have 
earned the title master sommelier, 
and one of only about 50 in the 
world. For many years the director 
of wine and cellar master at the 
famous Sardine Factory 
Restaurant in Monterey, 
California, Dame is currently 
director of on-premise marketing 
for The Seagram Classics Wine 
Company. In addition to his wine, 
restaurant and marketing back-
ground, Dame has a degree in 
journalism and communications, is 
a professional wine judge, a mem-
ber of too many wine societies to 
mention, and a syndicated colum-
Wine Selection 
& Best Rated 
Clos DuBois 
1997 Merlot $22.00 
Alexander Valley, California, 
Reserve 
1998 Pinot Noir $15.75 
Sonoma County, California 
1997 Syrah $16.00 
Alexander Valley, California, 
Reserve 
1997 Tempranillo $20.00 
Alexander Valley, California, 
Reserve 
Tempus Two Wines 
1998 Shiraz $25.00 
Vine Vale Vineyard, Australia 
1999 Chardonnay $14.00 
California, Cowra 
Venezia 
1997 Chardonnay $20.00 
Regusci Vineyards, California 
1997 Sangiovese $24.00 
California, Nuovo Mondo 
William Hill Winery 
1997 Merlot 
Napa Valley, California 
$22.00 
by Bill Anthony 
Atlas Peak 
1997 Sangiovese $30.00 
Napa Valley, California, Reserve 
1996 Cabemet Sauvignon $30.00 
Consenso Vineyard, Napa Valley, 
California 
1998 Chardonnay 
Napa Valley, California 
1997 Sangiovese 




1997 Cabernet Sauvignon $36.00 
Napa, California 
1997 Cabernet Sauvignon $42.00 
Napa, California, Reserve 
Beringer Founder's Estate 
1997 Merlot $9.99 
California 
1998 Pinot Noir $9.99 
California 
Buena Vista Cameros Estate 
1996 Cabernet Sauvignon $18.00 
Cameros, California, Estate 
1996 Merlot $19.00 
Cameros, California, Estate 
1997 Pinot Noir $16.50 
Cameros, California, Estate 
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Residential Real Estate Builders Serving the Inland Empire 
Firm 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
Lewis Homes 
1. 1156 N. Mountain Ave 
Upland, CA 91786 
The Forecast Group 
2. 10670 Civic Center Dr. 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
Richmond American Homes 
3. 16845 Von Kannan, Ste. 100 
Irvine, CA 92606 
Ryland Homes 
4. 5740 Fleet St., Ste. 200 







Centur)• Crowell Communications 100,000,000 
S. 1535 South "D" St., Stc. 200 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
U.S. Home Corp. Central Calif. Div. 74,000,000 
6. 8577 !Iaven Ave., Ste. 20 I 
Rancho Cucamonga, C A 91730 
Sheffield Homes 
7. 3400 Central Ave. 
Rivmide, CA 92506 
MBK Homes Ltd. 
8. 175 Technology Dr. 
lrvme, CA 92618 
65,000,000 
37,500,000 
Fieldstone Communities, Inc. 30,000,000 
9. 14 Corporate Plaza (Inland Emptre) 
ewport Beach, CA 92660 
Young Homes 27,400,000 
10. 10390 Commerce Center Dr., Ste. 250 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
Granite Homes, Inc. 
11. 2755 E. Main St., Ste. 210 
Irvine, CA 9261 4 
26,000,000 
Diversified Pacific Dev. Group 18,000,000 
12. 10621 Civic Center Dr, '2nd Floor 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
Fiesta Development, Inc. 15,000,000 
13. 14785 Village Dr 
Fontana, CA 92337 
World Development, Inc. 
14. 74·333 Htghwa~ Ill , #103 
Palm De~ert, CA 92260 
14,050,000 
Ra11ked by \ale\ 'lriJIIIIIU' 
ales $ umber of nits Units Constructed in 2000 
200 I Projection Total Single Apts. Condos/ 
Family Town Homes 
SBOO,OOO,OOO 3,634 3,634 0 0 
357,500,000 1,610 1,610 0 0 
280,000,000 765 765 0 0 
230,000,000 770 770 0 0 
122,640,000 453 453 0 0 
102,000,000 287 287 0 0 
68,000,000 202 202 0 0 
70,000,000 136 136 0 0 
30,000,000 200 200 0 0 
38,500,000 184 184 0 0 
48,000,000 124 124 0 0 
29,500,000 40 40 0 0 
20,000,000 130 130 0 0 
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J. Pavelak/H. Crowell 
CWEOs 
(909)381-6007 {3'd 1-0041 
centuryvintage.com 










Steven C. Cameron 
Division President 
(949) 640-9090ml-9652 
John R. Young 
President 
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Daniel KasseVBJ. Delzer 
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Matthew A. Jordan 
Co-Managing Member 
(909) 481-1150/481-1154 





(760) 568-2955/5684 335 
stokes@world-development.com 
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Compaq ... 
continued from page 3 
New Jer;ey. All facilities handle the 
customtzation and distribution of 
Compaq PC products. 
FaciJjty Description 
The Ontario facility, as part of the 
Compaq Direct operation, serves 234 
major accounts. Originally, Houston, 
Texas was the manufacturing hub, but 
there has been a fundamental shift in 
the way the business operates, and the 
supply chain has been treamlined, 
explained David L Fusco, area director 
rePLANET™ ... 
continued from page 3 
electro-optical recognition technology. 
TOMRA will have a total of 42 
locations in full operation at selected 
Southern California Stater Bros. , 
Ralphs and Albertsons supermarkets 
by the end of May, with a national roll-
out to follow 
Californ.a was chosen by 
TOMRA as the worldwide testing 
ground for this new consumer recy-
cling concept. "Californian are quite 
environmentally minded and buy 
more than 12 billion carbonated drinks 
in aluminum, glass, plastic and 
bi-metal containers each year," says 
Greg Garvey, head of Global Busines 
Development for TOMRA "With the 
succe of our initial 10 sites, 
California has proven to be the perfect 
environment for the launch of our 
global recycling movement." 
"We have been very pleased to be 
part of the rePLANET project," says 
Don Baker, senior VP of Stater Bros. 
"rePLANET adds value to our shop-
pers and has brought new customers 
that come in to redeem cash for their 
rePLANET receipts." 
About rePI.ANET Recycling 
Centers 
Tuesdays through Saturdays from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., rePLANET visitors 
are greeted by trained recycling spe-
cialists - on hand to answer ques-
tions, demonstrate TOMRA's auto-
mated recycling machines and distrib-
ute informative free brochures and 
seed packets. For added convenience, 
rePLANETs recycling machines are 
self-serve during normal store hours 
(available 24 hours at some markets). 
for Southern California. 
Customers are looking to purchase 
equtpment from Compaq m a direct 
manner o they have flextbtlity in 
betng able to order custom products 
and have those products delivered and 
used as they choose. 
The facihty customize and dis-
tributes Compaq desktop products with 
the objective of providing a system 
ready for deployment within a cus-
tomer's environment without any addi-
tional configuration required on their 
part. 
Compaq Direct assembles com-
puters beginning with components 
(i.e., hard drives, motherboards, mem-
Unlike other recycling facilities, 
100 percent of all CRY glass, alu-
minum, and plastic is recycled through 
every rePLANET recycling center. 
"We want to be the StarbucksTM of the 
recycling business," adds Garvey. 
"With a clean attractive facility, 
trained specialists available to answer 
recycling question , and fun to use 
recycling machines, we hope to create 
a favorable recycling experience that 
will keep people coming back again 
and again." 
The new rePLANET locations 
will be supported by a local radio and 
print advertising campaign featuring 
the company's tag line, "Do More 
Than Recycle, rePLANET!" A com-
munity-minded organization, 
n:PLANET will donate one tree for 
every 200,000 beverage container 
recycled at participating Southern 
California rePLANET recycling loca-
tions. 
The Technology Behind rePI.ANET 
Each rePLANET center contains 
two of the world's fastest recycling 
machines, capable of accepting unsort-
ed cans and bottles at the rate of 60 
uniL<; per minute. Powered by elec-
tro-optical recognition technology, the 
TOMRA machines house internal 
cameras that take pictures at the rate of 
25 per second, recognizing and count-
ing each container. The machine then 
computes the redemption value and 
provides a receipt redeemable for cash 
in the adjacent supermarket. A first for 
the recycling business, rePLANET 
machines also have the ability to print 
grocery coupons directly onto the cash 
redemption receipts. 
rePLANET was creaiCd by 
TOMRA, the leading international 
provider of recycling technology, serv-
ice and solutions. 
oty module , 
etc.) all the way 
to the final prod-
uct. 
• Compaq Dtrect 
also customizes 
already complet-
ed systems and 
offers faster, 
more fluid order 
fulfillment. 
Compaq Direct Customization and Distribution Center in 
• Compaq Direct 's Ontario -company photo 
PC revenue in-
creased 27.5 percent in the third quar-
ter of2000. 
• The Compaq Direct operation 
employs up to 2,500 individuals across 
12 locations in North America. 
• Compaq Direct has become the man-
ufacturing arm for the majority of the 
Compaq desktop products in North 
America. 
• Combined, all four major Compaq 
Direct facilities have the capacity to 
assemble up to 10,000 desktop prod-
ucts a day. 
• More than 230 companies - from 
tiny startups to huge operations, use 
the Compaq Direct facilities to pur-
chase their desktop products. 
Compaq retained its No. I position in 
menting on the company's innovative 
policies and the use of advanced tech-
nology to solve any problem or com-
plete any project a client needs, no mat-
ter how complex - in an efficient, 
highly organized and timely manner. 
"We try to do it faster and better," he 
said. The center operates five days a 
week, 24 hours a day, and is capable of 
24n when required. 
A few of Compaq Direct's many 
technological breakthroughs include: 
• The first company to offer a I GHz 
chip in a con umer PC when it 
unveiled Presario 5900Z Series PCs in 
March, 2000 featuring the I GHzAMD 
Athlon processor. 
• First to offer consumers the 
latest 700MHz Intel Pentium 
III processors with 
SpeedStep™ technology in the 
Presario 1800 series of note-
book PCs in April2000. 
lntenor view of Compaq's "clean room" com-
puter manufacwnng and distnburwn center 111 
Ontano. 
• In February, 2000, the French 
Atomic Energy Commission 
selected Compaq to build a 
mas ·ive supercomputer that 
will be the largest in Europe. 
Based on AlphaServer systems 
running Tru64 UNIX, the 
the worldwide PC market in the first 
quarter of 2000 with a 13 percent mar-
ket share, according to both Dataquest 
and International Data Corp. 
It ts ranked No. 20 in the 2000 
Fortune 500 listing of U.S. companies 
according to annual revenues. Compaq 
i ranked No. 87 on Fortune's 1999 
Global500 list. 
As the only Worldwide Prime 
Integrater for Microsoft Windows NT, 
Compaq computing platforms running 
Mtcrosoft Windows 2000 are the most 
stable and reliable platforms in the 
market today. 
Leadership in Technology 
"We keep our technology a<, fresh 
as possible," noted Gary Stemberg, 
regional dtrector of manufactunng and 
customization servtces, while com-
supercomputer will use more 
than 2,500 Alpha processors to handle 
workloads of up to five trillion opera-
tions per second. 
• In April, 2000, with its AlphaServer 
Tru64 UNIX-based system the most 
powerful non-government supercom-
puting facility in the world, Celera 
Genomtcs announced it has completed 
the sequencing phase of a human's 
genetic material (genome). 
• Compaq and The Walt Disney Co. 
announced a 10-year corporate alliance 
highlighted by Compaq's sponsor hip 
of the new Mission: SPACE attraction 
at the Walt Disney World Resort in 
Florida. The pact will enable Disney's 
theme park guests to enjoy entertain-
ment and dtscovery experiences based 
on enttrely new combinations of imag-
ination and technologtcal innovation. 
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Welfare ... 
continued from page 31 
On the other hand, at least some 
of this demand will no doubt disap-
pear during the next cyclical down-
turn. Some recipients who cannot 
find employment at that time will be 
el igible for unemployment insur-
ance, and many others will return to 
the welfare rolls (the growth of 
which will likely be financed out of 
TANF surpluses that many states 
are now accumulating). But orne 
will not be e ligible for either pro-
gram becau e of time limits in the 
case of TANF and insufficient prior 
earnings, or other reasons in the 
case of unemployment insurance. 
The eligibility for either program 
among low-income males with little 
recent labor market experience will 
also be quite low, thus denying the 
children of these (often noncustodi-
al) father an additional source of 
support. 
Just how many will fall into 
this category is unclear and will 
depend on factors such as the sever-
ity and duration of the downturn. 
Nevertheless, other arrangements 
will need to be made to preserve 
some "safety net" for such individu-
als. These might include: 
• A special unemployment 
insurance program for tho e who do 
not qualify for the u ual program, as 
well as reforms in the unemploy-
ment insurance system that might 
make it easier for low-wage work-
ers with limited experience to qual-
ify; 
• More community service jobs 
for welfare recipients during this 
time period; and 
• Temporary suspensions of 
time limits o r work requirements 
under the current TANF system, 
perhaps linked to state-level unem-
ployment rates. 
This approach and its imple-
mentation raise several question . 
For instance, exactly who might be 
eligible for the community service 
jobs or special unemployment 
in urance funds? Who would 
administer the program? How 
would state and federal funding be 
balanced? At a minimum, there 
needs to be more discussion of and 
planning for this period, at both the 
federal and state levels. Discussions 
regarding the reauthorization of 
TANF during the next year or two 
would be a perfect occasion for 
addressing these issues. 
Improving Access to Jobs 
When the labor market devel-
op more slack, the relatively limit-
ed access of many welfare recipi-
ents (especially inner-city minori-
ties) to suburban jobs may be more 
of a problem than it is currently. 
Improv ing acces · through innova-
tive approaches to transportation 
and job placement might become a 
more pressing need. In fact, several 
federal initiatives (such a the 
"Bridges to Work" and "Access to 
Jobs" programs run by the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban 
Development) have already been 
implemented, as well as several at 
the s tate level. However, the scale 
of such efforts remains limited, and 
the problems a sociated with pro-
viding public transit access to outly-
ing suburban employers remain 
substantial. We thus need continu-
ing efforts to improve transportation 
to jobs by state and local agencies. 
More generall y, the data pre-
sented here uggest that local wel-
fare-to-work agencies and other 
intermediaries can help recipients 
overcome some of the difficulties in 
gaining access to employers and 
achieving basic employability. But 
since relatively few employers in 
any given area have contact with 
these agencies, improving funding 
for their effort and raising their 
outreach to local employer commu-
nitie might be worthwh ile goal . 
Improving Job Performance and 
Retention 
The need to improve retention 
and especially to reduce absen-
teeism among at least some current 
or former welfare recipients in the 
workplace remains strong. 
Improved access to reliable trans-
portation and child care will certain-
ty help deal with these problems. 
But local workforce boards and 
agencies need to focus more broad-
ly on retention issues, rather than 
simply job placements for recipi-
ents. 
Approaches to job retention 
often include the provision of sup-
port services and counseling to both 
employers and employees in the 
workplace. Unfortunately, we have 
little clear evidence to date on suc-
cessful models for improving job 
retention. The results in the Post 
Employment Service Demon-
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stration (spon ored by the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human 
Service ) have not been encourag-
ing to date, though other strategic 
offer omewhat greater promi e 
(Rangarajan, 1998). Continued 
experimentation with and evalua-
tion of different approaches in thi · 
area should remain a high priority 
for state and local agencies. 
Employment for the Hardest to 
Serve 
Given that skill requirements on 
jobs filled by welfare recipients are 
generally not trivial, and that many 
long-term recipients have poor 
kills and other personal character-
i tics that limit thei r employability, 
we may need to either improve their 
ski lls o r develop various public sec-
tor employment options (at least in 
the s hort run) for the most disad-
vantaged portion of the caseload. 
The need to improve the skills 
of welfare recipients is ometimes 
seen as contrary to the "work fi rst" 
notion that i embodied in most 
state-level welfare reform efforts. 
Indeed, programs that emphasize 
"work first" have generally proven 
to be more cost-effective than 
stand-alone training programs for 
this population. On the other hand, 
programs that combine some ele-
ment of both have often proven to 
be the most successful at raising the 
subsequent earning of disadvan-
taged recipients (Michalopoulo et 
al., 2000) . 
Public sector employment 
options might be useful for dealing 
with the most disadvantaged wel-
fare recipients, as well as for time 
periods and local areas in which job 
availability is limited (such as dur-
ing an economic downturn). These 
options might include various kinds 
of community service jobs or" hel-
tered workshops," ei ther as tran i-
tion to the private sector or as ends 
in themselves. Although these 
approaches have largely fallen out 
of favor in recent years, Ellwood 
and Welty (2000) review the evi-
dence on past programs and argue 
convinci ngly that such programs 
can be structured to provide useful 
public services, limited substitution 
for private sector employment, and 
subsequent gains for the individuals 
employed. 
Indeed, evidence on the 
Supported Work program for wel-
fare recipients indicates strong pos-
itive post-program effects on 
employment retention and earnings 
for very disadvantaged welfare 
recipients (Ham and Lalonde, 
1996). And, although most tates 
and local areas are not currentl y 
using these approaches, both New 
York City and Wisconsin have 
developed relatively large-scale 
programs of public employment as 
part of their welfare reform efforts. 
Serving Low-Income Fathers 
Many other groups face barrier 
in the labor market imilar to or 
even greater than those faced by 
welfare recipients. Indeed, employ-
er reluctance to hire from some of 
the e other stigmatized groups, uch 
as those w ith criminal records, is 
substantially stronger than for wel-
fare recipients, and they are the 
focus of much less assistance in the 
labor market today. 
Thus, effort to expand various 
kinds of training and assistance to 
low-income fathers and other disad-
vantaged groups are critical 
(Committee for Economic 
Development, 2000). In fact, low-
income young men and especially 
noncustodial fat hers are now eligi-
ble to participate in local welfare-
to-work programs, as well as the 
new Youth Opportunity grants to 
high-poverty neighborhoods across 
the country (both funded by the 
U.S. Department of Labor), and 
strong outreach is needed to ensure 
their participation in these effort . 
Given the very diverse and decen-
tralized nature of these programs, 
strong evaluation efforts to identify 
effective interventions are critical as 
well. 
In addition, efforts to deal 
specifically with the employment 
issues faced by those with criminal 
records, who are rapidly becoming 
a much larger part of the population, 
need to become a higher priority. 
Finally, we should consider making 
the Earned Income Tax Credit and 
o ther wage/ income supplements 
available to noncustodial father 
and other low-income men or 
women without children. 
For more infimnatwn or to oblain a 
copy of this repon, visit: www.ppic.org. 
-Repri1ued with pennission from the 
Public Policy IIIStitute of Califomin 
from Employers and Welfare RecipietUs: 
















EXECUTIVE TIME OUT 
Jack London State Historic Park-the Legacy of a Genius 
by Canulle Bounds, Travel Editor 
Jack London State Historic 
Park was created in 1959 when a 
small portion, about 40 acres, of 
London's 1 ,400-acre Beauty Ranch 
was acquired by the state, part ly 
through a gift from hi nephew and 
an heir to the London e tate. 
Additional acreage ha been 
added over the years so that today 
the park contains more than 800 
acres, including many of the ranch 
buildmgs and the cottage where 
London wrote much of hi later 
works. 
Jack London wa a great hu lk 
of a man known to be pa ionate, 
high strung and compassionate, 
with a great sense of humor. He 
tion, hundreds of hort stories, and 
numerou · articles on a varied range 
of subjects. 
everal of the books and many 
of the short stories are classics and 
have been tra nslated into 70 lan-
guages. He was a much sought after 
lecturer and acted as his own nego-
tiator with his agents and publish-
ers. He over aw the construction of 
his custom-built ailing boat, the 
famous "Snark," and the construc-
tion of Wolf House. 
Wolf House 
The trail to Wolf House is a lit-
tle more than a half-mile long and 
slopes gent ly downhill. It is recom-
mended that you allow an hour or 
more for the one-mile hike. 
Clwrma111 London bwlt the House of Happy 
U~//~ 111 1919 as her home base and a memonal 
IV her luHhand, John Gnffith "Jack ·• London, at 
their bel01·ed Beauty Ranch 
Mate rials from the area were 
carefully matched to blend 
and create a unique outside 
and interior. Boulders of 
maroon lava and redwood 
logs with the bark intact 
went into the outside walls. 
Redwood paneling made up 
the interior wall . The 
Spanish-style roof was dark 
red and matched the stone. 
There was a long indoor pool 
planned that was to be 
stocked with mountain bas'>. 
A library wa de igned on 
the first floor, and above that 
a special area located away 
from the rest of the house 
Wolf Hou e in many way . 
Charmain used this a her home 
base, since she traveled a great deal 
after her beloved husband's death. 
She pa ·sed away in 1955 at the age 
of 84. She dedicated the house as a 
memoria l to Jack London and a a 
museum that would display the 
London collection of photographs 
and exhibit . 
Many of the pieces of the furni-
ture in the house were designed and 
cu ·tom-built for u e in Wolf House. 
The library is furnished with equip-
ment from London' study: the big 
roll-top desk, the Dictaphone and 
orne of the other items on exhibit 
that were used by the writer. 
This interesting house ·hows 
the legacy that London left. Being 
able to see a number of editions of 
the "Sea Wolf' and "Call of the 
Wild" in 70 different languages, sit-
ting in a case-really brings home 
the range of the man. 
T he Beauty Ra nch Trail 
This half-mile long trail circles 
through the center of the 1,400 
acres of land that 
London called his 
"Beauty Ranch. " 
Between !905 and 
1916, London used 
this area to farm and 
·hare his advanced 
agricultural idea 
and experience . 
The G rave Site 
a kidney machine and transplant 
would have possibly saved his life.) 
If you go: Picnic tables and bar-
becue pits are available; ground 
fire and portable stoves are prohib-
ited. 
Park hours and descriptions of 
two self-guided tours are posted. 
The museum in the House of Happy 
Walls is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
daily, except Thanksgiving, 
Christmas and New Year's Day. 
There are a few rattlesnakes; 
don't bother them and they won 't 
bother you. There i also poison oak 
in the area. Be alert. 
Dogs must be kept on a leash 
and are not allowed in the museum 
or on the hiking trails. 
Park Admission: $5 per vehicle; 
$4 per senior vehicle, and $1 per 
dog. Call for bus and group rates. 
Jack London State Historic Park is 
located at 2400 London Ranch 
Road in Glen Ellen, California 
95442. Call (707) 938-5216 for 
more information. 














describes h1mself in this quote from 
a letter written to a friend better 
than anything anyone could write 
about him: " I would rather be ashes 
than dust! I wou ld rather that my 
spark should bum ou t in a bri ll iant 
blaze than it should be stifled by dry 
rot I would rather be a superb mete-
or, every atom of me in magnificent 
glow. than a sleepy and permanent 
planet. The proper function of man 
is to hve. not to exist. I shall not 
waste my days 10 trying to prolong 
them. I '>hall use my time." 
would have provided a large work-
room for London. A fireproof vault 
in the basement wa designed to 
hold his collection of manu cripts 
and valuables. 
The grave ite is 
a hort, approximate-
ly 10-minute hike 
from the main house. 
Jack London's and his 
Charmain's ashes 
were placed on a li ttle 
- l'lll.illlt!-t_ 
And use his time he did, in the 
scant 40 years he walked the earth 
he propelled himself from a hard, 
poor childhood in the factories and 
wa terfront d ives of We I OakJand, 
California. He did not s top or look 
back. Between 1 900 and 1916 he 
completed more than 50 books, 
including both fi ction and nonfic-
The entire house stood on an 
extra-thick concrete s lab that was 
intended to stabilize the house in an 
earthquake. Double-thick concrete 
walls were intended to be fireproof. 
On Aug. 22, 1913, plan to move 
the custom-made furniture and per-
sonal belongings were ready, when 
word came that the complete hou e 
had burned- leaving a stone, hol-
lowed out hulk of a destroyed 
dream. T he remains can be seen on 
the tour and an eerie feeling of what 
might have been hovers here. 
The House of Happy Walls 
T his house was built by 
Charmain London in 19 19 and is a 
smaller, more formal vers ion of 
This moss covered chunk of red lava creates a pastoral 
scene that marks the location of the urn containing the 
ashes of the legendary Jack London, 1876-1916, a 
"superb met or" of his own era and of all time. 
hill close beside the plain wooden 
headboards that marked the graves of 
two pioneer children. (This spot was 
his reque.t before he died.) 
I lis final ceremony was simple, 
without ritual, attended by a few 
member of London's immediate 
fami ly, an old friend, and workmen 
from the ranch. A small copper urn 
wreathed wi th primroses was 
placed with in a specially made 
cement receptacle, under a great 
block of red lava. London died on 
Nov. 22, 1916 of gastroi ntestinal 
uremic poisoning. (Ironically, today 
Jack London State Park is right 
next door to the little town of 
Sonoma in Northern California. 
(About 41 1 mi les N. of Los 
Angeles. Call AAA in your area for 
exact directions if you are going to 
drive. Bus, air and train transporta-
tion is also available. This is also a 
great area for wineri es and 
ant iques.) 
Camille Bounds is the travel editor 
for Sunrise Publ ications, the 
Inland Empire Business Journal 
and the San Gabriel Business 
Press. 
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SIJC Communications and Compaq Corporation Offer New Program 
SBC Communications Inc., 
the nation's leading provider of 
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) 
service, and parent company of 
Pacific Bell, has announced a 
new broadband promotion with 
Compaq Corp., that allows cus-
tomers who order SBC Basic 
High-Speed DSL Internet 
Service with Prodigy to pur-
chase one of three DSL-
equipped Presario PCs from 
Compaq, discounted up to $500. 
SBC began this promotion last 
year, with the opt1on of only one 
PC. This new offer represents 
additional PC choices, at even 
greater discounts. 
The promotion began Feb. 1 
in all SBC regions and is 
launched in conjunction with a 
new no-term offer for Basic 
DSL Internet service with 
P rodigy from SBC In ternet 
Services (SBCIS), for $49.95 a 
month. For customers who do 
not choose the DSL/PC option, 
the modem is discounted to $99. 
To offer additional flexibility, 
customers can also sign a one-
year contract at the same rate, 
and receive a full rebate o n the 
modem. The $50 provisioning 
fee will be waived for customers 
who order the DSL-Prodigy 
service online from SBCIS. 
"Through this innovative 
new program with Compaq, we 
are helping make high-speed 
DSL Internet service an even 
more attractive and affordable 
option for our customers," said 
Jaso n Few, vice president of 
broadband services for SBC. " A 
high-speed DSL connection 
enables customers to experience 
the Internet ' s full potential, 
including bemg able to more 
fully enjoy bandwidth-rich 
applications, such as: streaming 
video and audio, online interac-
tive games, distance learning, e-
commerce, and virtual private 
networks." 
Customers interested in the 
DSL/PC promotion can order 
SBC Basic DSL Internet service 
with Prodigy with no-term obli-
gation, and purchase one of 
three discounted Compaq DSL-
equipped PCs already equipped 
with a DSL modem and ISP soft-
ware from SBCIS. The comput-
ers range from a 700 Mhz sys-
tem, priced at $674 - a $225 
discount off the retail price, to a 
1.2 Ghz system, priced at $1,879 
- a $500 discount off retail. 
The Desert Willow Golf Clubhouse, co/IStructed by Doug/a.~ E. Barnhart Inc. for 
the city of Palm Desert, has been cited by Crmenden Go/fine. magaz1ne a~ one of 
the best new cluhlwuses in the nation. The prOJect, de.l"lgm•d by The Dah/111 Group 
of Carlsbad and Impactlntenors ofCoto de Caza, impressed the Judges by /IS flex-
Ible and efficient design. 
"Compaq is pleased to be 
working with SBC on a promo-
tion that for the first time offers 
a choice of three DSL-equipped 
PCs, meeting a range of con-
sumer budget and performance 
needs," said Mike Larson, senior 
vice president and general man-
ager, Compaq Consumer Group. 
continued on page 58 
UCR Is Named Headquarters for 
Clean Air Project at National Parks 
The University of California, 
Riverside has been tapped by the 
Western Regional Air Partnership 
(WRAP) as headquarters for a new 
$1 million RegiOnal Modeling 
Center that will help clear the haze 
from views around the jagged edge 
of the Grand Canyon, or in front of 
Yosemite's famous "Half Dome." 
Scientists at the Bourne 
College of Engineering Center for 
Environmental Research and 
Technology (CE-CERT) will use 
ophisticated computer models to 
help Western states comply with 
the Clean Air Act's mandate to 
improve visibility in national parks 
and wilderness areas, including the 
Grand Canyon, Yosemite and 
Yellowstone. 
This Regional Modeling 
Center at VCR will be the common 
scientific resource for a number of 
Western states, including: 
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, 
Montana, Wyoming, North Dakota, 
South Dakota, California, Utah, 
Colorado, Arizona, and New 
Mexico, as well as for tribal nations 
in the region. The center will also 
work with the Department of the 
Interior, the Department of 
Agriculture, and the Environmental 
Protection Agency. The EPA pro-
vided the funding to WRAP for this 
project. 
Road dust, smoke from fires, 
vehicle exhaust, and industrial pol-
lution are all part of the "curtain of 
haze" that obscures the nation's 
best views of pristine natural set-
tings. This is not just an environ-
mental problem, but also an eco-
nomic one for states that rely on 
tourism. 
"Recognizing both the aesthet-
ic and economic value of unim-
paired views, Western states and 
tribes have embarked on an ambi-
tious program to address the prob-
lem," sa1d Patrick Cummins, co-
project manager of WRAP. WRAP 
is comprised of a voluntary coali-
tion of federal , state, and tribal 
leaders in the Western U.S., work-
ing together to improve visibility in 
wilderness areas on the Colorado 
Plateau. 
CE-CERT, located two miles 
from the main VCR campus, will 
hold training sessions for the 
WRAP members, focusing on the 
be t ways to boost air quality and 
visibility in a given area. 
"We will run air quality model 
to simulate haze throughout the 
U.S.," stated Gail Tonnesen, proj-
ect director and manager of envi-
ronmental modeling at CE-CERT. 
"We can use the computer models 
to test the cost-effectiveness and 
the benefits of each strategy for 
improving visibility." She noted 
that the computer modeling allows 
scientists to choo e the strategies 
that are most likely to succeed in a 
real-world setting. 
"The tates and tribes have dis-
cretion to adopt a particular plan 
for improving air quality, but they 
will be using science from our 
model to inform that decision," 
Tonnesen said. 
VCR has a history of research 
expertise in both the chemistry and 
computer modeling aspects of air 
pollution. James Lents, CE-
CERT's manager of environmental 
policy studies and a co-director of 
this project, has 27 years of regula-
tory experience as head of the 
Colorado Air Quality program and 
the South Coast Air Quality 
Management District. 
CE-CERT carries out $6 mil-
lion in research each year, funded 
by sources as diverse as the EPA 
and Ford Motor Company. The 
center's mission is to play the role 
of " honest broker" between private 
industry and government agencies 
on the topic of air pollution. 
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· Statler's Best Bets 
Statler s Best Entertainment Bets -S. Earl Statler is the Inland Empire Business Journal entertainment critic and reporter and 
has been the entertainment editor of the "Inland Empire TV News" for the last five years. He has reported the Inland Empire 
! " "iif'V I . ~ • entmawment <eene fo' nwe than 30 yws and is also an a"omplished srage and TV acroo as well as an inremarionally-
• =- Di~;;;t:;d';~ch$ki"~4'biJii~=s'E~;;;;i~n 
It seems just yesterday that I put 
on my first set of Mickey Mouse ears 
and went off exploring "The 
Happiest Place on Earth." The fact is 
my first outing of the mouse king-
dom was 45 years ago; and over 
four-and-a-half decades I have 
always had a soft spot in my heart for 
things Disney. 
Like Peter Pan, I have always 
had an adventurous spirit, you might 
say .. .it's the kid in me who won't 
grow up! California has always 
inspired an adventurous spirit in its 
visitors and residents. Celebrating 
the heritage and fun of this amazing 
state is Disney's California 
Adventure, which will be the center-
piece of a $1.4 billion expansion of 
the Disneyland Resort in Anaheim 
that also includes the opening of 
Downtown Disney, a 300,000-
square-foot dining and entertainment 
district, and the luxurious, 750-room 
Craftsman-style Disneyland Grand 
Californian Hotel. 
Downtown Disney and the 
Disneyland Californian Hotel 
opened to the public on Jan. 12. 
Disney's California Adventure, 
Disney's entirely new theme park, 
open its doors on Feb. 8, 2001. 
Disney's California Adventure 
"California represents fun, cele-
bration, excitement, diversity and 
freedom," says Barry Braverman, 
Walt Disney Imagineering executive 
producer for Disney's California 
Adventure Park, the newest and, in 
some ways, most unusual theme park 
in the Disney family. Located direct-
ly across from Disneyland® Park in 
Anaheim, Disney's California 
Adventure has its own distinctive 
identity, separate from the classic, 
original Disneyland. "There's a kind 
of brash California attitude that we 
wanted to capture," Braverman says. 
"Much more pop culture and MTV 
with a little tongue-in-cheek thrown 
in. It's shorthand, impressionistic 
and cinematic." 
With a brand new theme park, a 
handsome new hotel and a new 
shopping, dining and entertainment 
area, The Disneyland® Resort© in 
Southern California is acquiring a 
whole new identity as a vacation des-
tination. How did Imagineering, the 
design and engineering division of 
WaJt Disney Parks & Resorts, tackle 
the creation of the new park? 
"First thing, we threw out the 
rule book," Braverman explains. The 
park is divided into three primary 
"lands" - Golden State, Paradise 
Pier and Hollywood Pictures Backlot 
- each layered with myriad themed 
experiences that celebrate the 
California dream. "This is a 
park that is very open in its views," 
says Braverman. "You can stand at 
the park's entry plaza and see the 
gateway to Golden State; you can see 
the California Grizzly Bear icon high 
atop Grizzly Peak; you can see the 
gates to Hollywood; and you can see 
Paradise Pier's massive roller coast-
er, along with so much more. Here 
we have a park that embraces 'visual 
intrusion' and turns it into an attrib-
• ute that draws guests into the envi-
ronment and the excitement happen-
ing throughout. The challenges in 
creating such a park were formida-
ble. 
"When we started working on it, 
there was a tremendous amount of 
suspicion in the air because it was so 
different," Braverman recalls. "This 
wasn't to be a theme park in the tra-
ditional Disney sense." In August, 
1995, Braverman, who has spent the 
previous J 7 year~ creatively 
involved in Epcot at Walt Disney 
World, attended a high-level man-
agement brains1orming session 
which gave birth to the "celebrate 
California" theme park idea. Soon 
afterward he was offered the oppor-
tunity to put together a team to devel-
op and design the park. 
"There had already been a con-
siderable amount of business and 
ma'>ter planning work done that wa<; 
carried over from the • WESCOT' 
project, the initial concept for the 
second gate in Anaheim," he recalls. 
"Although that idea was tabled, the 
experience taught us a great deal, in 
spite of the major obstacles we had to 
overcome in designing Disney 's 
California Adventure. 
"Usually we' re working in a 
completely green field situation and 
we locale a site to fit the idea, much 
like what was done for Disney's 
Animal Kingdom at Walt Disney 
World in Florida. In this case, we 
knew where we were going to build 
it and the space clearly has con-
straints such as size, configuration 
could only occupy a certain amount 
of acreage. We knew that we needed 
an entrance opposite Disneyland. We 
knew we wanted a specific size hotel 
on the property and we knew we 
needed to attain expansion for park-
ing. It was an urban planning puzzle 
and we had to make all the pieces 
fit." 
While Disney's California 
Adventure is designed in broad 
scope, it also maintains a unique inti-
Paradise Pier by night-After dark, the Paradise Pier area in Disney's California 
Adventure Park will be even more reminiscent of the Golden State's age of beach-
front amusement parks. The panorama extends from the "Golden Screamin" roller 
coaster to the giant Sun Wheel, the twin towers of the "Maliboomer" and the dis-
tinctive Orange Stinger. 
and the fact that it was completely 
surrounded by an urban environ-
ment. We had to work our ideas 
inside that framework." In addition, 
while Braverman and his team , 
worked on the Disney's California 
Adventure project, there wa<; a larger 
Disneyland Resort master plan that 
encompassed Disneyland Park, 
Disney's California Adventure, 
hotels and a new entertainment 
venue called Downtown Disney®. 
This master plan was being 
simultaneously developed through a 
unique Disney partnership with the 
city of Anaheim. "Disney's 
California Adventure required a very 
unusual kind of design process," says 
' Braverman. "We knew the park 
macy, according to Braverman. "You 
can navigate easily in this park and, 
in that way, it feels intimate and 
understandable. Then as you wander 
into an area, Hollywood Pictures 
Backlot for example, you become 
immersed in that experience. There's 
a combination of comfortable large 
view and overpowering short view 
that happens." 
He goes on to explain, "Disney's 
California Adventure was planned to 
enhance, not compete, with the 
Disneyland Park experience. 
Frankly, if we had tried to compete 
with Disneyland on its own terms, 
we would have failed. "Disneyland 
is a classic, it's the original and it's 
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l\1ANAGER'S BOOKSHELF 
This Isn't Your Father's J\.fass Media! 
"The • Revenge of Brand X: 
How to Build a Big Time Brand 
on the Web or Anywhere Else," 
by Bob Frankel; Frankel & 
Anderson, Inc., Los Angeles, 
California; 2000; 272 pages; 
$36.95. 
The author may well be the 
only marketing guru who makes 
sense of " branding" products and 
services on the Internet. His copy 
grabs you by the lapels as he vir-
tually gets in your face shouting, 
"This isn't your father 's mass 
media!" He might have added 
that it isn ' t your father 's notion 
of branding, either. Strangely 
enough, it may well have been 
within your great-grandfather's. 
Rob Frankel comes across as 
an author and marketer who is 
brash to the point of being 
obnoxiously egotistical. He's 
brash because he has taken a very 
old concept that had fallen out of 
favor-total customer orienta-
tion-brought it up to date, and 
showed how it applied to the 
World Wide Web. He 's obnox-
iously egotistical because he has 
repackaged this concept as his 
own. There's just one thing: he 
may have earned a fair claim to 
those bragging rights. The appli-
cation of his ideas about brand-
ing to the Internet are innovative, 
persuasive, ingenious, and prob-
ably correct. 
All the recently minted 
MBAs will have to go back to 
school for a refresher course in 
branding. More likely, they'll 
have to start by re-reading a 
chapter or two of David Ogilvy, 
an advertising guru from the 
1950s, who defined marketing by 
_ mass media. Or perhaps they'll 
peruse _Ted Levitt, the Yale pro-
fessor who resurrected customer-
oriented marketing for the sec-
ond half of the 20th Century. 
Right after that, they may be 
ready to tackle Rob Frankel. 
Even though Frankel may see 
himself as somewhat of an icon-
oclast, he's actually one more in 
a line of marketers who were 
able to see clearly events that 
shape customer buying habits. 
Other marketers look at the 
Internet and say, "There go my 
people. I must find out where 
they are going so that I can lead 
them." On the other hand, 
Frankel supports the view that, 
" Mass media is no longer con-
troll ed by four networks and five 
pub! ishers." In other words, 
thanks to the Web, most cus-
tomers will no longer be couch 
potatoes with brains fried-cour-
tesy of the 24-hour wrestling net-
work. Marketers who treat them 
that way will lose market share. 
The author notes: "The Web 
is a user-driven medium, users 
decide what they want and when 
they want it. But implicit in that 
model is the fact that unlike tra-
ditional media users, Web users 
go online seeking solutions to 
their problems. They rarely go on 
to be sold on goods and services 
they don ' t need or want. Yet all 
non- ' Big Time Brands ' still pres-
ent themselves in a self-congrat-
ulatory way that ignores their 
prospects ' wants and needs. And 
that's why so many traditional 
' brands ' fail on the Web. " 
What many marketers fail to 
understand is the meaning of 
Frankel 's prime directive: 
"Branding is not about getting 
your prospects to choose you 
over your competition; it's about 
getting your prospects to see you 
as the only solution to their prob-
lems." Frankel also offers com-
mon sense rules about marketing, 
including: "Brand to an audience 
who realistically might buy." In 
other words, have some idea of 
who you want as a customer. 
Chapter 7 ("Before & After") 
is one of the more fascinating 
segments of the book because 
Frankel cites specific real life 
examples of great branding. 
While briefly exploring these 
examples, he makes the point 
that branding creates market 
value regardless of the inherent 
or added value put into it. Well-
written and brashly innovative, 
"The Revenge of Brand X" takes 
you on an exciting tour of mar-
keting's future. While it's true 
that Frankel doesn't give good 
humble, he generates valuable 
ideas at a breakneck pace. 
The book's price may seem 
high, and you'll either have to go 
online to get it or ask your book-
store to order it, but when you 
get it ... you'll be hooked. 
-Henry Holtzman 
Best-selling Business Books 
Here are the current top 10 best·selling books for business. The Jist is compiled based on information received from retail 
bookstores throughout the U.S.A 
I. "Fish! A Remarkable Way to Boost Morale and Improve Results," by S. Lundin, J. Christiansen, & H. Paul (Hyperion $19.95) 
Putting fun and games back into daily work. (3) • 
2. "First, Break All the Rules," by Marcus Buckingham and Curt Coffman (Simon & Schuster) (1 )* •• Great managers break the con-
ventional rules about management. 
3. "The Richest Man in Babylon," by GeorgeS. Clason (Dutton $6.99) (4) A basic primer on investing. 
4. "Rich Dad, Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do Not," by Robert T. 
K.iyosaki and Sharon L. Lechler (Warner Books $15.95) (2)••• It takes know-how about using money to become rich. 
5. "The Fourth Mega-Market: Now Through 2011," by Ralph Acampora (Hyperion $24.95) (9) The next raging bull market is ready 
to come out of its pen. 
6. "B2B Exchanges," by Arthur B. Sculley & Arthur Scully (lSI Publications $27.50) (5) Why more business-to-business commerce 
is now done on the Web. 
7. "The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big Difference," by Malcolm Gladwell (Little Brown & Co. $24.05) (6) The 
dynamics behind sudden social changes affecting business. 
8. "When Genius Failed: The Rise and Fall of Long-Term Capital Management," by Roger Lowenstein (Random House $26.95) (7) 
How the money markets took a Nobel prizewinner for a ride. · 
9. "The Millionaire Mind," by Thomas J. Stanley (Andrews & McMeel $26.95) (8) Millionaires give interviews about what makes 
them tick. 
10. "Six Sigma," by Mikel J. Harry and Richard Schroeder (Doubleday $27.50) (10) How a new approach to quality control yields 
more profits. 
*(1)- Indicates a book's previous position on the list. 
• .. -Indicates a book previously on the list is back on it. 
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Armand Skin Care, 37115 
Marber Dr., Rancho Mirage, 
CA 92270-2234, Jon 
Charles Poling 
Charles Partnership, 
75091 Saint Charles PI 
Palm Desert, CA 92211·~ 
9056, !;Iizabeth Beroi-
Rinder 
St. Helena Resident Care 
For Elderly, 1 0348 1Oth 
Ave., Hesperia, CA 92345-
2616, George Karkaletsis 
St. Helens Medical 
Pharmacy, 17577 Arrow 
Blvd., Fontana, CA 92335-
4006, Yu Chang 
Priority One Alarms, 2922 
Mill Creek Rd., Ontario, CA 
91761-0261, Jeff Crittenden 
Pro Beauty Supply & 
Salon, 1374 W. Foothill 
Blvd. Ste. C, Rialto, CA 
92376-4667, Changwan 
Om 
Pro Ceramic Tile, 3756 
Wrangler Pl., Ontario, CA 
91761-9132, Ulia Montes 
Pro Cleaning Solutions, 
2872 Sonoma Dr., 
Riverside, CA 92504-4318, 
Salvador Acosta 
Pro Dealer Mktg., 31537 
Emperor Dr., Canyon Lake, 
CA 92587-7745, Stephen 
Pease 
Pro Dent Lab, 12155 
Magnolia Ave., Ste. 4C, 
Riverside, CA 92503-4969, 
Nada Salloum 
St. Paul Gems & Minerals, 
P.O. Box 4147, Ontario, CA 
91761-1009, Luis De Los 
.Santos 
Stadium Insurance 
Agency, 6909 Saddleback 
Pl., Alta Lorna, CA 91701-
4853, Jody Garcia 
Staff Checko Inc., 6833 
Indiana Ave., Ste. 205, 
Riverside, CA 92506-4223, 
Stephen Schifatis 
Star Dental Group, 12729 · 
Foothill Blvd. Ste. A, 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
91739-93~, Etemadi Star 
De 
Star Satellite, 6667 Indiana 
Ave., Ste. F, Riverside, CA 
92506-4335, Andrew Nishi 
Star Wholesale, 535 
Tennis Court Ln., San 
Bernardino, CA 92408-
1615, Metropolitan Au 
Warehouse A Cal Corp. 
Starbucka Cuatom & 
Collision Center, 12391 
Sampson St., #5, 
Riverside, CA 92503-4828, 
Sherry Jones 
St8rlcl* Cycle, 21230 
Gold valley Rd., Perris, CA 
92570-7 491 , Robert Stark 
Starr Painting, 14854 . 
Perham Dr., Moreno Valley, 
CA 92553-3662, Kum 
Boyter 
Starwok Express, 14375 
7th St., Victorville, CA 
92392-4209, Quan Zhi Tan 
Steam Wizard, 11724 Park 
Center Dr., Mira Lorna, CA 
91752-1641 , Angel Arias 
Steelform Construction, 
1451 Magnolia Ave., 
Corona, CA 92879-2072, 
Russell Breeding 
Step By Step Chavez 
Transport, 904 W. "J" St. , 
Ontario, CA 91762-2235, 
Noe Chavez 
Stereo City, 596 S. E. St., 
San Bernardino, GA 92408-
1904, Khaled Abdallah 
Sterling Carpet Care, 
17222 Cerritos St., 
Fontana, CA 92336-1583, 
Sylvia Loera 
Steven J, 14736 Randall 
Ave., Fontana, CA 92335-
4230, Christian Cocke 
Scott 
Steves Automotive, 9529 
8th St., Rancho 
Cucamonga, CA 91730-
4504, Stephen Ball 
Steves Tire, 821 E. Barker 
Blvd., Big Bear City, CA 
92314-9535, Steven 
Rochon 
Stinger Collision Center, 
14537 Manzanita Dr., 
Fontana, CA 92335-5378, 
Mike Beeman 
Stockade Restaurant, P.O. 
Box 1576, Crestline, CA 
92325-1576, Duane Wood 
Stone & Eds Landscape 
Svc., 35113 Mesa Grande 
Dr., Calimesa, CA 92320-
1938, Christopher 
Anderson 
Stone Trenching, 34020 
Rav.son Rd., Winchester, 
CA 92596-9612, John 
Stone 
Stonecreek Gardens, 
36079 Campbell St. , 
Cathedral City, CA 92234-
7203, Terry Butts 
Storage Delivery, 890 E. 
Granvia Valmonte, Palm 
Springs, CA 92262-6025, 
Michael Orlich 
Stork Express, 11665 
Pavola Dr., Alta Lorna, CA 
91701-8730, Racquel 
Sanchez 
Storks Etc., P.O. Box 
4452, Ontario, CA 91761-
0808, Larry McGee 
Storming 4x4 
Motorsporta, 421 Spruce 
St. , Riverside, CA 92507-
3166, Charles Welch 
Stout Enterprises, P.O. 
Box 1787, Palm Springs, 
CA 92263-1787, Ethan 
Stout 
Strategic Comms, 2556 
Centennial Way, Corona, 
CA 92882-57 46, John 
Wyatt 
Strategic Consulting, 
10700 Jersey Blvd., Ste. 
730, Rancho Cucamonga, 
CA 91730-51 09, Kenneth 
Eugene Click 
Strategic Information 
Systems, 4508 N. Sierra 
Way, Ste. 104, San 
Bernardino, CA 92407-
3800, James Rhynard 
Strawberry Creek Inn Inc., 
P.O. Box 1818, Idyllwild, 
CA 92549-1818, James 
Gofi 
Strickley Entertainment, 
P.O. Box 30432, San 
Bernardino, CA 92413-
0432, Andre Harvey 
Structural Drying 
Specialties, 4299 Crown 




455 E. Monterey Rd., 
Corona, CA 92879-2840, 
Patrick Stewart 
Studio 19, 19 E. Citrus 
Ave., Ste. 1 01, Redlands, 
CA 92373-4763, 
Brewmaster Brew 
Studio Graphics, 10291 
Trademark St. , Ste. C, 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
91730-5847, Luz Maria 
Flores 
Studio Nails, 16922 Main 
St., Hesperia, CA 92345-
7920, Trang Nguyen 
Studio Video Assoc., 
43176 Business Park Dr., 
Ste. 107, Temecula, CA 
92590-3622, Brian Padberg 
Sub Xpress, 3711 Madison 
St. , #A, Riverside, CA 
92504-3720, Albert 
Rodriguez 
Suggestees, 505 Lemon 
St., Redlands, CA 9237 4-
5311, Troy Hooker 
Summer Inspection Svc., 
37 Sandpiper St. , Palm 
Desert, CA 92260-3427, 
Pacific Agri Ve 
Sun Enterprise, 539 
Magnolia Ave., San 
Bernardino, CA 92405-
4516, John Lozano 
Sun Meadows, 27250 
Murrieta Rd., Sun City, CA 
92586-3708, Sumner Saul 
Sungadan Studios, 24021 
Alessandro Blvd., #124, 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-
6707, Francis Blanco 
Sungarden Studios, 
24021 Alessandro Blvd., 
#124, Moreno Valley, CA 
92553-6707, Francis 
Blanco 
Suns Jewelry, 12220 
Perris Blvd., #A 14, Moreno 
Valley, CA 92557-7417, 
Hye Chang 
Sunset Leather, 14825 
Cliffrose Ct., Moreno Valley, 
CA 92553-3607, Alvin 
Dotson 
Sunset Mkt. Deli & Liquor, 
3181 W. Ramsey St. , 
Banning, CA 92220-3731, 
Ibrahim Ibrahim 
Sunset Trailer Park, P.O. 
Box 502, Barstow, CA 
92312-0502, Richard 
Montelius 
Sunshine Dry Cleaner, 
2238 S. Euclid Ave., Ste. F, 
Ontario, CA 91762-6503, 
Sang Kim 
Sunshine Transcription _ 
FEBRUARY 2001 
Svc., 120 Santa Lucia Dr., 
Hemet, CA 92543-6830, 
Donald Cross Sr. 
Super Penny Mart, 34078 
County Line Rd., Yucaipa, 
CA 92399-2602, Yucaipa 
Trading 
Super Saver Food, 82266 
State Highway 111, Indio, 
CA 92201 , Julie Backe 
Superior Metal Polish, 
43114 Black Deer Loop, 
Ste. E, Temecula, CA 
92590-3416, Joel Sanchez 
Superior Press, 43012 
Corte Frescai, Temecula, 
CA 92592-3069, Kelissa 
Devencenzi 
Superior Process 
Handling, 21260 Camino 
Arriba, Murrieta, CA 92562-
7198, Dianna Ripley 
Superior Svc. Mortgage 
Co., 7177 Brockton Ave., 
Riverside, CA 92506-2631, 
John Dandurand 
Supportive Care, 12172 
Famdon Ave., Chino, CA 
9171 0-2150, Cynthia Young 
Survey Research 
Coming Soon 
biNLAND BMPIRB I us1ness 1ourna 
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For information call: 
(909) 484-9765 ext. 26 
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Assistance S R A, 6662 
Mesada St., Alta Loma, CA 
91737-4316, Frank 
Guerrero 
Sushi lchiban, P.O. Box 
6835, Big Bear Lake, CA 
92315-6835, Kazumi Abe 
Sweet Lorraines, 57065 
29 Palms Hwy., Yucca 
Valley, CA 92284-2933, 
Lorraine Merlo 
Swing To Fit, 525 
Bernhardt Ln. , Big Bear 
City, CA 92314-9290, 
James Kearns 
Synz Thingz, 1000 Pine 
Ave. , Apt. 150, Redlands, 
CA 92373-5501 , Cynthia 
Grigoleit 
System Solutions, P.O. 
Box 653, Idyllwild, CA 
92549-0653, Bradley 
Rowland 
T & L Transport, 2506 
Lorna Linda Dr., Rialto, CA 
92377, Thoma Farmer 
T B Q C, 1 382 Woodvale 
Dr., Corona, CA 92879-
8845, Trevor Burkholder 
T Bassco Construction, 
79050 Canterra Dr., La 
Quinta, CA 92253-5927, 
Thomas Bass 
T C I, 16592 Cobalt Ct. , 
Chino Hills, CA 91709-
6132, Paul Wu 
T C N, 34034 Walnut Creek 
Rd. , Wildomar, CA 92595-
8345, Terry Nicolai 
T D M Enterprises, 5240 
Joshua Tree Ln., Phelan, 
CA 92371 -9691, Timothy 
Merrill 
T L C Performance Svc., 
1531 W. Main St. , Barstow, 
CA 92311 -2551 , Terry 
Chandler 
T M Products, 1935 W. 
11th St., Ste. H, Upland, 
CA 91786-3564, Robert 
Hedeman 
T N T Aerial & Crane 
Repair Svc., 1150 N. 
Hellman Ave., Ontario, CA 
91764-4512, Bill Payne 
T N T Collectables, 22485 
Pin Tail Dr., Canyon Lake, 
CA 92587-7524, Thomas 
Bright 
T P C & Co., P.O. Box 
8732, VIctorville, CA 92392, 
Lynda Jennings 
T S B Investments, 12610 
Central Ave., Chino, CA 
91710-3508, Sofa- Dezz 
Inc. 
Tahquitz Travel, P.O. Box 
427, Idyllwild, CA 92549-
0427, Robert Uppert 
Tailor Auto Accessories, 
15504 Carrera Dr., 
Fontana, CA 92337-0950 
Richard Cali ' 
Tam Products, P.O. Box 
335, North Palm Springs, 
CA 92258-0335, Margaret 
Manning 
Tate Motors, 3324 
Pachappa H I, Riverside, 
CA 92506-2149, Paul 
Kinsella 
Taylors Lawn Svc., 2073 
Tulip Ct., Riverside, CA 
92507-5845, Freddie Taylor 
Jr. 
TC Construction, 44219 
Anacapa Way, Palm 
Desert, CA 92260-3037, 
Thomas Cusumano 
Teamworks, 71777 Frank 
Sinatra Dr., Rancho Mirage, 








Productions, 85577 Stacie 
Ln., Coachella, CA 92236-
4006, Andrew Harvey 
Techtow Technology, 
2985 Cody Ct. , Riverside, 
CA 92503-5933, Paul 
Tech tow 
Teds Janitorial, P.O. Box 
695, La Quinta, CA 92253-
0695, Ted Hansen 
Tel Net Comm And 
Electric, 37392 Old Oak 
Ter, Murrieta, CA 92562-
324 7, Brian Mann 
Telles Wash & Polish 
Svc., 1233 W. Victoria St. , 
Rialto, CA 92376-4764, 
Luis Tellez 
Tern Valley Classic Team, 
41485 Via Del Monte, 
Temecula, CA 92592-9215, 
David Crone 
Temecula Country Store, 
20690 Old Town Front St. , 
#330, Temecula, CA 92590, 
Deborah Drew 
Temecula Limousine, 
1855 Terrace Dr., Hemet, 
CA 92544-2818, Darin 
Durbin 
T & T Transport 
Terra Mar Travel Inc., 1119 
S. State St. , Hemet, CA 
92543-7635, Rhonda 
Shumway 
Terra Physics, 28841 
Baseline St. , Highland, CA 
92346-5019, Terri Hennon 
Terrace Motel, 2606 
Foothill Blvd., San 
Bernardino, CA 9241 0-
1306, Harivadan Patel 
Texasteddy Transport, 
11 549 Aberdeen Dr. , 
Fontana, CA 92337-8932, 
Theodore Branch Jr. 
Thats A Gift, 5951 
Riverside Dr., Apt 27, 
Chino, CA 9171 0-4480, 
Rebecca Grant 
The Adoption Way, 17 
Corte Rivera, Lake 
Elsinore, CA 92532-0205, 
Tina Railey 
The Barri Patch, 312 W. 
Big Bear Blvd., Big Bear 
City, CA 92314-9099, Barri 
Kirkham 
The Blues Bros of CA, 
31681 Riverside Dr., Ste. 
D, Lake Elsinore, CA 
92530-7815, Ronald 
Williams 
The Boord's Distillery, 
10810 Inland Ave., Mira 
Lorna, CA 91752-3235, 
Nelson Coleman 
The Brass Pickle 
Sandwich Shop, 15329 
Palmdale Rd., Ste. J, 
Victorville, CA 92392-2460, 
Donald Jones 
The Brechan Group, 607 
Colton Ave., Colton, CA 
92324-3021 , Walter Stuart 
The Cat Shop, 14158 
Whittram Ave., Fontana, CA 
92335-3044, Richard 
Joseph Garza 
The Children Of America 
Organization, 18283 
Bellflower St., Adelanto, CA 
92301 -1813, VVayne 
Rashed 
The Cider Barrel 
Restaurant, 38490 Oak 
Glen Rd., Oak Glen, CA 
92399-9748, James Draper 
The Coachman, 1805 
University Ave., Riverside, 
CA 92507-5345, Steven 
Wheatley 
The Complete Bedroom, 
78695 Bottlebrush Dr., La 
Quinta, CA 92253-2402, 
Karen Claus 
The Dawson Co., 4195 
Chino Hills Pkwy., #340, 
Chino Hills, CA 91709-
2618, ArthurDawson 
The Digital Film Project, 
P.O. Box 2701 , Blue Jay, 
CA 92317-2701, Javier 
Reyna 
The Diva Den, P.O. Box 
3443, Victorville , CA 92393-
3443, Joshua Fisher 
The Everlasting Florist, 
24 Villa Valtelena, Lake 
Elsinore, CA 92532-011 0, 
Susan Fonseca 
The Facial Company, 16 
N. Central Ave., #C, 
Upland, CA 91786-5656, 
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Gwendolyn Demps 
The Filter Market, 43020 
Agena St. , Temecula, CA 
92592-3295, Shinoo 
Mapleton 
The G Spot, 329 E. Florida 
Ave., Hemet, CA 92543-
4207, Richard Westrope 
The Gallery Place of 
Photography, P.O. Box 
503, Lorna Linda, CA 
92354-0503, Phillip Mciver 
The Gardners Cottage, 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. Ste. 
30, Riverside, CA 92507-
6319, Sylvia Paulsen 
The Glass Hutch, 42031 
Main St. , Ste. C, Temecula, 
CA 92590-2792, Shelley 
Johnson 
The Gourmet Pizza 
Shoppe, 120 E. State St., 
Redlands, CA 92373-4756, 
William Craw 
The Great Empire Realty, 
1370 Woodvale Dr., 
Corona, CA 92879-8845, 
Rupert Badua 
The Heritage Gallery, 
1520 S. "E" St. , San 
Bernardino, CA 92408-
2703, Niles Grace 
The Horse Connection, 
1940 S. "E" St., San 
Bernardino, CA 92408-
2713, Linda Odell 
The Hull Thing, 32585 
Beeler Rd., Winchester, CA 
92596-9372, Terrence Clark 
The Key Place, 402 E. 
Foothill Blvd., #1 , Rialto, 
CA 92376-5181 , George 
Meyer 
The Knowledge Tree, 
12125 Day St., Ste. E305, 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557-
6704, Adrienne Walker 
The Legal Assurance Co., 
P.O. Box 1032, Yucaipa, 
CA 92399-1032, Amir 
Dawood 
The Legal Remedy, 405 S. 
Vallejo Way, Upland, CA 
91786-7132, Victoria 
Hoffman 
The Los Angeles Pottery 
Show, P.O. Box 726, 
Highland, CA 92346-0726, 
Kenneth Stalcup 
The Lunch Spot, 6235 
River Crest Dr., Ste. F, 
Riverside, CA 92507-0758, 
Mahera Ahmedyar 
The Maintenance Co., 
14938 Sierra Bonita Ln., 
#A, Chino, CA 91710-9605, 
Bruce Jones 
The Master Auto Repair, 
8966 Benson Ave., 
Montclair, CA 91763-1614, 
Lucinda Zelayandra 
The Master Auto Repair, 
8966 Benson Ave., Ste. E., 
Montclair, CA 91763-1614, 
Lucinda Zelayandia 
The Mattress Shop, 2115 
W. Florida Ave., Hemet, CA 
92545-3601 , Frank Critelli 
The Mojave Greens, 
13095 Claremont Ave., 
Victorville, CA 92392-7224, 
Aaron Lehman 
The Monica E Mirhosseini 
Trust, P.O. Box 1206, 
Marta Pfister, Ontario, CA 
91762-0206, Monica 
Mirhosseini 
The New Market, 3691 
Kansas Ave., Riverside, CA 
92507-4317, Parmjij Singh 
The Oconnor Co., 3025 
Broadmoor Blvd., San 
Bernardino, CA 92404-
2315, Kelly Oconnor 
The P S Cookie Co., 
7 4683 Leslie Ave., Palm 
Desert, CA 92260-2030, 
Anthony Mantanona 
The Pacesetters of Prud, 
13408 Yuba Pass Rd., 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555-
2445, Eileen Alexander 
The Painted Garden, 
1111 2 Delaware St. , Alta 
Lorna, CA 91701 -7510, 
Lisa Pedersen 
The Pet Stylist, 33134 
Hidden Hollow Dr., 
Wildomar, CA 92595-8705, 
Robin Savage 
The Pines, 73170 
Tumbleweed Ln., Palm 
Desert, CA 92260-4255, 
Terrace Partner UC 
The Printing Place, 41651 
Corporate Way, Palm 
Desert, CA 92260-1987, 
Wanda Matranga 
The Promise Region, 
39761 Oak Cliff Dr., 
Temecula, CA 92591 -4567, 
Albert Dobrick Jr. 
The Real Estate Directory, 
1476 Oak Hill Cir., Upland, 
CA 91784-8042, Phillip 
Lloyd Kaich 
The Reel Art Co., P.O. Box 
3388, Crestline, CA 92325-
3388, John Williams 
The Rental Wizards, 
30232 Marne Way, 
Menifee, CA 92584-8156, 
Jamie Curtis 
The Ruffini Group, 5020 
Pinto Pl., Norco, CA 92860-
1651 , Robert Ruffini 
The Sculptured Face, 1 04 
E. State St., Ste. C, 
Redlands, CA 92373-4709, 
Claralynn Dinning 
The Smoke Shop, 26806 
Cherry Hills Blvd., Sun City, 
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CA 92586-2505, Kwan Yoo Ln., Fontana, CA 92337- Total Home Care, 12402 Tri Valley Carpet Care, Solutions, P.O. Box 2797, 
The Summer Launch, 971 1403, Ortiz Comm Resi Industrial Blvd., Victorville, 925 Val Verde Dr., Hemet, Cathedral City, CA 92235-
G Ln., Big Bear City, CA Ortiz CA 92392-5871 , Allu-Med CA 92543-7247, Shonda 2797, Ter~Tucker 
92314-9596, Kareen Tom Gigler Drywall, 722 LLC Wright Turtle Moon Traders, 1660 
Keatings Esther Way, Redlands, CA Total Insanity Industries, Tri West Landscape, Hamner Ave., Ste. 15, 
The Tech, 12859 Dillon 92373-5824, Thomas 13653 Bentwood St. , 78755 Darby Rd., Indio, CA Norco, CA 92860-2929, 
Ln. , Victorville, CA 92392- Russell Gigler Hesperia, CA 92345-0122, 92201 -9621 , Steven Burt & Glenna Shagman 
7500, Thomas Lashinsky Tom Kat Concrete Creel Carroll Jr. A. Inc. Tuscany Securities 
The Veterans Voice, P.O. Pumping, 66426 Cactus Totally Avocado, 29278 Trinity Financial Partners, Consulting, 39 Bella 
Box 352, Crestline, CA Dr., Desert Hot Springs, CA Via Frontera, Murrieta, CA 701 N. Haven Ave., Ste. Donaci, Lake Elsinore, CA 
92325-0352, Elizabeth 92240-2406, David 92563-6069, Richard 280, Ontario, CA 91764- 92532-0114, Anahit 
Lowe Carrasco Westrope 4920, Clover Financia, Svc. Mesrobian 
Theredlandshopper, 16 N. Tom-son Cleaners, 181 N. Town & Country BBQ, Inc. Twenty First Century 
San Mateo St., Apt. G, 2nd Ave., Upland, CA 26871 Alessandro Blvd., Trinity Landscape & Energy Solution, P.O. Box 
Redlands, CA 92373-5402, 91786-6019, Charles Suk- Unit 49, Moreno Valley, CA Const., 1255 2nd St. , 1563, Helendale, CA 
Juliana Bishop Ho Whang 92555-3916, Robert Norco, CA 92860-3048, 92342-1563, Richard Ryan 
Thomas H. Lynch, 496 W. Tombyll Plastics, 18645 Murphy Richard Raffa Twilight Racing 
Dominguez Rd., #1 , Palm Gentian Ave. , Riverside, CA Town & Country Trinity Landscaping, 1255 Development, 1 0722 
Springs, CA 92262-1117, 92508-8935, Chad Tombyll Construction, P.O. Box 2nd St. , Norco, CA 92860- Arrow Rte., Ste. 714, 
Thomas Lynch Toms #23, 1995 University 1772, Yucaipa, CA 92399- 3048, Richard Raffa Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
Thomsons Designs, Ave., Riverside, CA 92507· 1439, Mark Parton Inc. Triple A & J Construction, 91730-4842, Alexander 
75100 Merle Dr., Palm 5263, Ronald Atiba Toys Plus, 3848 N. 936 Michigan Ave. , Card 
Desert, CA 92211 -5160, Toms Music, 17180 Bear McKinley St. , Corona, CA Beaumont, CA 92223-1963, Twin Palm Apts., 7440 
James Thompson Valley Rd. , Ste. A, 92879-6569, Raymond Art Moreno Magnolia Ave., Riverside, 
Tidy House Cleaning, Victorville, CA 92392-5880, Gonzalez Triple T Elite Trucking, CA 92504-3835, Rob 
68665 Morongo Rd., #B, Brand Noteworth Trade Winds Painting, 1589 W. Evans St. , San Walker 
Cathedral City, CA 92234- Toms Tax Svc., 697 N. 21714 Olive St. , Perris, CA Bernardino, CA 92411- Twisted Pair 
4631, Blanca Covarrubias Mountain View Ave., San 92570-8257, Donald 1615, Tammy Renee Smith Communications, 29061 
Tiffany, 1 025 Calimesa Bernardino, CA 92401- Zarkovacski Trish Ellen Art, 1 0760 5th Mereu~ Cir. , Menifee, CA 
Blvd. Ste. 8, Calimesa, CA 1226, Thomas Negrete Transcription Etc., 12579 Ave., Hesperia, CA 92345- 92584-7823, Jessica 
92320-1146, Wayne Tony's Taxi, 24322 Dorner Gentle Breeze Way, 2356, Patricia Smith Gonzalez 
Simmons Dr., Moreno Valley, CA Victorville , CA 92392-6294, Triworld Productions, Two Of A Kind, 11 02 
Timberline Log Homes, 92553-3324, Anthony Dean Cydoyle Kintzer P.O. Box 3472, Victorville, Stillwater Rd. , Corona, CA 
41744 Park Ave., Big Bear Top Dogs, 3400 W. Florida Transportation CA 92393-3472, Barbara 92882-5840, Elvia Aragon 
Lake, CA 92315, John Ave., Hemet, CA 92545- Employees Invest. Club, Steadman Tworedhens.Com, 5983 
Damitio 3563, Irene Lopez 16195 Gardner Ave., Tropicana Ranch Market, Santa Ana Ave., Riverside, 
Time Multi-Media, 30470 Top Hat Detailing, 2026 N. Riverside, CA 92504-5907, 26534 9th St. , Highland, CA 92505-2343, Carol 
Greenbriar Ct., Canyon Riverside Ave., Rialto, CA J. Williams Jr. CA 92346-5577, Empire Smith 
Lake, CA 92587-7526, 92377-4685, Nathaniel Transworld Real Estate & Markets Ty In Properties, 5305 
Jarrett Michaels Adams Investment, 28829 Loire True Metal Co., P.O. Box Bardwell Ave., Riverside, 
Tinsel Town Tours, P.O. Top Shelf, 7940 She~ Valley Ln., Menifee, CA 17 43, Ontario, CA 91762- CA 92506-1518, Patricia 
Box 2675, Crestline, CA Ln., #B, Riverside, CA 92584-8965, Mitchell 0743, Jess Medina Francis 
92325-2675, Lila Beeson 92509-3349, B~an Moore Howard True Spirit, 56460 29 Tyler & Associates Event 
Tlnt & Audio, 12979 Torres Nursery, 18835 Travelers Inn Express, Palms Hwy., Ste. D, Yucca Marketing, 1481 Primrose 
Central Ave., Chino, CA Nandina Ave., Riverside, 1781 E. Hobsonway, Valley, CA 92284-2848, St. , Upland, CA 91786-
91710-4122, Carlos Davila CA 92508-9663, Agustin Blythe, CA 92225, Deepak linda Edwards 617 4, Donald Tyler 
Tlny Tots Day Care, 29875 Torres Patel True Systems Analysis, U A S Construction, 1571 
Redwood Dr .• Canyon Tortas Fonseca, 6321 Del Treasures Of The Sea, 235 S. Lyon Ave., Hemet, S. Lilac Ave., Bloomington, 
Lake, CA 92587-7948, Dina Rosa Ave. , San Bernardino, 24389 Saint Thomas Ave., CA 92543-3823, Don CA 92316-2141 , United 
Potter CA 92404-4409, Jose Moreno Valley, CA 92551- Phillips Aircraft 
To The Edge Media, Fonseca 6959, Scott Morgan Tube Works, 12391 U Haul Co. of San 
33021 Rossman Cir., Total Credit Mgmnt., 2311 Tres Caballeras Brewery, Sampson St. , Ste. G, Bernardino, 891 S. 
Temecula, CA 92592-1122, McNeil Cir., Corona, CA 80398 Corte Alegria, Indio, Riverside, CA 92503-4816, Arrowhead Ave., San 
Scott Moore 92882-5638, Thomas CA 92201 -5216, Mexbrew Paula Hendrickson Bernardino, CA 92408-
Todd V, 11651 Blue Jay Merritt Inc. Tucker Computer 2006, U Haul Co. of CA 
Complaints ... Praise! Suggestions? E-Mail us@ 
iebj@busjournal.com 
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BANKRUPTCIES 
Guillermo C. Avila, Belen N. 
Avila, fdba Carniceria Y 
Taqueria Mexico, 25526 
Loren Way, Moreno Valley 
debts: $131 ,500, assets: 
$132,674; Chapter 7. 
Michael G. Baker, Lori M. 
Potter, aka Lori M. Baker, 
fdba Digital Concepts, dba 
Digiconcepts.com, 15658 
Sleepy Oak Rd., Chino Hills; 
debts : $181,579, assets: 
$40,390; Chapter 7. 
Carlos H. Bocanegra, fdba 
Fiesta Furniture, 440 N. Palm 
Ave., #C, Upland; debts: 
$662,690, assets: $58, 100; 
Chapter 7. 
Borgstrom Component 
Systems, Inc., dba Clearway 
Window Company, 450 Egan 
St., Beaumont; debts, assets 
schedule not available; Chapter 
7. 
Carolyn Jean Buman, faw 
Nevada J & C Inc., faw J & C 
International, fdba Starlight 
Embers Ballroom, fdba The 
Embers, 41559 Lomas St., 
Hemet; debts: $404,200, assets: 
$159,967; Chapter 7. 
Robert Gomez, Leticia 
Gomez, dba Budget Auto 
Repair, 902 W. Del Rancho 
Crt., Ontario; debts: $197,282, 
assets: $166,091; Chapter 7. 
Pedro Herrera, fdba Fiesta 
Furniture, 10153 Banyan St., 
AJta Lorna; debts: $883,281, 
assets: $238,700; Chapter 7. 
Bernard Harrison dba 
Harrison & Harrison, 11273 
Terra Vista Pkwy., #F, Rancho 
Cucamonga; debts: $295,014, 
assets: $142, 160; Chapter 7. 
Uoyd Shora James Jr., aka 
Uoyd S. James Jr., Debra 
Renee James, aka Debra R. 
James, fdba American Eagle 
Coring, 7498 Tamarind Ave., 
Fontana; debts: $163,555, 
assets: $139, 100; Chapter 7. 
Karon Elaine Kanadjian, 
fdba Tri Star Gem, 45-380 
Driftwood Dr., Palm Desert 
debts, assets schedule not avail-
able; Chapter 7. 
Anthony S. Lourenco, fdba A. 
L Landscaping, 9085 Stone 
Canyon Rd., Cotona; debts, 
assets schedule not available; 
Chapter 13. 
Master Home Furniture 
Comp Ltd., dba Master 
Home USA, dba Master 
Design Inc., dba Master 
Home Taiwan, No 123 Hsin 
Rung 3rd Rd., TaHsin 
Industrial Zone, Tien-Chung, 
Chang-Hua, Twiwan, debts, 
assets schedule not available; 
Chapter 99 Ancillary 
John Wiley Manson Jr., aka 
John Manson Jr., aka John 
W. Manson Jr., Gertrude 
Lucille Manson, aka 
Gertrude Manson, aka 
Gertrude L. Manson, dba 
Manson 'Ihlcking Company, 
24430 Robinwood Dr., Moreno 
Valley; debts: $139,248, assets: 
$214,793; Chapter 7. 
James W. Prodoti, dba J & S 
Vacuum, 24355 Conejo Dr., 
Quail Valley; debts: $287,327, 
assets: $151,452; Chapter 7. 
Walter Louis Reynolds Jr., 
aka Walt Reynolds, Deborah 
Jean Reynolds, fka Deborah 
Jean Wolfrum, fka Debbie 
Wolfrum, fdba Reynolds 
Trucking, 15394 Mesquite 
Ave., Victorville; debts: 
$171,568, assets: $107,696; 
Chapter 7. 
Charles R. Scott, Peggy J. 
Scott, fdba Scott Link Desk 
Publishing, 22751 Sunrose St., 
Corona; debts, as ets schedule 
not available, Chapter 13. 
Bill K. Shermett, dba Page 
Me, 28971 Stevens Ave-., 
Moreno Valley; debts: $80,226, 
assets: $122,450; Chapter 13. 
Raymond B. Springer, 
Shirley Ann Springer, dba 
The Strip J oint, 20850 
Highway 18, Apple Valley; 
debts: $167,475, assets: 
$135,250; Chapter 7. 
Jeffrey Lee Stephan, Kristin 
Lynn Stephen, dba D & S 
Insurance, 22438 DeSoto St., 
Grand Terrace; debts: 
$299, 176, assets: $201,803; 
Chapter 7. 
To Be Continued Inc., dba 
Handyman Connection Palm 
Springs, 169 N. Luring Dr., 
Palm Springs; debts: $299,176, 
assets: $20 I ,803; Chapter 7. 
Everado Trujillo, Martha 
Trujillo, aka Martha 
Esperonza Trujillo, fka 
Chacha's Hair Salon, 15766 
San Roque Rd., Fontana; debts: 
$183,540, assets: $160,000; 
Chapter 7. 
James Kevin Brunner, dba 
Brunner's Tiny Time Shop, 
305 East Main St., Barstow; 
debts, $446,439, assets: $2,528; 
Chapter 7. 
Colt Engineering, Inc., 1253 
Enterprise Court, Corona; 
debts, assets schedule not avail-
able; Chapter 7. 
Barry Grosso, Rachel 
Grosso, aka Rachel M. Huff, 
aka Marianne R. Ruff, aka 
Rachel M. Barham, aka 
Marianne R. Barham, fdba 
Grosso Plumbing, 40-300 
Washington St., #Y-201, 
Bermuda Dunes; debts: 
~72,420, assets: $8,740; 
Chapter 7. 
Mark E. Gulbransen, Arline 
R. Gulbransen, fka TeiPack 
Mail Place; 32895 Bootlegg 
Road, Winchester, debts: 
$356,451, assets: $332,631; 
Chapter 7. 
Sheldon Eugene Darlstein, 
dba Apparel Projects, Etc., 
LLC, 97 Laredo Lane, Palm 
Desert; debts, assets schedule 
not available; Chapter 7. 
Michael Paul Madalena Jr., 
Debra Lynne Madalena, dba 
Formsystems Group, dba 
Barcode Media, 22961 Gold 
Rush Place, Canyon Lake; 
debts: $598,024, assets, 
$290,000; Chapter' 7. 
Dennis P. Markowitz, Dyana 
L. Markowitz, dba California 
Body Care, 29735 Calle 
Palmas, Temecula; debts: 
$176,462, assets: $20 I ,422; 
Chapter 7. 
William M. Polder, aka 
Michael Polder, Lula P. 
Polder, aka Tina Polder, fdba 
Price Roofing, fdba Service 
First, fdba Norco Roofing, 
fdba M & T Roof Removal, 
4750 Trail St., Norco; debts: 
$104,415, assets: $43,895; 
Chapter 7. 
David Morris Rogers Jr., dba 
Dave Morris Properties, 735 
Huston Drive, Riverside; debts: 
$255,821, assets: $180,175; 
Chapter 7. 
Scott E. Shepard, Kelly A. 
Shepard, fdba S & K 
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Wholesale, a sole proprietor-
ship, 340 San Jose, #105, Palm 
Springs debts: $81 800, assets: 
$17,550; Chapter 7. 
Michael Alan Strassenburg, 
Robyn Noel Strassenburg, 
fdba Tame Electrical 
Contractors, 14230 Travers 
Drive, Moreno Valley; debts: 
$368,811, assets: $150,422; 
Chapter 7. 
Peter Alvin Van Gingel, aka 
Peter A. Van Gingel III, dba 
Western Welding, 611 
Lakewood Way, Upland, debts, 
assets schedule not available; 
Chapter 13 . 
Darrel M. Wilson, Lisa 
Wilson, fdba Fat Freddies, 
6601 Victoria Ave., #N31 0, 
Highland; debts, assets sched-
ule not avai lable; Chapter 7. 
Donald W. Woodaman, dba 
Interactive Home Auto-
mation Systems, 338 Paseo 
Primavera, Palm Desert; debts, 
assets schedule not available; 
Chapter 7. 
Louis Charles Cangelosi, 
Mary Louise Cangelosi, dba 
National Credit Service, 
48141 Vista Cielo, La Quinta; 
debts, assets schedule not avail-
able; Chapter I. 
Larry Allen Dase, fdba T.T.D. 
Free Ride Shop, 29212 
Starborad Court, Lake 
Elsinore; debts: $321 ,427, 
assets: $244,653; Chapter 7. 
Alice Ann Ellis, dba Alicat 
Pick-Up & Delivery Service, 
27701 Murrieta Road, #205, 
Sun City; debts: $78,110, 
assets: $70,068; Chapter 7. 
Richard Louis Escalera, 
Cheryl Lee Escalera, aka 
Cheryl Reynolds, dba 
Richard's Dental Lab, 670 N. 
Santa Fe, Hemet; debts: 
$17,845 , assets: $15,775; 
Chapter 13. 
Gio Fire Sprinkler Systems, 
Inc., 861 Crestview, Corona; 
debts, assets schedule not avail-
able; Chapter 7. 
Denise Hicks, dba Online 
Wireless, 4522 Saint Andrews 
Drive, Chino Hills; debts, 
assets schedule not availablt:; 
Chapter 13. 
Chad William Langdon, 
Debbie Langdon, dba Debbie 
Langdon Training, 11266 Pala 
Place, Mira Lorna; debts: 
$230,043, assets: $206, I 00; 
Chapter 7. 
Mike 0. Mora, Kathy L. 
Mora, dba Kathy's Tender 
Loving Care Pet Sitting, 
12955 Yorba Ave., Space C-6, 
Chino; debts: $20,469, assets: 
$14,150; Chapter 7. 
For total protectio~ 







W~t"re ~ ~national 
seouity C'OIIIfl8JIY with n 
strong local comm.it:nwnt to 
protect you through use of: 
• Co&t~ective S«Urity 
techno log 




• Ski.llN ineall;atlun ~nd 
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• Our own UL-li&led ce\tral 
sUI lions 
Call us today foe- a FREE 
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RESOURCE DIRECTORY 
I~F~t=SSI()~' ~ . 
6-=>U~~.:T C.Ali.TIE~I,....E­
FOR ALL YOUR CORPORATE CATERING NEEDS 
FEATURING 
• Executive Lunches • Company Picnics • Box Lunches/Mixers 
• Continental Breakfast • Grand Openings • Delivery/Full Service 
(909) 923-8030 • Fax (909) 923-8620 
1\\ n · nu'~ ' L '" 111 \ ( J ...:l·t t1 \t '< ond 
< / l,f /1 < I /1 1 1/u /A< t/ /II\ / /111{11<"\\/(1/1 
m s mtenor plane spectaltSts for o~;er ten years. 
we can achteue a /usn 
allnOSphere {or you. ustllg 
top qi.UIIily green and col· 
orft,a/ly blooming plants. 
We have a fully s«>c~ed 
greenhouse facility with a 
liJrge 111uentory of plants. 
We are fully trained co 
su.ggesl and de.stgn plane 
material th4l will enhance 
your facility. Our highly 
trained techructans reg· 
ulariy M!MU aU your plant 
l'lftds. . 
Offices • Banks • Hotels 
Restaurants • Model Homes 
SHORT TERM LONG TERM 
• Special Events • Destgn 
• Parties • Sales 
• Conventions • 4ea.se 
• Banquets • fhstallalion 
• Stage Sets • Maintenance 
• Theme £vents • ~uaranteed Quality 
OUR QUALITY IS EXCELLENT 
OUR SERVTC£ IS SPECTACULAR 
OUR PRJCES ARE COMPETITIVE 
SeMng the count~s or Orange. Los Angeles. San Bemardtno. ruVen51de and San Diego 
PHONE (71 4) 698·2636/(619) 941·4610 FN< (71 4) 894·7938 
FREE ·coPIERS 
Equipment, Service and Supplies Are All Included 






Before you buy or lease 
another copier, Call ABM. 
"Tbe Can 'f Be Copied Copier Company ·· 
ABM 11111 place a cop1cr'" 10ur office free of Chaf!le. 
\1; 1th the Cosl Per Cop) Program. )Oll I"'' pa) for the 
COJliC> \ot On I) "til IOU haiC the 0C\Jbiltl\ )OU Oct-d. 
)Oll "ill sa>e 30 .. 10 50". compared to )OUr ~''"ung 
purcha.w or lc;L-.e progmm We guantmec 11 
(800) 576-4226 
/Jon., He l()()/ed l~r Imitators! 
SHUTTLE 
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INVESTMENTS & FINANCE 
.J.N.bAN.P ..  ;.M.PJ8.~ .... ~.V§JN.~§.$. ... JO . .V.R.N.Ab/P.V.F.F ... &. ... P .. H.~.bP..$L.bb.C .. .§TQ.C.K ... $.H .. ~.~T. .... 
. THE GAINERS . 
Top Cive, by percentage 
Company Current Beg. of Point %Change 
Close Month Change 
Hot Topic Inc. 23.313 16.438 6.875 41.8 
Fleetwood Enterprises 13.960 10.500 3.460 33.0 
Life Financial Corp. 0.875 0.688 0.188 27.3 
Channell Commercial Corp. 7.625 6.500 1.125 17.3 
Keystone Automotive lnds. Inc. 8.063 7.000 1.063 15.2 
THE LOSERS 
Top five, by pea·centage 
Company Current Beg. of Point 
Close Month Change 
American States Water Company 32.250 36.875 -4.525 
Provident Financial Hldgs. 19.313 20.250 -0.938 
Modtech Holdings Inc. 7.000 7.250 -0.250 
Kaiser Ventures Inc. 10.063 10.000 0.063 
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Name Ticker 1/29/01 12/29/01 % Chg. 52 Week 52 Week Curn •nt Exdwngc 
Close Price Open Price Month High · Lu\\ l'tE Ratiu 
American States Water Co. AWR 32.350 36.875 -12.3 37.94 25.00 17.6 NYSE 
Channell Commercial Corp. (L) CHNL 7.625 6.500 17.3 21.00 6.00 8.0 NASDAQ 
CVB Financial Corp. (H) CVB 15.700 15.455 1.6 17.86 12.05 13.0 AMEX 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc. FLE 13.960 10.500 33.0 18.31 8.69 25.9 NYSE 
Foothill Independent Bancorp FOOT 12.438 12.000 3.6 13.25 8..88 10.7 NASDAQ 
HOT Topic Inc. (H) HOTT 23.313 16.438 41.8 25.25 7.31 24.3 NASDAQ 
Kaiser Ventures Inc. (L) KRSC 10.063 10.000 0.6 16.38 8.50 67.1 NASDAQ 
Keystone Automotive Inds. inc. (H) KEYS 8.063 7.000 15.2 8.42 4.56 23.0 NASDAQ 
Life Financial Corp. LFCO 0.875 0.688 27.3 4.50 0.22 NM NASDAQ 
Modtech Holdings Inc. (L) MOOT 7.000 7.250 -3.4 11.88 6.06 10.5 NASDAQ 
National RV Holdings Inc. NVH 13.000 11.563 12.4 17.75 7.75 7.1· NYSE 
PFF Bancorp Inc. PFFB 22.125 20.875 6.0 23.75 12.25 10.3 NASDAQ 
Provident Financial Holdings (H) PROV 19.313 20.250 -4.6 21.50 12.56 9.1 NASDAQ 
Watson Pharmaceutical Inc. WPI 54.600 51.188 6.7 71.50 34.00 40.4 NYSE 
Notes: (H)-Stock hit 52-week high during the month, (L)-Stock hit 52-week low during the month, NM - Not Meaningful 
.................................................................................... .. ................................... ........ .......................................................................................................................................................... .......................................................... 
FiH Most Active Stocks 
Stock 
Watson Pharmaceutical Inc. 
HOT Topic Inc. 
Fleetwood Enterprises 
PFF Bancorp Inc. 
Keystone Automotive lnds. Inc. 
D&F/ IEBJ Total Volume Month 


















Duff & Phelps, 
LLC 
One of the nation's leading investment 
banking and financial advisory organ-
izations. All stock data on this page is 
provided by Duff & Phelps, LLC from 
sources deemed reliable. No recom-
mendation is intended or implied. 
( 31 0) 284-8008. 
TSCI and HSAI Combine Forces Through Exchange of Stock 
Roland Seidler, CEO of The 
Seidler Companies Inc. (TSCI) and 
Nicholas Mosich, CEO of Hagerty, 
Stewart & Associates Inc. (HSAI), 
have announced the combination of 
their companies through an 
exchange of stock. 
Mosich stated, "This merger is 
an exciting step in HSAI's growth 
strategy and will quickly accurate 
our game plan to become a preemi-
nent regional investment firm. This 
combination will provide us with 
incremental resources in the form 
ofTSCI's broader corporate finance 
capability, and Seidler-Fitzgerald 
Public Finance, a California leader 
in middle-market municipal 
finance. TSCI also brings a strong 
balance sheet, membership in the 
New York Stock Exchange, and a 
long-time history as a leading 
Southern California investment 
firm." 
Seidler expressed enthusiasm 
for the combination, saying, "Our 
companies and managements fit 
and complement each other particu-
larly well, with little, if any overlap. 
HSAI has realized excellent success 
in building a quality brokerage firm 
catering to high net worth individu-
als. This solid customer base, cou-
pled with HSAI's investment bank-
ing activities and regional presence 
in Orange County, the Inland 
Empire and the Central Valley, will 
dovetail with TSCI's current busi-
ness units, while providing incre-
mental opportunities and compati-
ble diversification. We are excited 
about the new and expanded hori-
zons for TSCI presented by the 
combination of our two firms. 
Together, we reaffirm our com-
mitment to providing the highest 
level of financing and advisory 
services for middle-market munici-
palities and corporations, and supe-
rior professional wealth manage-
ment services for private 
investors." 
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Boo of Lists 
{f)/j) !fJ~JrtJc. 
TopListA/Iows You To: 0 




Create exportable text files. 
Load and use over 30 additional "Book of Lists." 
0 Plus more! 
TopListls: 
0 Self-installing and menu prompted. 
0 Available for IBMJPC or computers 
0 Also available in ACf!-ready formats. 
It's Easy To Order. For fas tes t service, 
www.toplist.com 
or call (909) 484-976 5 e xt. 27 
TopUst@ $125 00 ea./add 7 5% sales tax/shipping and handling $3 50/naxt busmess day ($8 50) 
A new Web site, launched by the U. S. Small Business Administration (SBA) 
will increase procurement and networking opportunities to women-owned busi-
nesses by placing all contracting assistance information at a single online site. 
WomenBiz.gov will provide women-owned businesses with direct access to the fed-
eta/ acquisition tools and government networks to tap into the $200 billion feder-
al marketplace. The site will serve as the official gateway to more than 100 pro-
curement and acquisition sites hosted by various federal agencies. 
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
coURIER s£llVIC£ 
~ 
TWO WEEKS ON£ WEEK ? SAME DAY 
. 
YOlJ' lr1ra.Quiy blsiness mail wil be pd<ed ~ by eot.iier 
l'NICE a day arx:f harxj delivered on w next route. 
• Same Day Delivery • Special Messenger 
• Couriers • Bag Exchanges 
• Tailored Delivery Systems • Overnight Letter Service 
• Parcel Deliwry 
~LP. 
----
For Service in the Inland Empire call: 
1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM 
Serving all of Southern Galifornia 
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BUSINESS INFORMATION RESOURCES 
WEB SITES 
Aviastar Communications, Inc . ............ www.aviastar.net 
Agricultural Export Program (AEP), Calif. Dept. of Food and Agriculture 
www.atinet.org/aep 
se51 ·s~i~· of"lii~gs. ·i;; ·do:~;;~·· · ············ 
................................................................ searlstatler.com 
Business Bank of California 
....................... ............................ ............. www.businessbank.com 
California State Government Home Page 
..... .. .. .................................. ...... ......... www.ca.gov 
Center for International Trade Development 
............................ ......................... ........... www.resources4u.com/citd/ 
City Business Guide CITIVU Rancho Cucamonga 
.......................................... ..... , ................ www.citivu.com 
Columbia Chino Valley Medical Center 
................................................................ hwww.cvmc.com 
First Federal Savings of San Gabriel Valley 
.. .............................................................. www.firstfederalsgv.com 
PFF Bank & Trust ....................... ....... .. www.pffuank.com 
I.E. Small Business Dev. Ctr .. ............ .. www.iesbdc.org 
Marriage & Family Therapist ............ .. www.claremontcounseli ng.com 
Small Business Developm. Center ........ www.iesbdc.org 
U.S. President .... .................................... www.whitehouse.gov 
E·MAIL ADDRESSt:S 
Bill Leonard .......... ................................ senator.leonard@sen.ca.gov 
California Center for Health Improvement 
.... ............................................................ cchimail@aol.com 
Inland Empire International Business Association 
................................................................ ieibatrade@aol.com 
U.S. Government Printing Office, GPO Access 
...... .......................... ................................ gpoaccess@gpo. gov 
U.S. President ........................................ president@whitehouse.gov 
BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES (BBS) 
Information is subject to change without notice and some operators may charge fees. . . 
Alice's Wonderland: Amateur radio, Psion and Renegade support, CD-ROM, No Raltos, On-hne 
games, active message bases; (909) 597-4469. 
Apple Elite II: Networked messaging, on-line games, transfers for Apple II and Mac, 14.4 baud; (909) 
359-5338. 
The Blueprint Place BBS: CAD-plotting service; drop "DWG" Auto-CAD files, zipped and text file in 
CAD library, 14.4 baud; (310) 595-5088. 
Mine and Yours BBS: WWIV Networks, Large File, MSG Base, Games, Internet e-mail and Local 
Echos, Fees free; (760) 244-0826. 
Ebix - Business: Business management, labor laws, CPA issues, human resources, employee bene-
fits, 14.4 baud, 24 hours; (714) 239-6864. 
InvestorLink: Stock, commodity prices, real estate, daily news, personal finance, mutual funds, 28.8 
baud; (818) 331-4611. . 
Mommadillo's BBS & Breakfast: WwivNet, E-mail, Trade Wards, Lord Scrabble On-hne, 14.4 baud; 
(310) 432-2423. 
PC·Windowmaker BBS - A.U.G.I.E.: Computer user group club BBS, supporting IBM, Atari and 
Mac downloads, on-line games, RIP menus, 28.8 baud. (909) 637-1274. 





1 Name of board-----------------------
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1 0 General Interest 0 Product support Modem speed-------
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Th e Inland Emptro Bus mess Journal ts compiling a list o f the local hulletu• boards If you 
w ould like t o have your board •nctuded fill out this coup on and mall 11 to In land Empue 
B usm ess J o urnal, Attn Bulletin B~a rds, 8 560 V meyard Ave Stt• 100 Hancho Cuc.lmongd 
CA 9 1730·4 3 52 
I' • ' II 
You ARE WHAT You KNow< 
SUBSCRIBE NOW! . 






2001 Book of Lists Resource Publication 
(value: ~30) 
Yes, I want to subscribe to the Inland Empire Business Journal 
0 One year $24 annual subscription 
0Two ye.ars $48 subscription, plus complimentary 
0 2000 Book of Lists resource publication 
2000 Book of Lists only $30 + $2.50 shipping & handling 
Please send information about advertising in the 2000 Book of 
Lists 
Or, charge to my credit card: 0 Master Card QVisa 
Credit Card Number Exp. Date ______ _ 
Company ______________________ __ 
Name Addre_s_s---~--------------------
City/State Z ip. _________ __ 
Phone# 
-----------------------
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: 
INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL, (909) 484-9765 
8560 Vineyard Ave., Ste. 306, 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-4352, 
Fax (909) 391-3160 
: Bell Construction 
• European Craftsmanship at affordable rates 
• 
Electrical Painting 




• Carpentry Tile & Marble Work 
"Marble Polishing Specialisr • 
• 
• Est. 1970 Jerry Bell 
• 909-943-0482 Pager/mobile 909-508-4032 





Your co":lpanr may n.ot leave callers 'on-hold ' this long ... .. . 
But @_y time on-hold can seem like an eterruty, unless you 
prov1de them with v_a!uable information that can help them 
make tnformed dects1ons about doing business with your 
company. 
Little Bear Enterprises 
1-714-899-9310 
Contact Teddy 
"Helping people create a better future" 
• SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 
Breaking news about our business community, from openings to expansions. 
With our new tax licenses, incorporations and calendar of events, you have 
the news to manage your business. Our special reports keep readers 
up-to-date about changes in their industries. Don't miss an issue, subscribe 
today! Includes the 2000 Book of Lists. 
• TOP LIST SOFTWARE 
Top List software allows you to write letters, print labels, print follow-up 
reports and sort data. It puts you in touch with information you need to know. 
Easy to order. For fastest service, www.toplist.com or call (909) 484-9765. 
• GOT A TIP? 
If you hear of something happening in the Inland Empire business commu-
nity, give us a call at (909) 484-9765. 
• ADVERTISING 
Advertise in the publication that reaches the Inland Empire's top executives. 
For classified advertising call Mitch Huffman at (909) 484-9765 ext. 26 . 
• BACK ISSUES AND REPRINTS 
For additional copies, past Top 25 lists, or articles, give us a call. Has your 
business been featured in the Business Journal? Reprints make a great mar-
keting tool. Call the Inland Empire Business Journal at (909) 484-9765 ext. 
20 or ext. 27. 
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Best bets ... 
cominued from page 48 
had more than 45 years to evolve 
into what it is today. We wanted 
Disneyland's sister park to be a real-
ly different kind of place telling a 
different kind of story, and I think 
we've really succeeded in doing that 
with Disney's Californta 
Adventure ." 
Disneyland Californian Hotel 
Capturing the spirit of early 
California through insptring design 
and daring architecture, Disney's 
Grand Californian Hotel is a deluxe 
750-room resort hotel property, 
offering a premium option for busi-
ness or pleasure vistt.s to the expand-
ed Dtsneyland® Resort in Anaheim. 
When Disney's Grand Californian 
Hotel opens Feb. 8, 2001, it will 
become the first Disney resort to be 
located instde a theme park-the 
new Disney 's California 
Adventure T\1-rnaking stays at the 
deluxe hotel a uniquely themed 
experience. The location also pro-
vides creative opportunities for 
groups and incentive sales program 
functions. Disney's Grand 
Californian Hotel celebrates the 
turn-of-the-century romantic 
Craftsman movement of California. 
Designed by Peter Dominick of 
the Urban Design Group of Denver 
to capture the artistic exploration of 
California's coastlines, with its 
Monterey pines and redwood forests, 
Disney's Grand Californian Hotel is 
layered with the memories of the 
arroyo craftsmen, the mission pio-
neers, the pie in air school of painters 
and daring architecture. Among the 
deluxe guest rooms are 712 standard 
rooms, 34 artisan suites, two vice 
presidential suites and two presiden-
tial suites. 
In addition, the resort offers 
more than 20,000 square feet of 
meeting and banquet space, ranging 
from the 12,600-square-foot Sequoia 
ballroom to smaller conference 
rooms. A fully equipped 1,300-
square-foot California boardroom is 
also available. "Specially therned 
hotels have become a hallmark of 
Disney Resorts worldwide," noted 
Oaire Bilby, vice president of sales 
and travel operations for The 
Disneyland® Resort. "Disney's 
Grand Californian Hotel brings this 
tradition to Southern California and 
is the first example of a fully-themed 
Disney Resort hotel at The 
Disneyland Resort. It inaugurates a 
new era in Disneyland Resort hospi-
tality." 
The deluxe hotel features 24-
hour room ervice, it own entry gate 
into the Disney' California 
Adventure, and has rooms that over-
look both the theme park and the 
exctttng Downtown Dtsney® 
Distnct. For the corporate mectmgs' 
gue.•;L._, the hotel features meeting 
planners offices, a business center 
and separate meetings and conven-
tions check-in facilities. Food and 
beverage facilitie..<; include: the Napa 
Rose restaurant, Storytellers Cafe, 
White Water Snacks and 
Hearthstone Lounge. Disney's 
Grand Californian Hotel also ha<> 
Eureka Springs, a health club with 
state-of-the-art equipment and ma'i-
sage rooms, as well a" dry and steam 
sauna<;. The deluxe hotel also has 
two heated pools with a themed 
water slide, two spas, children's 
pool, and concierge level with 
upgraded amenities and services. 
In Downtown Disney, between 
the entrances to the two parks, visi-
tors will find a lively, colorful district 
full of innovative restaurants, shops 
and entertainment venues. 
The 300,000-plus square-foot 
Downtown Disney includes such 
tenants as: American Multi-Cinema 
Inc. of Los Angeles; House of Blues 
of Hollywood; La Brea Bakery of 
Los Angeles; Naples Ristorante and 
Pizzeria by Restaurant Associates of 
New York; the Patina Group restau-
rateurs of Los Angeles; Rainforest 
Cafe of Minneapolis; Ralph 
Brennan's Jazz Kitchen by The 
Ralph Brennan Restaurant Group of 
New Orleans, and Y Arriba! Y 
Arriba! Latin dining and entertain-
ment of Miami. Also confirmed are 
the Disney-branded venues ESPN 
Zone and World of Disney. 
"We are very plea-;ed with the 
quality, diversity and reputation of 
the anchor tenants who have com-
mitted to join us at Downtown 
Disney," said Cynthia Harriss, exec-
utive vice president, The Disneyland 
Resort. 
For general Disneyland information, 
call (714) 781-4565 or visit The 
Disneyland Resort Web site at 
www.disneyland.com <http://www. 
disneyland. com>. 
SBC Communications ... 
continued from page 47 
''Through this promotion, con-
sumers are receiving more 
choice, flexibility, and conven-
ience than ever before on a high-
performance PC and high-speed 
Internet service." 
Customers can choose from 
everal payment options offered 
through Compaq and can 
upgrade their system at an addi-
tional cost. After receiving the 
DSL/PC equipment package, 
customers will be able to set up 
the computer and Bas ic DSL 
Internet service with Prodigy, in 
abo ut an hour - by sim ply 
plugging in the computer, and 
in erting special DSL filters into 
the ir phone jacks. 
SBC launched its initial 
DSL/ PC promotion last year 
wtth Compaq, markmg the first 
ttme a customer could receive a 
true "plug and play" solution. 
This offer has helped SBC 
increase its installation capacity, 
as about 70 percent of its DSL 
customers take advantage of 
either the DSL!PC offer, or the 
company 's self-install option, 
both of which typically take less 
than an hour to complete. 
This program complements 
Project Pronto, the $6 billion 
network build-out that will bring 
broadband to about 80 percent 
of SBC customers. In the future , 
SBC plans to introduce a home 
Desert Museum ... 
continued from page 30 
had been collecting art since the 
mid-60s, with an initial focus on 
French Impressionist paintings and 
then later on, European and 
American modernist paimings, 
drawings, and sculpture. Their pur-
chase in 1968 of Richard 
Diebenkorn 's portfolio "41 
Etchings Drypoint.s," set them on a 
new course of collecting contempo-
rary art, and prints in particular. 
The journey toward collecting 
new, contemporary art that began 
with the Diebenkorn print purchase 
FEBRUARY 2001 
networking solution and next-
generatio n, broadband-powered 
applications , such as video-on-
demand and voice-ove r-DSL 













tamer's onl ine experie nce. 
The current Basic DSL 
Internet service promotio n, 
which was launched almost a 
year ago and extended severa l 
times because of its popularity, 
ended on Jan. 31. That service 
was $39.95 a month , but 
required a one-year term obliga-
tion. 
Customers can learn more 
about DSL; determine if they 
qualify for service and even 
place an order by visiting: 
www.pacbell.com/ dsl , or by 
calling l-888-884-2DSL. 
continued at a rapid pace through 
the next three decades. The collec-
tion grew to nearly 800 works 
including prints, paintings, draw-
ings and sculpture and is consid-
ered one of the most comprehen-
sive private collections of contem-
porary American art in the United 
States. 
George Hurrell: Portraits of 
Hollywood Stars Palm Springs, CA 
(Dec. 21, 2000) - An exhibition of 
black and white publicity stills of 
numerous celebrities, past and 
present, will be on view at Palm 
Springs Desert Museum through 
Feb. 25, 2001. 
1 0-11 The popular Computer Fair wi ll be in Fa irplex 4 with 
wholesa le computer s upplies, 
accessorie ·, modem , monito rs, 
games and furniture. For more 
information, visit www.fairplex. 
com. 
13 Palm Desert Chamber of Commerce member-ship breakfast will 
begin at 7:15 a.m. at the Desert 
Falls Country Club, I 111 Desert 
Falls Parkway. The program will 
feature 'The Indio Desert Circuit 
Horse Show," presented by John 
Eickman. Sponsor: Th e DeserL 
Sun. Cost: $ 12 w ith RSVP, $15 at 
the door. For reservations call 
(760) 346-61 1 J or e-mai l: rsvp@ 
pdcc.org. 
14"1nnovation for Performance Improve-ment" will be the topic 
at the February ASTD meeting. 
Charles and Carolyn Johnson will 
be the presenters. T he event will be 
held at the University of Phoenix, 
337 N. Vineyard Ave. in Ontario. 
Lunch and networking will be from 
1 L :30 to I 2 noon, and the presenta-
tion from noon to L p.m. Cost for 
lunch and presentation is $15 for 
members and $20 for non-mem-
bers . To register, contact Ann 
Ro nan at : irishmist57@aol.com or 
call (909) 941-0426. 
15 "Think Innovation, Education and Revita-lization" is the theme 
for the 2001 Inland Valley 
Economic Development Corpo-
ration 's Economic Summit at Cal 
Poly Po mona's Kellogg West 
Conference Center, 3801 West 
Temple Ave. in Pomona. The event 
will begin at 8 a.m. Breakout ses-
sions on business topics will start at 
8:45 a.m. following breakfast. A 
luncheon will feature distinguished 
keynote panelists, and will con-
elude by I :30 p.m. Tickets are $65 
or $55 for chamber members. For 
more in fo rmation, call (909) 623-
1946. 
17-18 Fairplex 6: Bridal Mega Show, a one-stop bridal shopping oppor-
tunit y. 
17-18 Fai rpl ex 8: Compete Karate -various ages in multi-
ple divi ions compete in the 14th 
annual tournament. 
2o" Marketing Your ervice / Pr oduc t " workshop w ill be held 
at the Small Business Development 
& International Trade Center, 300 
W Second St. , Ste. 203, Pomona, 
from 5 to 7 p.m. Cost is $10. For 
information and registration, call 
the Mt. San Antonio College Small 
Business Development Center at 
(909) 629-2247. 
21-22 The Baldy View ROP Foundation will present "a taste of 
Baja" at Rubio's BaJa Grill , 140 S. 
Mountain Ave. in Upland, between 
4 and 8 p.m. on Feb. 21 to rai e 
funds for the Baldy View Regional 
Occupational Program (ROP). T he 
restaurant will donate 25 percent 
from each purchase to the founda-
tion to prov ide scholarships for on-
the-job training. On Feb. 22, 
Rubio's Baja Gri ll , 10798 Foothill 
Blvd. in Rancho Cucamonga will 
host the fund-ra i er. 
for 2 8The Center International Trade Development and the 
California-Mexico Trade 
Assistance Center of Citru 
College is offering a three-and-
one-half hour work hop from 12 
noon to 3:30 p.m. For information 
and registration for this $25 work-
shop, call (909) 629-2247. 
3 of March " Building Bridges for Business Success 2001," a conference for women, will 
be held at the Cal State Universi ty, 
San Bernardi no, Commons Hall , 
5500 Universi ty Parkway, San 
Bernardi no. For more informat ion, 
call Robbie Motter, PWR 
founder/director at 1- 88-244-4420 
or (909) 679-8048. 
20Registration deadline: March 9 for the M il ken Institute 2001 Global 
Conference at the Beverly Hilton 
Hotel in Los Angeles. For more 
information or to register, go to 





Bu~1ncs~ Budder' of Rancho 
Cucamonga, wed.!), 7 am a1 Socorro\ 
Mc\ican Rcslauranl, 10276 Foolhdl Blvd. 
Rancho Cucamonga . Mcmbcr;h1p· $2S 
ConiJCI Da" n Gre), (909) 4H4-S244, 
h1rlc) Paluck, (909) 62S-231!6 
Personal Brcal. Through clworkmg, 
wccl.ly. 7 a m •H 738S Carnelian Sr., Rancho 
Cucamonga The club mccl\ 10 d1scuss rna\· 
1m111ng bu\incss and personal leverage. 
1 Conlacl. Warren Hawkms, (909) 626-261!1 
or (909) Sl7-0220 (pager) 
Thesday 
Bu;mcss Nelwork lmernallonal, Inland 
Valley Chapler, weekly, 7 10 8:30 a m a1 
M1m1'; Cafe, 10909 Foo1h1ll Blvd., Rancho 
Cucamonga Comacl: Michael Bailey, (909) 
941!-7650 
All Lassen's Leads Club, Claremonl 
Chap1er, wecl.l), 7.1S a.m. al lhe Claremonl 
Inn, SSS W Foo1h1ll Blvd., Claremonl 
Comacl: (909) 981-1720. Reg1onal office: 
(800) 767-7337. 
All Lassen's Leads Club, D1amond 
Ranch Chapler, breakfasl mcc1mg weekly, 
$8 for VISilors, 7: IS · 8:30 a .m. al !he 
D1amond Bar Counlry Club, 227SI E. 
Golden Spnngs Dr., Dwmond Bar. Con1ac1: 
K1m Gully (909) 606-4423 or Leads Club 
Rcg1onal Office: (800) 767-7337. 
Wednesday 
Bus1ness Nelwork lnlernallonal, V1c1or 
Valle) Chapler, weekly, 7 a m. al Mane 
Callenders, 121 0 Man posa Rd., Vic1orv1lle. 
Visilors welcome. Conlacl: Jo Wollard (760) 
241 -1633. 
Busmess Nelwork lnlcrnauonal, Ch1no 
Valley Chapler, weekly, 7 am al M1m1's 
Cafe, Spectrum Markelplace, 3890 Grand 
Ave., Ch1no. Conlacl: (909) S91-0992. 
Business Nelwork ln lernauonal, 
Rancho Cucamonga Chapler, weekly, 7 a.m. 
al Plum Tree Reslauranl, tl 70 W. Foo1h1ll 
Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga. Conlact: 
M1chael Cuncny, (909) 467-9612. 
Toaslma,lcrs Club 6836, !he Inland 
Valle) Earlyb1rds of Upland, weekly 6:4S 
a.m. a1 Denny\, norlhwesl corner of Se,cmh 
!reel and Mounlam Avenue m Upland. Info: 
Nancy Couch, (909) 621-4147 
The lnSlllUle of Managemenl Accoun· 
1an1s Inland Emp1re Chaplcr, lhe founh 
Wednesday of lhe monlh, 6:30 a.m al !he 
Miss1on Inn, 3649 Sevenlh Sr., R1vers1de. 
Conlacl E.-.1cr Jamora (818) 30S-7200 Exl 
106. 
The Rancho Cucamonga Women's 
Chapler of All Lassen'; Leads Club, weekly, 
7: IS a.m al Mim1's Cafe, 370 N. Mounlatn 
Avenue. Info: Pa1ric1a Brookmgs, (909) 981-
41S9 or (909) S94-SIS9. 
Thursday 
Busmcss Nelwork lnlcrnallonal, Viclor 
Valle) Chapler, meclS ever) Thursday al 7 
am. a1 lhc Ramada Inn, lnlerslale IS and 
Palmdale Road tn Viclorv1lle. Visilor; arc 
welcome. For more 1nformal10n, call Rodney 
Sanders al (760) 9S3-7297. 
BOM Inland Emp1re Monlhly 
Meclmg Thursday, March 9, 2000 12:00 
noon, Double Tree Hole!. Gues1 Speaker: 
BOMA Callfornw L..obbyisl, Les Spahnn, 
Leg1sla11ve 1;sucs m propeny ownership 
and managcmcnl. Cos!: $30. Reservallons: 
(909) 882-7868. 
Busmess Ne1work l nlcrnallonal , 
Corona lt 1lls Chapler meels every 
Thursday 7 a.m. 10 8:30a.m. allhe M1m1's 
Cafe localed a1 2230 Griffm Way, Corona 
(#91 Fwy a1 McKtnley). Visllors are 
always welcome. 1nformauon: Laune 
(909) 780-3176 or Wayne (909) 279-2870. 
Sunday 
Claremonl Master Mo11va1ors 
Toaslmaslers Club, weekly, 6 10 7:30 p.m. 
in lhe Jagels Bu1lding al Claremonl 
Graduale School, 16S E. 10lh SL, 
Ctaremon1 Contact : Chuck or Dolores 
Week, (909) 982-3430. 
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CITIZENS BUSINESS BANK 
CITY OF HOPE 
INTER VALLEY HEALTH PLAN 
PFF BANK & TRUST 
WALTERS MERCEDES-BENZ 
Registration fee includes· 
lunch three lea . · 
k 
' mmg wor'--sh 
eynote s k "' ops, pea ers and networking. 
LOCATION: Ontario 
ConventiOn Center 
2000 Convention (: Ontario, California enter Way, 
~J~~r:r PAYMENT 
FORM TO· RATION 
Inland Em i 8 . 8560 y · p re usmess Journa l 
R 
Jneyard Ave. Ste 306 , 
ancho Cue ' · (909) 484-9~::So~~a, CA 917JO 3 160 • E-mail : ieb'@axb(9q9) 39 1-
nal.com J USJOUr-
W HEN· F 'd 7'30 . n ay, May I I 2001 
. a.m. to 4:30p.m. ' , 
Seatlllg IS /muted' Re Name gw er todD) to S<'C'" '-' raur re· .. cnaumt. Comp~an~y~/O~r~ga:n~iz~at~io:n--------~~-- Title 
Address ------------=- ~--------====~-------=====-Telephone City ==~~~~;:::::~~~-======-Fax _____Conference R · S ~:--------eg•stra tion is $89 tate/Zip ----Groups of 8 per person. C or more $85 
OMPANY TABLE O per person. 
FTEN $800 
I am enclosing my ch k/ ec money order f 
Please charge my ( . or the amount of$ 
c•rcle one) # MasterCard VISA _ __ _ 
